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ABSTRACT
UNRULY ACTS:
AN INQUIRY INTO THE ART OF LETTER WRITING
by
Anne Righton M alone 
University of New Ham pshire, December, 1997
Although professors of the ancient art of letter w riting were among the 
m ost revered in medieval universities, instruction in this "gentle art" as 
Virginia Woolf once described it, is currently relegated to etiquette manuals 
and elem entary school textbooks. And for m ost composition instructors and 
rhetoricians, that is where it should stay. Most tw entieth century rhetoricians 
portray the medieval genre of letter w riting as the product of a dark period in 
the history of rhetoric, passing it by in a quick move from the sermons of 
Saint Augustine to the classically grounded rhetoric of Peter Ramus.
During the nineteenth century, training in the art of letter writing 
became a central part of a young m an's university instruction and of a young 
w om an's hom ebound instruction. Essays were w ritten in letter style, travel 
books were w ritten as letters home, correspondence was carefully saved in 
bound letter books. By the early twentieth century, however, letter writing 
had begun to lose its place in the university, and its instruction soon became 
relegated to the appendix of grammar school composition texts and letter- 
w riting m anuals since instruction was focused on creating models of 
efficiency rather than strengthening the w riter's personal voice.
ix
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This dissertation presents a narrative picture of letter-writing 
instruction, considering specifically the way letter-writing was incorporated 
into college writing instruction. The final chapter positions the letter-writing 
genre w ithin the theoretical fram ew ork of twentieth century composition 
studies by considering: (a) theoretical analysis of this genre from the 
perspective of divergent theoretical perspectives including fem inist theory 
and social construction theory; (b) the ramifications of the letter as a bridge 
betw een old and new, familiar and unfamiliar, known and unknow n, of 
letter as link which lessens dislocation from home and shortens the distance 
to the familiar; and (c) the social implications of response in letter-writing 
and possibilities of letter-writing as a social act of invention.
x
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In t r o d u c t io n  •» S alutatio
Bu r n i n g  C o n v e r s a t io n s  w it h  t h e  D i v i n e : 
T e n  L e s s o n s  i n  t h e  a r t  o f  Letter  W r it in g
Talking to paper is talking to the divine. It is talking to an ear 
that will understand even the most difficult things. Paper is 
infinitely patient. It w ill receive small fragment after fragm ent of 
a larger netw ork you are w orking on, without you yourself 
knowing it. It will w ait out decades for you to pu t together the 
first faint traces of your ow n code, a code you m ight have 
understood as a small child but which you are now  gathering on 
a new level of understanding. The white paper is waiting. Each 
time you scratch on it, you trace part of yourself, and thus part of 
the world, and thus p a rt of the grammar of the universe.
-  Burghild Nina Holzer, A Walk Between Heaven and Earth
We love to keep som ething sacred and private, 
and to do that we have to bum  all the letters.
-  Emily Saliers of the Indigo Girls, NPR Interview
Lessons Learned at Home
My fascination w ith letters began in early childhood w hen on Sunday 
evenings after the dinner dishes had been washed and p u t away, my mother 
would sit at the kitchen table, drinking iced tea and w riting long letters to mv 
grandm other.
"Dearest Mother. . each letter began.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
O n the table beside her, my m other kept a box of tissues because she 
knew that w riting these letters would make her weep. At mid-week, she 
would b ring  out the tissues again, a sign to my sisters and I that the puffy 
envelope, sm elling faintly of my grandm other's dusting powder, had arrived 
in our mailbox. After dinner on "Letter Night," as we called it, my m other 
would take the letter from her dress pocket and read it to us. At times, she 
would pause a t the end of a sentence and  read silently to herself, laughing or 
sighing as she read a story not meant for our ears. Reading these letters often 
brought tears to m y mother's eyes. As a transplanted Southerner she yearned 
to return hom e to Georgia. She missed her m other with a passion and looked 
forward to these weekly conversations.
For as long as I can remember, these letters from my grandmother were 
our weekly journeys to her dining room  table. My sisters and I would listen 
intently as my m other read the letter aloud. My grandm other would always 
include sections to each of us. "Anne, your m other tells me that you have 
been reading Great Expectations. Write and tell me about the book." "Nancv,
I hope you are being a good little girl." "Read the part about me again," we'd 
each beg w hen the letter was done.
T hroughout my childhood, letter reading night was one of the most 
im portant nights of the week. A lthough my m other and grandm other talked 
occasionally on the phone, neither of them  liked telephone calls. "When they
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
are over, you cannot listen to them again," my m other would explain, adding 
that phone calls were also much more expensive than letters.
My m other had hopes of teaching her four daughters to love letter 
writing as much as she did. Perhaps she was training us for the day when we 
w ould leave home. For the most part, however, we were less patient. 
Although I would sometimes sit w ith her on Sunday nights writing letters of 
m y own to my girlfriends, I became impatient when their reply, like my 
grandm other's, had not arrived w ithin three days.
My m other's encouragement was both subtle and constant. Each year 
my sisters and I discovered a new box of stationery tucked in our Christmas 
stockings. One year we got stationery with our names embossed at the top: 
Anne, Lynn, Martha, Nancy. Other years I received stationery so beautiful I 
was more content keeping it tucked in my dresser draw er than using it for the 
m andatory Christmas thank you letters. Finding the right words was always 
difficult. The letter's four-part format, on the other hand, was easy to follow:
Begin by reminding the sender of the present sent.
Briefly explain why you like the present (white lies are okay).
Send your love to the rest of the family.
Conclude with the proper am ount of love and affection.
The easiest letter to write was the one to my Aunt Marian the year she sent 
my parents money to buy me a bicycle. "Dear Aunt Marian," I wrote, "Thank 
you for the bicycle. I promise not to let anyone else ride it, especially my sister 
Lynn." The hardest thank you letter to write was the one to our always 
practical Aunt Mimi and Uncle Ray, who each year sent us white underwear. 
There was not much to say about underwear.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4FIGURE S.l A Mother's Duty: (1 to r) Lynn, me, Mother, Martha.
Lesson One: Letter writing instruction, like instruction in quilt 
making, table setting, and bed making is a m other's duty. Good 
m others teach their daughters to appreciate the gracious and 
gentle art of letter writing.
Lessons Learned in  School
As I was learning the art of letter writing a t home, at school I had a 
sim ilar education. In first and second grade, I learned to compose (or rather 
to copy) formal letters of invitation to my parents. The teacher would write
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the m odel letter on the chalkboard and we would copy. “Dear Mother and 
Father, O ur school is having an Open House on " As w ords on the 
chalkboard, "Dear M other and Father" did not m ean my parents. This was 
the generic salutation, an indication to us all that living in a two parent 
household was the norm . Students like my friend Nancy, whose father had 
not returned from the war, were left to construct their own salutation. These 
letters hom e were graded for penm anship before we delivered them to our 
parents. Since my handw riting was "good work," I was as delighted to deliver 
these carefully penned masterpieces to m y parents as I was to extend the 
invitation. This became my second lesson in letter writing.
Dear Mother and Father,
Our school is having an Open House Thursday before the PTA 
meeting. Please come and bring a plate of cookies. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Your daughter, Anne
Lesson Two: A good letter is a "well written letter." The main 
requirem ent for a well w ritten letter is good penm anship.
N ot until third grade did I really begin to understand the power of 
letter writing. That year M omingside Elementary School "adopted" an 
orphanage, and each child at my school was given the nam e of an orphan pen 
pal. My pen pal was Ann, a girl my age who had no parents and who had no 
last name. "Orphans don 't have last nam es," she explained in a letter. Never 
before had I known anyone with no last name, and I was delighted that we
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6were both "Anne," although she spelled her name w ith no "e." "She must be 
Catholic," my mother speculated when I showed her A nn's first letter.
Each week a large sack of letters from the orphanage was delivered to 
our school. Much like soldiers at mail call, we sat at our desks waiting to hear 
our name. Although som e students changed pen pals during  this time, Ann 
and I were pen pals for the whole term. We corresponded w ith the passion of 
lovers. She told me about her family at the orphanage and I told her about 
my family at home. We w rote about school and about books we were 
reading. W hen my teacher suggested that we send a school picture to our pen 
pals, I also included a chunk of my just permed hair. And in her reply, Ann 
included a pencil draw ing of herself with a lock of dark  straight hair taped to 
the page. O ur letters were crafted in fiction-laced truth, filled w ith bits and 
pieces of our daily lives. We were both quiet children, m ore comfortable 
sitting in our rooms crafting this paper friendship than m aking friends with 
other children. Like novelists we created a perfect friendship.
If this were the first chapter of my autobiography, readers might 
speculate that this story w ould  foreshadow my eventual reunion with Ann. 
Perhaps O prah would include the book in her book club and Ann would read 
it and contact her. Oprah w ould invite Ann and me to be on her show and 
we w ould be tearfully reunited. But this is a dissertation about letter writing 
instruction, and the story I tell is about lessons learned.
Lesson Three: Every letter is a love letter.
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The following spring our orphan pen pals were invited to our school 
for a party. After six months of weekly correspondence there we were, 
standing face to face. Ann was me and I was Ann. We spent the afternoon 
holding hands and planning our lives together. "I'll tell my mom she has to 
adopt you," I assured Ann. I still remember the terror I felt later that 
afternoon w hen the nuns announced it was time for our new friends to 
return to the orphanage. At home I begged my parents to adopt her. "Ann 
could share my bed and my clothes," I told m y m other when she protested. 
When my father explained, "We can't afford another mouth to feed," I 
promised to share my food with Ann, to be good forever, and to never ask for 
anything else as long as I lived. No matter w hat I promised, my parents' 
response was, "No." My father finally pu t his foot down, telling me, "This 
begging has to stop, Anne."
At school, however, the letter writing exchange continued. I w onder 
now how the face-to-face reality of the correspondence affected the other 
students—at M om ingside and at the orphanage. For me the effect was 
devastating. The person who was now writing to me was no longer an 
orphan w ith raven black hair, but a real girl whose dark brown eyes were 
burnt into m y soul. Secretly I wished my parents would die so I would 
become an orphan. Knowing that my father's dime store salary hardly paid 
the expenses for our family of five, I volunteered to leave home.
"I could go live at the orphanage," I told them. But they did not 
understand. Ann and I never met again. For a while, we continued to write,
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8but our letters were different after this. As long as we had  maintained a 
relationship constructed only on paper, the letters were enough to sustain our 
friendship. But now, we were obsessed w ith the desire to live together.
Rather than the playful, "Dear Best Friend Ever" letters we had once written, 
as we began to realize the hopelessness of our situation, our letters became 
m ore distant.
That sum m er my father was transferred to Tampa, Florida.
I stopped writing weekly letters to Ann—just like that.
My lesson in letter writing was not w hat the teacher had intended.
FIGURE S.2 Me at 8—My Swimsuit Debut
Lesson Four: Letters create fictions. The real self is not the same as the 
epistolary self. Bringing together these tw o personas can destroy the 
fictional w orlds that letter writers knowingly and unknowingly 
construct through their correspondence.
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9I sometimes w onder w hat happened to Ann and if she saved the letters I 
wrote to her or if, like me, she threw them in the trash  before moving on.
By the time I enrolled in high school, my fam ily had  increased in size 
to six w ith the birth of m y youngest sister shortly after w e m oved to Florida. 
In addition, my father's job had required us to m ove two more times— first 
to Hamilton, Ohio, and  then to Hammond, Indiana. Between fourth grade 
and ninth grade I have no specific memories of school lessons in the art of 
letter writing, but from  m y research of composition studies during the 1950's I 
know that English com position text books for students in  grades five through 
nine included lessons in letter writing that em phasized the formal structure 
of the letter: correct placem ent of the salutation and other "letter parts," 
proper m ethods of addressing an envelope, and careful s tudy  of letter writing 
etiquette. Like Dorothy in Oz, we were learning the  im portance of following 
the Yellow Brick Road, and  our English teachers w ere leading the way.
FIGURE S.3
John Muri, English Teacher 
Hammond High School
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Lesson Five: Although "good" students carefully follow the rules of 
epistolary construction, "real letters" are undisciplined and adhere to 
the rules of letter w riting w ith deliberate and flagrant disregard.
In high school I recall only one lesson in letter writing. Mr. Muri, a tall 
angular m an who peered at us over his black-rimmed glasses w hen he talked, 
introduced us to the personal effect of letter writing. J. Alfred, as we called 
him in w hispers behind his back, taught us the rhetoric of w riting  for a public 
audience. "Letters work because no one can interrupt when you  are 
speaking," he told us. We were each assigned the task of w riting a letter to 
the editor of a magazine or new spaper on an issue that concerned us. At 
sixteen I w as fascinated with the Soviet people, their language, their chess 
cham pions, and most especially w ith  their young pianist Van C libum . In the 
late 50's, however, communism was a frightening word, and m any adults 
argued that no one, not even then Vice President Richard N ixon, should 
extend a friendly hand. Therefore, I w rote my letter to explain to these adults 
the dangers of hating people just because we do not understand their ways. I 
sent m y letter to Newsweek and prom ptly forgot about it until . . . .
The day this brief excerpt of m y letter was published, tw o of my 
m other's friends called to ask her, "Did you see what your daughter wrote in 
Newsweek?" W hen I walked in from school that day, my m other m et me at 
the door w ith  a look that was only surpassed eight months later w hen she
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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read m y diary. "How could you do this," she asked, holding the magazine in 
front of her. I wanted to tell her it was "only a letter," but rem ained silent.
Four years later, I m arried and moved away from home. At nineteen I 
knew nothing about cooking and babies and even less about marriage. But, as 
my m other had done years before, I began to write Sunday n ight letters home. 
Mine w ere not dangerous letters, only simple, dutiful letters from a daughter 
miles from home. Most Sunday nights I would gather my paper and pens 
and sit at the kitchen table, know ing that my mother was 1,000 miles away in 
Macon, Georgia, w ith her paper and pens, writing to me in Indiana and to her 
mother in Savannah. I loved being part of this m other-daughter tradition, 
and since not w riting invoked pow erful guilt, I seldom missed a Sunday.
At first these letters were easy to write. So much was happening. I had 
so m any questions to ask, so m any things to share. In her letters m y mother 
sent advice and included recipes for biscuits and gravy, red rice, okra soup, 
and for m y father's favorite Georgia peach crisp. I diligently copied each 
recipe into m y recipe notebook and tucked her letters into a shoebox.
1 c flour
1 c. orange blossom honey
1 /4  tsp salt
1 /2  tsp cinnamon
1/2  c. butter or margarine
4 c. fresh peaches, sliced
1 Tbl lemon juice
2 Tbl water
Georgia Peach Crisp
Combine flour, honey, salt, and cinnamon, 
 Cut in butter until mixture resembles course commeal.
Combine peaches, lemon juice, and water.
Spoon into a greased 9x9" baking dish.
Sprinkle flour mixture over peaches.
Bake covered (with foil or lid) at 350CF for 15 minutes 
Remove cover and bake 35-40 minutes.
Serve warm with homemade vanilla ice cream.
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Lesson Six: A lthough at times it may be necessary to bum  all the 
letters, whenever possible it is best to first copy dow n the recipes.
Through my m other's epistolary instruction, not only w as I learning how to 
cook and tend babies, but I was also learning w hat it m eant to be a mother and 
a wife. In her letters, my m other often included notes to m y new husband. In 
response to my telling her that Larry thought I should scrub the kitchen floor 
on m y hands and knees (like his mother did), she included a note addressed 
to him, "Larry, now remember. You married a wife. You did not hire a maid."
In the fall of that year, my mother called to tell m e that she had cancer. 
Perhaps the news was too difficult to write about in a letter. There is 
something absolute about w ords on paper, som ething undeniable about this 
uncomposable truth. N ever in the eight months until m y m other's death did 
either of us ever write about cancer or death in our letters. After my mother 
told me the news, our letters changed. We hardly knew  w hat to say. Her 
letters became shorter; her once careful handwriting became more disorderly. 
Each letter that I wrote to her seemed like it would be the last, and I found the 
words harder and harder to pu t on the page. The day m y m other had a 
mastectomy, my father called to tell me that she had only six months to live.
It was then that I stopped writing. When I tried to w rite about my babv 
daughter, I cried, knowing my m other would not be able to watch her grow
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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up. As the weeks went on I found myself staring a t a blank page rather than 
continuing this long-distance conversation.
FIGURE S.4 On the front steps of my grandmother's house
Lesson 7: Letters, like conversations at the dinner table or on the dance 
floor, m ust be pleasant and  interesting. N ever w rite in a letter w hat 
you w ould not discuss a t the dinner table or on  the dance floor.
As a m other I taught m y ow n children m any of the same lessons my 
m other taught me, even those I m eant not to teach them. Like my m other I
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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bought m y children boxes of dutiful stationery and stood over them  while 
they w rote thank  you notes. But I also supplied them w ith construction 
paper, scissors, glue, and paints so they could write wild letters, and when we 
were apart I w rote them  long passionate letters filled w ith stories unlike any 
my m other had  ever told me. As their first w riting teacher I taugh t them that 
letter w riting w as an unruly genre that invited playfulness and that 
dem anded tru th . Reminding them, as Emily Dickinson had  rem inded Susan 
Gilbert Dickinson, that the tru th  can be hidden  from the eyes of o ther readers, 
I taught my children the importance of this lesson I learned too late.
Tell all the Truth but tell it slant—
Success in Circuits lies
Too bright for our infirm Delight
The Truth's superb surprise . . .
-  Emily Dickinson, poem 1129
Lesson 8: Letters can become a painful revelation of Truth. However, 
the only th ing more difficult them telling the truth is rem aining silent.
In 1975, the year my youngest daughter entered third grade, I taught my 
first college w riting class. That first sem ester I used letter w riting exercises to 
explain the im portance of audience in w riting essays. The next fall, I taught 
the research com ponent of my first-year w riting class as a series of letters 
betw een myself and  my students. A lthough this class was m uch m ore 
formally structured than any I now teach, the philosophy I brought to this
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class still fascinates me. My rationale for the course (according to my syllabus) 
w as that this letter exchange w ould give students the opportunity to conduct 
research in much the same w ay they would in real world situations. In the 
tw enty-tw o years that have followed, I have continued to develop an 
epistolary-based pedagogy—to bring letter writing assignments into the 
classroom, to assign published letters for students to read and discuss, and to 
offer students the option of w riting essays in the epistolary mode.
Composing an Epistolary Dissertation
The analysis [of power] should not attempt to consider power 
from its internal point of view and should refrain from posing 
the labyrinthine and unansw erable question: "W ho then has the 
pow er and w hat has he in  mind? What is the aim of someone 
who possesses power?" Instead, it is a case of studying power at 
the point where its intention, if it has one, is completely 
invested in its real and effective practices.
-Foucault Power/Knowledge (97)
This dissertation begins w ith  my own instruction in letter writing—in 
the classroom and at my m other's kitchen table. Through these lessons I 
have learned that the epistolary genre, like the red square at the center of a log 
cabin quilt, is a t the heart of w ritten communication. Letter writing is often 
our first public writing act. As soon as we can form letters, we write letters 
w ith the help of more literate parents and siblings. "How do you spell Dear," 
my four-year-old granddaughter asked as she began a letter to her mother. 
"D-E-A-R MOM, I LOVE YOU" she wrote in big square letters. This study is
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grounded in these letters from my grandchildren and my children; it is 
grounded in every private letter I have written—to my m other, to my 
children, to lovers, to friends—and in every public letter I have contributed to 
new spaper and m agazine public forums. These letters, public and private, 
have taught me that the desire to communicate with others is a powerful 
m otivator for our earliest acts of literacy. The seeds of this dissertation were 
also sow n in the classes I have taught and most especially in the letters my 
students write in these classes—the literacy letters they write at the beginning 
of the semester, the essay letters they write to say things they cannot say 
aloud, the public letters they write on social issues, and the letters they write 
to each other as they engage in collaborative research.
The catalyst for this study comes from conversations w ith my 
colleague, Barbara Tindall, a writing instructor at the University of New 
Hampshire. D uring the past six years, we have talked over m any cups of 
coffee and we have maintained an on-going e-mail conversation focused on 
the theory and practice of letter writing in the composition classroom. In a 
conversation shortly after I arrived at UNH as a doctoral student in the 
composition and literature program, we discovered our common interest in 
the pedagogy of letter writing. Since that first conversation, we have worked 
in collaboration to ground our practice in theory so we can better explain to 
our students and our colleagues (and to ourselves) the philosophy that 
governs our pedagogy of epistolarity. In the process, we have developed a 
variety of ways to spark these classroom conversations, and we have
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developed epistolary assignments grounded in Ruth Perry 's theories of 
m othering the m ind and in Mary Louise Pratt's theory of the classroom as 
both a cultural contact zone and a literary safe house.
In an article w e co-authored, "Dear Teacher: Epistolary Conversations 
as the Site of Evaluation" (in Grading in the Post-Process Classroom: From 
Theory to Practice, Heinemann, 1997), we discuss letter w riting as a tool for 
essay evaluation and revision. We have presented collaborative papers at 
professional conferences on the use of letters as the fram ework for students' 
literacy portfolios and as the basis of collaborative research projects. In each of 
these venues, w e em phasize our contention that because writing and reading 
are rhetorical acts, they require on-going comm unications between writers 
and their readers. This dissertation extends our collaboration.
Three questions drive this research: If we agree that letter writing is 
one of the most im portant and commonly practiced forms of written 
communication, w hy then is letter w riting instruction limited to trade school 
and elementary school classrooms and to etiquette manuals? When studied 
from an historical perspective, why does instruction on letter writing center 
on the letter's form  rather than its contents? How will letter writing 
instruction be re-visioned if we consciously name it as a performative act?
I began this research by situating the epistolary genre within a historical 
framework, to follow the history of letter w riting instruction in the college 
classroom, and to  then question its absence in composition studies. As a 
teacher I was puzzled that letter writing instruction was seldom incorporated
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into the college w riting curriculum and that letters w ere rarely included in 
anthologies used in w riting courses. Likewise, I found it disconcerting that 
both rhetoric and composition studies bypassed the epistolary genre as if it 
were nonexistent. From w hat I knew of the letter's pow er, I could not 
understand w hy W ayne Booth, or some equally rhetorical philosopher, had 
not w ritten  The Rhetoric o f the Letter.
In addition, I knew from brief m entions in rhetoric texts and 
com position studies histories that letter w riting instruction had legitimately 
entered the academ y on two short lived occasions and  that each had been an 
unsuccessful a ttem pt to rein in and control the letter form. The first attem pt 
(covered in C hapter Two) occurs during the twelfth and  thirteenth centuries; 
the second (covered in Chapter Three) begins in the nineteenth century and 
continues into the early decades of the tw entieth century. In both instances 
the project fails, not—as some rhetoricians have suggested—because letter 
writing has not been theorized but, in both instances, because this instruction 
was centered on the letter's constative structure rather than its perform ative 
nature.
Borrowing from the terms of speech act theory, I argue throughout this 
dissertation that letter writing is a performative act, and  as such it creates 
itself by nam ing itself. As J.L. Austin explains in How To Do Things With 
Words (1962), perform atives are the action they describe whereas constatives 
are statem ents of fact and as such are statem ents that are either true or false. 
Furthermore, the tru th  of constative speech acts such as "It is 5:32 a.m." and
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"The unraked leaves in my yard are covered with snow," is specific and 
verifiable. W hen my mother called to tell me of her cancer diagnosis, the 
words she could not put on paper were constative statements of verifiable 
truth. In contrast, "I take my pen in hand" and  other statements of the letter 
w riter's intentionality, exist not as statem ents of tru th  or falsehood but as 
actions that happen as they are being described. Letter writing becomes a 
perform ative act to the extent that the w riter constantly creates a self while 
composing the letter. A detailed description of speech act theory as it pertains 
to this study  is included in Chapter One.
From  my research and from m y conversations with Barbara Tindall 
over late afternoon cups of coffee, I began to understand that whenever the 
epistolary genre was introduced into the m odem  college classroom, it entered 
as a spectator sport—the study of letters as literary or historical artifacts. 
Students of history used letters as evidence for historical research. Literary 
scholars used letters to attain a better understanding of writers and their 
literary works. There were some exceptions. Newly revised American 
literature anthologies such as H arper's Anthology o f American Literature, 
edited by Donald McQuade and Robert Atwan, include autobiographies, 
diaries, and letters in additional to the traditional fiction, drama, and poetry 
selections. Only occasionally, however, had anyone in composition studies 
researched the epistolary genre and even m ore rarely had these researchers 
considered the implications of letter w riting instruction in the college writing 
classroom. This was an absence I did not understand. Everything I knew
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about this genre attested to the presence of theory at the center of the act of 
letter writing.
Lesson #9: Picking up a pen to compose a letter is a performative act,
grounded in theory. Letter writing theory is em bedded in the act.
This study begem as a series of questions, questions that would—when 
answered—provide a theoretical framework for incorporating letter writing 
into the college w riting curriculum  and that w ould strengthen my thesis that 
when letter writing is introduced into the classroom as performative act of 
composing it affords students and teachers the opportunity to connect the 
social, ethnic, sexual, political differences that separate us. These questions 
have evolved into a series of questions about the definition and history of 
letter w riting and the place of letter writing in the ancient and m odem  
composition classroom. Therefore, I turn from m y lessons in the art of letter 
writing to consider the genre of letter writing in the following four chapters 
(and final postscript).
CHAPTER One serves as the Venn diagram for the dissertation—a word 
picture which creates the universe of the letter, an extended definition of the 
art of letter writing and places the act of letter writing within the context of 
performative speech acts, undisciplined learning, and unruly behavior.
W ithin this framework, I consider three questions: H ow  is the art of letter 
writing defined? How do the definitions constructed outside the academy
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compare w ith those constructed from within? Why is letter w riting so often 
defined, described, and  taught as a constative activity rather than as a 
performative act? In w hat ways is letter w riting unruly and undisciplined?
Like the exordium, the second of the five parts of a letter according to 
medieval rhetors, this chapter provides a background for the material that 
will follow. This extended definition of letter w riting looks at this genre from 
a multitude of angles and then carefully reconstructs the resulting cacophony 
of definitional voices. Despite the seemingly easy task of defining "letter- 
ness," this chapter points ou t the extent to which letter w riting is an elusive 
art, defying all attem pts at easily established definitions.
In creating this extended definition, I also consider the ways letters, like 
shape changers of Celtic and Native American tradition, can slip quickly and 
unnoticed into other genres. One minute the letter is only a singular text, 
the next it is brightly colored yam  weaving itself into the tapestry of a longer 
conversation; the next it is transformed into a personal essay, a letter-poem, a 
diary entry, an epistolary novel, or an autobiographical composition. Always, 
the act remains undisciplined and unruly.
CHAPTER TWO (narratio) grounds letter w riting in m edieval and 
classical rhetorical tradition. In my initial research I was puzzled that each of 
the histories of rhetoric I consulted made only brief m ention of ars dictaminis 
(the medieval art of letter writing) and that for m odem  students of rhetoric 
these years are quickly brushed over on the way from Cicero to Ramus. As my
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research continued and my search w idened, I found a wealth of information 
on letter w riting instruction from the classical and medieval eras. This 
chapter centers on this research and  m ost specifically on ars dictaminis, the 
m edieval art of letter writing instruction.
The four questions that frame this chapter create a historical 
fram ew ork for letter writing instruction w ithin and outside the academy: 
W hat role does ars dictaminus, the m edieval art of letter w riting, play in the 
developm ent of epistolary rhetoric? Prior to the twelfth century, in w hat 
ways w as letter w riting instruction taught (within and outside the academy)? 
W hen ars dictaminal instruction leaves the academy w hat takes its place? 
W here does letter w riting go when it leaves the academy?
CHAPTER T h re e  (the dissertation 's argumentio) problem atizes the 
nineteenth  century m ove within U.S. colleges and universities to include 
letter w riting  instruction as an im portant p a rt of the w riting curriculum . 
A lthough five centuries separate the ending  of Chapter Two and the 
beginning of C hapter Three, w hat joins them  is the emphasis on letter 
w riting instruction in the academy during  the twelfth and the nineteenth 
centuries. Until the nineteenth century, w riting instruction in the academ y 
had been situuated in the study of classical rhetoric, filtered through the 
lenses of rhetoricians such as Peter Ram us, Thomas Wilson, George 
Cam pbell, and H ugh Blair. During these three centuries, instruction in the 
art of letter w riting was delegated to letter writing manuals, hundreds of
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books—some serious, others playful—that offered entertainm ent and 
instruction. By the eighteenth century, books such as The Complete Letter 
Writer explained to readers that the baw dier and the wittier the letter, the 
more successful it was for its readers. In the late nineteenth century, there 
was a dramatic increase in the U.S. Post Office's ability to deliver mail to rural 
areas. As a result there was a dram atic increase in the num ber of people 
sending and receiving letters. This increase brought with it a call for postal 
uniformity in address format, envelope size, etc. to combat the difficulty 
postal workers were having in insuring delivery.
Drawing from the fram ework provided by the earlier chapters, Chapter 
Three is shaped by three questions: In w hat ways and for w hat reasons does 
letter w riting instruction reenter the academy in the nineteenth century? 
Why is this instruction so often situated in juxtaposition to m anuals of social 
etiquette rather than textbooks of classical rhetoric? What are the similarities 
and differences between this nineteenth century entrance and exit of letter 
w riting instruction into the college curriculum  and its m edieval appearance 
and disappearance? In answering these questions I pay specific attention to 
the ways nineteenth century letter w riting instruction became a deliberate 
effort to constrict the unruliness of letter writing and confine it to a ruled and 
disciplined academic existence.
CHAPTER Four the conclusio, is where my heart remains — in the 
twentieth century college composition classroom. This chapter is framed by
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four questions based on my conversations with Barbara Tindall and on my 
concerns that historically letter w riting instruction has been taught as a 
disciplined and ruled genre: If w e agree that letter writing is one of the most 
im portant and commonly practiced forms of w ritten comm unication, why 
then is letter w riting instruction limited to trade school and elementary 
school classrooms? What potential does the epistolary genre have for the 
college composition curriculum (and in other courses as well)? If we assume 
that letter w riting can be used as an act of invention, how does this redefine 
invention as a collaborative act? W hat other ways of introducing this genre 
will provide effective classroom instruction without destroying the letter's 
unru liness?
The answers to these questions are woven into practice. Chapter Four 
describes a semester long study I conducted in three first year writing classes 
in which the pedagogy was grounded in letter writing practice: peer-response 
letter exchanges, portfolio literacy letters, and collaborative research letter 
exchanges. This findings of this study  point to ways the epistolary genre 
affords students and teachers opportunities to engage in w riting situated, not 
as a series of unrelated constative activities, but as part of a organical 
performative act embedded in speech act theory and rhetorically situated.
Like all well-constructed letters, this dissertation ends w ith a postscript 
that considers implications of this study in the college w riting curriculum as
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well as observations about the w ay that e-mail offers the possibilities of a new 
and unexplored understanding of composing and sending letters.
As for my own postscript, the connections still remain:
It was on a Sunday night as I again sat at the kitchen table 
with my tablet of paper and pen. "Dearest Mother..." I had 
written, "I hope this letter finds you well." As I sat, trying once 
again to find the words to write, the phone rang.
"Your m other has died," my father said in a voice I did 
not recognize. "We m ust be strong."
Silently, I hung up  the phone, folded the letter I had 
begun, put it in my pocket, and dried my tears. I do not know 
w hat I did with that half finished letter, but I do rem em ber the 
em pty feeling I had for m any years on lonely Sunday afternoons 
w ith no letters to write home.
A week later w hen I returned from the funeral, I collected 
my m other's letters, bound them with white ribbon, and threw 
them  in the incinerator. Perhaps, like my grandm other and my 
father, I wanted to protect myself from feeling the pain  of my 
m other's death.
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FIGURE S.5 Like her gaze, my mother's legacy remains.
Lesson #10: Although a t times I w ish I had not burned m y 
m other's letters, I have discovered through this research that 
m y m other has left me a rich letter writing legacy.
Through this research, I have begun  to discover—in other form s— the words 
of the letters I threw in the trash  that ho t July day in the wake of m y m other's 
funeral. By uncovering these un ru ly  acts of communication, I have begun to 
better understand  my Sunday n igh t loneliness.
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Chapter 1 •> Exordium
C ommuting U nruly A cts: D efinitions of a G enre
FIGURE 1.1 — Three women w riting a letter
I never can pen a letter w ithout making m yself liable to the 
Vagrant A c t . . . .  My pen paces or whirls, bounds or waltzes, 
steps in the slow minuet, or capers, in the fantastic fandango, 
according to the music within.
-  Lydia Maria Child, "Letters from New  York"
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In the beginning was the...letter.
The letter "a," a love letter, men of letters, 
arts and  letters, belles-lettres.
-  Charles A. Porter, Men and Women of Letters
Letter writing is an unruly  act, defined more by the rules it breaks than 
by those it follows. As Mikhail Bakhtin says of the discourse of pathos, letter 
writing, "fully sufficient to itself and its object" has "the appearance of directly 
intended discourse" (Dialogic Imagination 394). For the letter writer, this 
"directly intended" epistolary discourse is defined and shaped by the letter's 
intentionality and by the connection developed and m aintained by the letter's 
w riter and its intended readers.
For my mother, letters w ere weekly journeys home, Sunday afternoon 
conversations with her mother. For me, her daughter, letters have assumed 
various forms—letters home penned at the kitchen table on rainy Sunday 
afternoons; e-mail conversations, sometimes abbreviated bu t mostly long 
electronic letters, composed in the immediacy of the moment; carefully 
crafted letters to the editor of the student newspaper in which I sign my name 
and title; mid-semester letters w ritten in response to my studen ts ' m id- 
sem ester portfolios and their portfolio letters. Much of my once non- 
epistolary writing has turned into letters—responses to student essays, 
m onthly newsletter columns, sections of my dissertation.
The genre's unruliness m akes any definition almost impossible to 
establish. Friends and acquaintances stop me on the street, in the hallways at 
UNH, and at the food co-op to tell me their letter stories. Everyone, it seems
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has at least one letter story to tell. My collection of stories and essays on letter 
writing has increased threefold in the past two years. Letters are ubiquitous.
As my then three-year-old son discovered about the letter "W " after watching 
the Sesame Street pilot many years ago, letters are everywhere. The product 
information on the Annie's Goddess Salad Dressing bottle in m y refrigerator 
is composed as a letter; comic strip characters write love letters to each other; 
my favorite song on the Indigo Girls recently released CD is about letter 
writing; even course syllabi take on the appearance of letters w ritten to 
students we have not met.
Letters exist as dichotomies of sent and unsent letters, private and 
public letters, fictional and true letters, friendly letters and business letters, 
warm letters and  flaming letters, hate letters and love letters, letters w ith an 
intended audience of one and letters intended to be read by a m ultiple 
audience, letters written by a single author and letters w ritten by committees, 
letters w ritten w ith  publication in m ind and those w ritten w ith  no intention 
of publication. There are letters of eight words and letters of 8,000 words, 
letters with one purpose and letters w ith m ultiple purposes and  even letters 
with no purpose at all. There are letters written on expensive 
monogrammed stationery, "Love Letters in the Sand," and letters w ritten on 
scraps of paper—even letters w ritten on toilet paper. According to my first 
grade teacher there were good letters and bad letters, letters defined less by 
their content than  by the w riter's penm anship.
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There are named letters: "D ear John" (and even "D ear Jane") Letters, 
letters from one-time friends and lovers bringing an abrup t end  to a 
relationship; Bread and Butter Letters, short letters of appreciation like the 
yearly thank you letters I wrote to m y relatives; Chain Letters, those 
som etim es threatening letters tha t require the recipient to m ain tain  the chain 
by sending the letter to an additional group of friends and sending  the 
required one dollar or two squares of material to the person w hose nam e tops 
the list; Model Letters, those letters, fictional and true, collected in letter 
w riting m anuals and textbooks an d  used as samples in the instruction in 
letter writing. Drop Letters, designated by the U.S. Postal Service as those 
letters m ailed at the post office w here they are to be delivered, once cost the 
sender less to mail than letters delivered to distant locations. The U.S. Postal 
Service distinguishes regular letters from registered letters and certified letters 
and m aintains a special office for Dead Letters. The U.S. Postal Service Dead 
Letter Office is the repository of undeliverable mail, the place w here 
thousands of unaddressed and m isaddressed letters find their w ay each day 
and where "a privileged few . . . legally open and search into other people's 
letters" (Cushing 246).
Letters invite voyeurism. They invite us to peer over the shoulder of 
the writer. O ther people's letters hold secrets we seek to discover. Like gossip, 
the letter is self-contained, creating its ow n territory, "using m aterial from the 
w orld" at large to construct a w ritten artifact. At their m ost private, letters are 
public documents, always available to be brought as evidence in a court of law
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or to be transcribed by researchers many years after the w riter's death. In the 
same way letters dem and an  audience. Like M adeline G rum et's body reading, 
letters require active participation of readers and writers.
Letters invite disorder, blending the order of epistolary form with 
Heidegger's notion of "idle talk," combining organized conversation with 
meandering chatter. A lthough letters are by definition bound by epistolary 
form and well-mannered convention, they are their richest when they push 
against these forms that discipline them. Letter w riters play with and against 
these conventions. In contrast to the standard epistolary phrase, "I am well, 
hope you are the same," E. B. White concludes a letter to his niece Janice by 
writing, "The piano is out of tune. Hope you are not the same." Although 
convention warns against postscripts, my grandm other on my father's side, 
much to my m other's chagrin, would end her letters w ith  multiple 
postscripts that circled the pages and at times obscured the text that lay 
beneath these last m inute thoughts. In contrast, my m other's letters were 
orderly and organized, w ritten  in ink on an unlined w hite writing tablet and 
seldom  ending w ith a postscript.
There are more types of letters than there are types of stationery to 
choose from when writing those letters. Letter w riting m anuals delineate 
hundreds of types of letters, each with its own specific rules and its own 
required form. In an 1876 letter writing manual, How to Write Letters, J. 
Willis Westlake describes nine types of social letters: familiar, domestic, 
ordinary, and family letters; letters of friendship, congratulations, advice,
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introduction, and condolence. He contrasts these w ith ten types of business 
letters and offers examples of each: personal business letters, official business 
letters; letters of introduction, credit, application, and recommendation; 
mercantile letters; answer and invoice letters; and an inclusive miscellaneous 
letters category. The Letter Writer's Book, an 1835 letter book designed "to 
improve young ladies and gentlemen in the art of letter writing," offers 
examples of the following letter types: narrative letters and descriptive letters; 
letters of precept, advice, friendship, business, thanks, condolence, and 
consolation; and  military letters. However, since over half of the letters 
cannot be neatly classified, the author includes a final section titled 
"Miscellaneous Letters."
Lillian Eichler W atson's even m ore com prehensive Standard Book of 
Letter Writing (1948) offers letter writers over fifty letter types to choose from, 
including sam ple letters of condolence to be sent to a m an whose wife has 
died in childbirth and to a woman whose husband- has been killed in an 
airplane accident, pre-composed letters for honeym ooning brides to send to 
their parents, and uncomplaining letters for wives and sw eethearts to send to 
soldiers stationed far from home.
Letters can exist as singular objects—a letter saved in a dresser drawer, a 
letter found in the rubble after an earthquake, a letter discovered in an 
ancient tomb. Single letters are those written but never answered, those 
single letters from  friends in correspondences we intend to continue, but 
never find tim e to complete. Other letters, like M artin Luther King's "Letter
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from a Birmingham Jail," are so significant by themselves that they must 
stand alone. On the other hand letters are often w ritten as if they have this 
singularity. W hen Lady Mary Pierrepont writes her first letter to Edward 
Wortley M ontague she envisions this singularity, telling him  emphatically, 
"Tis the first [letter] I ever writ to one of your sex, and  shall be the last. You 
must never expect another." Because letters are w ritten in present tense 
(with a sense of reverse foreshadowing) writers cannot always (or perhaps 
ever) anticipate the length of their correspondence even when they are 
certain this letter will be "the only letter I shall ever write."
At other times letters exist only as part of an on-going conversation, a 
two part dialogue tha t makes sense only when all pieces are considered 
together. Set alone they are a single line of dialogue in a longer play that 
cannot exist w ithout the lines that preceed and follow. As Derrida observes, 
"Discourse lives, as it were, on the boundary between its own context and 
another, alien, context."
D efining the Letter from a Scholarly Perspective
Even the definitions of letters and letter w riting offered by literary 
scholars and historians are various and often conflicting. According to Linda 
Kauffman, external signifiers m ark the letter as different from other genres. 
Letters are marked by the date they are written, w hether this date is 
specifically noted (e.g., February 19,1962) or generally stated (e.g., Saturday 
night). At times letters are marked by multiple dates. W hen my Sunday
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letters to my m other were interrupted, I would finish them  on  M onday 
m orning and m id-letter redate them. Letters are fram ed by the salutation and 
closing. Placed immediately following the date, the salutation, m ost 
commonly recognized as "Dear . . . "  is as various as the im agination of letter 
writers allows. Intending to show the hum orous variety of the  salutations in 
the correspondence of Simone de Beavoir and Nelson A lgren, the November 
1997 issue of H arper's Magazine listed twenty-five salutations, including the 
following:
N elson, m y love—
Dearest m ale brute—
Sweetest you, sweetest of all the monsters in the w orld—
You dirty jackass-brained camel-hearted pack of m ud—
Dearest nu tty  king of nothing—(34)
W ith the sam e playfulness, the epistolary closing, ranges from formal 
closings such as "Sincerely," followed by a typed name and signature, 
personal message of farewell, or other indicators to m ark the letter w riter's 
presence. In addition, letter writers continually refer to the letter they are 
writing as they write, making observations that after the fact do  m ore to 
frame and fill ou t the letter than to indicate any truth in these self-reflexive 
statements. Thus, the letter's epistolarity exists in the visible statem ents 
indicating that this is indeed a letter. Even reading the letter, the recipient 
can look a t w hat she has before her and acknowledge that she does indeed 
hold a letter in her hand.
As Kauffman explains in her study of epistolary m odes, "Since every 
letter w riter is also a reader, epistolarity exposes the internal processes of the
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"predestined, already written, a scrap combining the scraps of dreams, sounds,
visual images, conscious and unconscious desires" (xxii). In defining
epistolarity, Janet Gurkin Altman points to five distinctive letter properties:
mediation, confidentiality, reading closure, patterning, and temporal
polyvalence. According to Altman, the epistolary genre is defined less by the
external signifiers Kauffman points to and m ore by the style and tone of the
letter. Letters, she notes, are private conversations, usually between two
people, m eant to be confidential exchanges of ideas and information. They
are bound in time both by the date they are w ritten  and the date they are
received and read by the intended recipient.
As pieces in a larger conversation, letters exist as part of a larger whole.
Anyone who has ever researched letters in public archives will know that
having letters dated in sequential order makes them  so m any more times
readable than undated, uncatalogued letters collected in random  order. Since
letter writers were seldom  concerned with chronology, they often omitted the
year when dating their letters and other times om itted all but the day of the
week. A ltm an's open-ended definition of these conventional signifiers also
contrasts w ith Mireille Bossis's observation that the  letter is enclosed in a
rigid form m arked by four immutable param eters:
signature
address
date and place of inscription
date and place of receipt ("Methodological..." 63)
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The letter signifies—wearing and enacting its existence as both docum ent and
act. According to Martine Reid, this fait signe encompasses every part of the
letter text from the paper used to the ideas developed. As she explains:
The paper is of a certain kind, so is the ink; the hand w riting is 
bold or hesitant. The text is m arked or is not marked w ith  w ords 
crossed out, spelling mistakes....so many aspects which on  the 
surface offer a character, a sociology; so many aspects which the 
addressee first grasps globally, at first glance, a letter-picture 
signing an intention." (157)
Described in this way, the letter defies simple definition. A lthough we 
continue to define a letter as w ritten correspondence sent to an absent person, 
the param eters of this definition, like the letters they attem pt to define, are 
complex and undisciplined. These attem pts to define the genre are as 
various, and at times as poetic, as the types and styles of letters themselves. 
Reid describes the letter as "a herbarium , the trace of a dried voice, and as 
such necessarily close to truth" (151). Roger Duchene separates "true" letters 
from letters written with the intention of addressing a public audience and 
defines the "true" letter as "the spontaneous and direct expression of lived 
reality intended for a particular other person" (quoted in Showalter, 113).
Defining a letter as "a message written by one individual to another 
individual who is far away," Bossis notes that this writing is "a substitute for 
direct speech, which distance has m ade impossible" (63). This echoes Cicero's 
observation in a letter to Curio that "letter writing was invented just in order 
that we m ight inform those at a distance if there were anything w hich it was 
im portant for them or ourselves that they should know" (Ad Fam.llA).
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Turning in yet another direction, Roland Barthes defines the letter as "blank
(encoded) and expressive (charged w ith longing to signify desire)" (157). In
contrast to these definitions of the  letter as document, English Showalter
positions letter writing as an action that exists only in its completion. In his
study of authorial self-consciousness, Showalter argues that the letter is
defined by its paratextual features. The manuscript, according to Showalter,
does not become a letter until that m om ent "when it is placed in the mail"
because not until it leaves the hand  of the writer does the text become "part of
the life of the correspondents and  of the text recording their lives" (127).
Whereas our fascination w ith  other genres lies in the study and
analysis of the written form, as Showalter observes, the fascination with the
epistolary genre lies less w ith the letters written and more w ith the letter
writer caught in the act of composing. Seen in this light, the epistolary genre,
exists as a performative speech act and as such situates itself in the connected
and iterative acts of writing, sending, and reading that comprise the letter
exchange. According to J. L. A ustin performatives indicate that the speaker is
doing som ething rather than being something. To further explain
perform atives he offers the following examples:
[SJuppose I tread on your toe and say "I apologize." O r again, 
suppose that I have the bottle of champagne in my hand and say 
"I nam e this ship the queen Elizabeth." Or suppose I say, "I bet 
you sixpence it will rain tomorrow." In all these cases it w ould 
be absurd to regard the thing that I say as a report of the 
performance of the action which is undoubtedly done— the 
action of betting, or christening, or apologizing. We should say 
rather that, in saying w hat I do, I actually perform the action.
W hen I say "I name this ship the Queen Elizabeth" I do not
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describe the christening ceremony, I actually perform the 
christening. . . .  I am indulging in it. (PP 235)
Situated as a perform ative act, the letter exists in present tense, set in
direct relation to the past (all correspondence that has come before) and the
future (anticipated correspondence that will follow). W hen letter writers
rem ark on the act of w riting w ith statem ents such as "I take m y pen in hand,"
or "I have so much to say bu t do not know how to begin," they are captured
in the m idst of a perform ative act. Situated as a performative act, letter
w riting becomes an agentive act. The letter writer is endowed w ith agency to
communicate. Similarly, w hen the recipient reads the letter the act of letter
w riting is reenacted. It is this aspect of the epistolary genre that so often
becomes the recipient's statem ent that "W hen I read your letter, I felt your
presence in the room."
This emphasis on the agency of the letter is also im portant in the
definition of the letter offered by twelfth century dictatores (teachers of the art
of letter writing). As M artin Camargo points out, "the dictatores typically
defined a letter as that which expresses the will of one who is not physically
present and is thus unable to speak for himself" (AD 18). In a sim ilar fashion,
in his nineteenth century college composition textbook G. P. Quackenbos
defines a letter as follows:
A good letter bears the sam e relation to other kinds of writing, 
that friendly conversation does m ore to dignified varieties of 
spoken language. "I love taking letters dearly," said the poet 
Cow per and the majority of correspondents will agree w ith him.
A letter of friendship should be a m irror of the writer's m ind, & 
nothing is so likely to ensure this conversational style. (358).
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A lthough letter w riting remains situated within the boundaries of 
certain epistolary customs, as a genre it cannot be contained b y  these customs 
that define it. Length certainly does not define the genre. A letter of twelve 
words from m y granddaughter that reads, "Dear Gramma, The book is good. 
Come see me. Kiss you. Dani" is as much a letter as are the eighty  page letters 
w ritten by fantasy writer H.P. Lovecraft to his friends and enemies. At the 
same time, however, within the structure of the genre, definite assumptions 
exist as to w hat constitutes appropriate letter length. Love letters m ust be 
long enough to express the w riter's longing and love. A lthough length is a 
relative term , lovers are quick to express their concern w hen the letter they 
send or receive is, from the perspective of their correspondence, too short. 
Business letters, on the other hand, m ust be short and to the point. Letters 
from absent family members m ust be long enough to tell "all the news" but 
short enough to maintain reader interest in the life of the sender. This 
vagueness of length requirements is in sharp contrast to the w arnings issued 
in letter w riting manuals about writing letters that are too long. As the 
author of the nineteenth century Complete Letter Writer cau tions, "In 
writing letters, we ought to consider that [by writing long letters] we may be 
wasting another person's time more valuable than our own (iv).
Examples of this attention to and obsession with the letter's  length 
abound in letters written by medieval writers as well as those w ritten  by 
present day writers. In each instance, the solution is simple. There is a letter
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convention for the too short and for the too long letter. The w riter needs
only apologize and then offer a reason that grabs the reader by the heart.
After apologizing to her friend for w riting "an unexcusably long letter,"
nineteenth century homesteader Elinore Rupert quickly explains, "[I]t is
snow ing so hard and you know how  I like to talk" (24 May 1909). Although
Rupert and other letter writers offer these apologies, the perlocutionary effect
of their statements show them less statem ents of apology and  more
statements to invoke the reader's understanding and sym pathy and to draw
attention to the letter's length. This intent is clearly visible in M artin Luther
King, Jr.'s apology in his "Letter from a Birmingham Jail." A t the end of his
long, carefully crafted letter w ritten in response to criticism from eight fellow
clergymen, King offers this apology:
Never before have I written so long a letter. I'm afraid it is much 
too long to take your precious time. I can assure you tha t it 
w ould have been much shorter if I had been writing from a 
comfortable desk, but w hat else can one do when he is alone in a 
narrow  jail cell, other than write long letters, think long 
thoughts, and pray long prayers? (64)
As Rupert and King attest, letter writers are afforded a m yriad of 
possibilities for this rhetorical move. W hatever they do to contradict form, 
they can be pardoned for, if only they can convince the reader of their reasons 
for this move. This self-reflexive construction allows the letter w riter to look 
not to convention but to the letter itself for meaning. In this way, the letter 
comments on its own progress, defining and redefining its "letter-ness."
Thus, the letter writer is at the same time performing (writing in present 
tense) and reflecting (commenting on the writing of the letter). Bound
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within this self-reflexive gaze, letter writers create a deliberately constructed
self. Using conventional phrases such as: "I take my pen in hand," "I sit here
with a blank page before me wondering where to begin," and "As I sit here at
the desk trying to tell you som ething," they present the letter as a deliberately
situated performative act.
By locating themselves physically w ithin the framework of the letter,
letter writers bring themselves into the letter. Although the construction of
an epistolary self is not always a deliberate act, the performative nature of the
genre clearly affords letter writers the opportunity to craft and to create a
writing self. As Michele Longino Farrell observes in her analysis of Mme. de
Sevigne's correspondence, Mme. de Sevigne was able to "write herself into
the world" by deliberately creating her letters as acts of "performing
m otherhood" (14). As Mme. de Sevigne writes in a letter to her daughter, "I
love to write to you; I speak with you, I talk with you" (9 Oct 1675). Noting
that Mme. de Sevigne performs her maternal role in the act of w riting these
letters, Farrell observes:
At moments of individual activity, Mme. de Sevigne represents 
herself in her letters, seated at her desk, just as she must appear 
to her circle of friends. She inscribes the image they have before 
them of the mother writing devotedly to, or if not, probably 
about her daughter. (13)
According to Farrell, through this deliberately constructed epistolary 
self, Mme. de Sevigne is able to inscribe herself "within the bounds of 
propriety" and in doing so to restrict her writing "to the appropriately
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m arginal dom ain of the epistolary," a t the same time "positing her authority 
w ithin the  plausible sphere of her m aternity" (2).
As Mme. de Sevigne's letters attest, the epistolary form affords writers 
and readers the opportunity to change and m anipulate their epistolary 
personae. In addition, this conscious construction of a writing self 
m anipulates the structure of the letter as well. W hereas letter writing 
m anuals and  composition textbooks present the letter as constricted and 
ruled, the letters themselves paint the picture of an unruly  genre, constricted 
only by the reader-writer relationship. A lthough other genres are controlled 
and contained by the rhetorical conventions that define them, letters break 
outside every rule that attempts to rein them in. Furthermore, the 
convention for rule breaking is the offering of an imm ediate apology w ithin 
the body of the letter.
As nineteenth century journalist Lydia M aria Child explains in a public 
letter, letter writers should be pardoned for this epistolary unruliness because 
"As the boy said of his whistling, it d id  itself" (NASS  14 Oct. 1841). During 
her two year editorship of the National Anti-Slavery Standard, Child wrote 
this weekly colum n which she crafted in epistolary form and titled "Letters 
from N ew  York." In much the same w ay that Mme. de Sevigne used the 
epistolary genre to craft a deliberate self, Child used these weekly letters to 
step outside the narrow  confinement of m id-nineteenth century female 
rhetorical possibilities into the world of the urban spectatorship. Donning the 
flaneur's cape, she wandered about the city, weaving the threads of an
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intellectual journey. In each letter she points directly to the m eandering 
nature of the epistolary genre, rem inding her readers that these epistolary 
excursions, unlike her w eekly editorials, are neither prem editated  nor 
rhetorically structured. In feigned apology for one m eandering digression, she 
writes, "You will, at least, m y dear friend, give these letters the credit of being 
utterly unprem editated; for Flibbertigibbet himself never m oved with more 
unexpected and incoherent variety" (NASS 21 Oct. 1841). As she explains in 
another letter:
I know not how  I w andered  here, from the leafless trees on the 
wintry hill-sides; b u t in good truth, I never can pen  a letter 
without making m yself liable to the Vagrant Act. My pen paces 
or whirls, bounds or waltzes, steps in the slow m inuet, or capers, 
in the fantastic fandango, according to the music w ithin. (NASS
I I  Nov. 1841)
As a student of the French epistolary form and of classical rhetoric, 
Child would have been keenly aware that the argum ent of "w riting writing 
itself" would work only w ithin  the epistolary form. By deliberately writing in 
the epostolary genre, Child gave herself the freedom to w rite these columns 
on whatever subjects she chose and in whatever way she chose, as long as she 
apologized by rem inding her readers in one form or another, "The letter 
wrote itself."
Letter writing as biographical truth(s)
As for truth telling in letters, writers disagree. M any nineteenth 
century writers viewed letter writing as a true method of w riting biography.
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In a letter to his sister, John Henry Newman wrote, "Biographies varnish,
they assign motives, they conjecture feelings. . . but contemporary letters are
facts" (quoted in Rees xiv). Virginia Woolf, on  the other hand, speaks of the
letter as a form that invites lies. In response to a request that her next letter be
"a long long letter about books" she responds:
But you m ust realize that a long, long letter is ap t to be 
exaggerated, inaccurate, and full of those irreticences and 
hyperboles which the voice of the speaker corrects in talk. A 
letter is not a review; it is not a considered judgment, but on 
condition that you do not believe a word I say I will scribble for 
an hour or two whatever comes into m y head about books. (263)
Woolf concludes her letter, as Child often did, by turning to the letter and
blaming it for any untruths that have been told since "w hat else [but great
nonsense] can you expect in a letter" (267).
The truth that letters tell is often w hat m akes them most difficult to
send. At other times letters are unsendable, not because the writer is afraid or
embarrassed of the truth the letter tells, but because the addressee cannot be
reached. Unsendable letters come in many forms: letters to friends (and to
enemies) who have left no forwarding addresses, letters written to make
am ends to someone whose name we no longer fully remember, letters
w ritten to someone who has moved on before w e can tell them all we need to
say. These are the letters left at the Vietnam Wall, w ritten to soldiers who
never returned; these are the letters written to ou r parents after their death or
to our children before their birth or to persons w hose names and addresses
we have lost along the way before we have run out of words to say. These
letters are often more important to the sender to write than to the person
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who will never receive the letter. Although these letters do not meet English 
Showalter's requirem ents since they have not been sent, as any writer of an 
unsent letter can attest, the letter is created in the composing rather than in 
the posting of the document.
Some letters are w ritten with the specific intention of being held by the 
sender until some appointed date in the future. Unlike the letters we write 
and then unintentionally carry in our pockets for weeks before dropping into 
the mailbox, these letters are deliberately delayed. They are intended to be 
sent tomorrow or even the day after tomorrow. Students often write these 
deliberately delayed "essay-letters" to their parents, letters they see themselves 
giving their parent "later," at some time in the future. Kristina, a non- 
traditional student in my first-year composition class two sum m ers ago, 
wrote her final essay as a letter to her son discussing the difficulties of raising 
a child as a single parent and explaining to him w hy she and his father had 
made the decision to end their marriage.
Not all correspondence is private, and certainly not even all private 
correspondence is m eant to be kept secret. Unlike private correspondence, 
letters intended for publication rather than for private comm unication are 
missing m any of the epistolary markers, most specifically the references to 
time and space that ground private letters. This w ider frame of reference and 
broader intentionality separates the private from the public. Like literary 
works public letters exist in eternal present tense. From my perspective, Lydia 
Maria Child's "Letter from an Old Woman on Her Birthday" is written as
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much to me in 1997 as it m ight have been to my great grandm other in 1897.
Like Child, som ew here near my fiftieth birthday I began to realize my own
mortality. The m inute m y feet hit the floor each m orning I was reminded
that I was becom ing "an older woman." Although w e are separated by more
than a century, Child speaks to my concerns as well as the concerns of
nineteenth century  women:
You ask me, dear friend, whether it does not make me sad to 
grow old. I tell you frankly it did make me sad  for a while; but 
that time has long since past. The name of being old I never 
dreaded....The first white streaks in m y hair, and  the spectre of a 
small black spiders floating before my eyes, foreboding 
dim inished clearness of vision, certainly did induce m elancholy 
reflections. A t that period, it made me nervous to think about 
the approaches of old age; and when young people thoughtlessly 
rem inded m e of it they cast a shadow over the rem ainder of the 
day. (Selected Letters 212-13)
Private letters differ from public letters in m any additional ways. By 
their very nature they  elicit a reply. We have a choice, respond or feel the 
guilt of the letter w eighing on our shoulders. However, we do not always 
reply to the letters w e receive. Because of the time needed to write a reply, I 
find myself putting  letters aside for "a more convenient time." Letters have a 
built-in delinquency clause. After an unspecified am ount of time, varying 
depending on the relationship between the reader and writer, the response 
requires profuse apology and extended expressions of the w riter's guilt for the 
delay. Perhaps this is w hy my mother wrote letters each Sunday and why she 
expected each W ednesday to receive a letter from m y grandm other. In a 1993 
article in Le Figaro entitled "Still awaiting your reply..," Philippe Bouvard
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laments that "never have so many letters gone unanswered" (24). Urging 
readers to spend at least ten m inutes and preferably ten hours each week 
responding to correspondence, Bouvard concludes by emphasizing, "Nothing 
moves so quickly from the heart to the eye as a pen racing across the 
paper"(24). O h were there world enough and time.
W hispering on Paper
Perhaps w hat makes personal letters most interesting to researchers is
that these letters were seldom (if ever) w ritten with the intention of being
read by anyone other than the addressee and at most a small audience of close
friends. I rem em ber how much I felt like an eavesdropper as I read the
private letters of Mary Hallock Foote. There I was, sitting with notepad and
pencil at the University of California's Bancroft Library reading the personal
letters of a w om an who had died half a century before I was bom . Most of
Foote's letters to her long time friend Helena Guilder are simple accounts of
daily life. However, occasionally she writes letters so private that she ends
with, "Bum  this letter after reading it," or "Never show this to anyone." At
first, reading these letters seemed to be an infringement of her rights to the
privacy she requested, but I was draw n to these letters because in them she
spoke from  her heart. As she wrote to Helena in the sum m er of 1887:
It is our fate to always be in these queer places—and I foresee the 
time w hen I shall long for them  and be homesick for the wash of 
m oonlight, the silence, the night w ind, and the river! There is 
nothing that will ever quite take its place. Dreamers we are, 
dream ers we will always be, and w hat is folly and vain 
im aginings to some people is the stuff our daily lives were made
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of. And there are thousands like us! If there had not been, there 
would be no great West!
Researchers and novelists have long been fascinated by the stories told
through private letters. Foote's letters became the centerpiece of Wallace
Stegner's novelAngle of Repose. As Stegner and other historians stress,
personal letters such as these are a valuable tool for historical research
because they provide significant, yet singular information. In their study  of
W orld W ar II correspondence, historians Judy Litoff and David C. Smith
observe that this singular reality is what makes personal letters most
compelling. Of the letters they collected in researching Since You Went
Away: The War Letters o f America's Women, they note:
[These letters] w ere hurriedly written—sometimes during 
'lunch ' breaks on the m idnight shift—but with an intensity that 
makes them read like great literature. They allow us to peer into 
the private thoughts, hopes, and dreams of the writers and 
enable us to gain a clearer understanding of how women, 
themselves, perceived one of the most tum ultuous eras of the 
twentieth century (21).
In conducting research for their first book, Miss You, a study of the WW II 
correspondence between Barbara Wooddall Taylor and her husband Charles 
Taylor (University of Georgia Press, 1990), Litoff and Smith discovered that 
although thousands of letters written by men in combat were preserved in 
military, national, and university archives, only scattered pieces of American 
wom en's wartime correspondence were available for study. The reply to their 
query was most often, "There aren 't any letters from women. They were all 
destroyed. The men in combat were under orders not to keep personal
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materials" (21). Challenged to disprove this response, Litoff and Smith sent 
over 2,500 inquiries to newspapers, popular m agazines, professional journals, 
and historical societies. Four years later they had received nearly 600 
responses and had  collected more than 25,000 letters w ritten by 400 American 
women. As they explained in retrospect, "No one, including ourselves, had 
any idea that so m any letters had survived the vicissitudes of w ar and the 
post-war years" (21).
Enclosed Please F i n d . . .
Letters are tactile. We can touch them, take them  in and out of their 
envelopes, smell their perfum e whether it be intentionally scented or not, 
feel the paper betw een our fingers and run our fingers over the words written 
there. And w hen w e are done, we can fold the letter, p u t it back in the 
envelope, and save it for another day. We fill our letters w ith tiny pieces of 
ourselves, not only in the w ords we write but also in the scraps of our lives 
we send with our letters. In much the same way that e-mail writers attach 
text and photo file attachm ents to their messages, letter writers stuff their 
envelopes with photographs, dried flowers, perfum ed tissues, or newspaper 
clippings. As a child I loved the dollar bill my grandm other would tuck in 
with my birthday letter better than the letter itself. Letters from my daughters 
are more exciting w hen I can feel the photographs inside before opening 
them. Anyone who has served in the military can attest to the power of those
r f
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small pieces of home—a stick of gum , an old baseball card, a picture from the
photo album —tucked into the envelope with the letter.
Last sum m er I received a letter from a former student who knew of my
interest in letter writing. In the envelope with her letter Angela included a
packet of apple cinnamon tea because, as she explained, the tea m ade "an
interesting letter stuffer." Describing her recent visit to the Smithsonian
Institute 's traveling show, she notes:
I read somewhere that back then, people would send all kinds of 
things through the mail, like tea bags and photos and  such 
because it was a way of sending someone a token of one's good 
intentions & all that jazz. (Angela Weinkoop 8 /23 /96)
In my letter back I responded with thanks and although I considered
w riting while drinking the tea I still have the packet of tea tucked inside my
letter box. Although letter m anuals recommend that w riters not waste words
to write "Enclosed please find..." since certainly the addressee will indeed find
the enclosure without being told to do so, letter writers alm ost always
acknowledge the enclosure, offering explanation and clarification.
In addition, whenever w riters have deemed the post unreliable, they
have specifically stated the contents of the letter and asked that the addressee
respond in the next mail w ith the specifics of w hat they received. W hen my
son, who corresponds with me via e-mail, writes he sends pictures as file
attachm ents. These attachments announce themselves by the am ount of
time the files take to download and by bright icons that stand at the top of the
message. The pictures are not always w hat I expect them to be. Tom 's most
recent letter included a picture from our last visit, not of m y grandchildren,
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but of me downloading e-mail files on my computer. My father, a letter 
writer of few words, wrote only on special occasions and even then his letters 
were short and formal wishes for m y birthday combined w ith brief reports of 
the Florida weather conditions. I have saved only one letter from my father. 
Shortly before the effects of A lzheim er's dried up my father's pen, he sent me 
a letter with words I could not read and an envelope stuffed w ith random, 
unrelated new spaper clippings. Although I did not save the clippings, I still 
occasionally try to read betw een the lines of these distant words.
Cross Pressing: w eaving paths across genre lines
The letter is a liminal, shape changing genre. According to Opdycke, 
"the letter is the meeting ground of composition and literature, the half-way 
house betw een speaking and form al writing" (6). As a genre, letter writing, 
like the Celtic and Native American shape changers, is o lder than old.
From the first time one person had reason to correspond with another 
person this communication was possible. The only other requirements were 
writing im plem ents and som eone to transcribe and deliver this written text. 
The sending of oral messages appears in the earliest of w ritten  records.
Nearly twenty-five centuries before my mother perform ed her first epistolary 
act of daughterly  duty, the Greek lyricist Sappho composed poetry structured 
as correspondence with absent spirits. Many of Sappho's extant poem 
fragments, addressed to the goddesses, acknowledge the presence of a 
listening audience. However, because the speaker in these poems anticipates
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entertainm ent than as invitation for a continuing conversation. As Sappho
explains in a poem  fragment:
These songs I will sing to-day with all m y might 
for my sweet comrades' sake and dear delight.
In contrast, however, Sappho's voice in several of her songs is clearly
dialogic. Melodically structured like the strophe of the Greek chorus, these
poems acknowledge an earlier conversation and anticipate a future response
(the antistrophe). This linking of the past (previous le tte rs/antistrophe) and
the future (anticipated letters/antistrophe) w ith  the present (the letter being
w ritten /th e  song being su n g /strophe) is a central element of the epistolary
form. Sappho 's antistrophic voice is most apparent is a poem to her pupils.
Rem inding them  first of their own words in a strophic echo, Sappho turns to
chastise these wom en for their extravagant praise of her poetry and to warn
that through this falsely located celebration they "dishonor the good gifts of
the buxom  M uses" and blind themselves to her mortality:
Know you not that my skin is all wrinkled w ith age, my hair is 
turned  from black to white, my teeth are but few remaining, and 
the legs can scarce carry the body you used once to join in the 
dance, to foot it as nimbly as the little fawns, nimblest of living 
things?. . . [I]t is enough that I have your love, nor would I pray 
for more. (LXXXVH.21)
Perhaps as a line spun from Sappho's poem s, letters remain woven 
into the poetic form. Poets often compose their works addressed to a single 
reader. Shortly after the death of poet Jane Kenyon, her poet husband,
Donald Hall, com posed a poem written as a letter to Jane. Although Hall's
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poem was displayed and presented as a poem, when he read the poem  at
Kenyon's memorial service, I felt as though I was eavesdropping on a
conversation intended for an audience of one. Other times these epistolary
poems are m anipulations of the genre, poems, like Carol G regory's "Love
Letter" written as if they were letters.
Dear Sampson.
I pu t your hair in a jar 
by the pear tree 
near the well.
I been thinkin' 
over what I done 
and I still don 't think 
God gave you 
all that strength 
for you to kill 
my people.
Love -  Delilah (3)
Like poets, novelists have long been fascinated by the way letters can be 
incorporated onto the novel. Epistolary novels, like letters, require only two 
things: the existence of a letter writer and the presum ption of a recipient. The 
primary distinction between real letters and the fictional epistolary genre, as 
Kauffman notes, is that the strength of epistolary novels is often located in 
the physical absence of the addressee. Offering as an example Cecie's letters to 
God in Alice W alker's The Color Purple , letters that indicate the absence 
rather than the presence of Cecie's God, Kauffman notes that a prim ary 
characteristic of epistolarity is "an addressee who is absent, silent, o r incapable 
of replying" (186).
As Jean Jacques Rousseau explains to an imaginary critic in the preface 
of his epistolary novel, La Nouvelle Heloi'se, it is the disorderly nature  of the
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letter that allows it to become a reflection of the w riter's passion. According
to Rousseau, this honest passion comes neither from the letter w riter's
deliberate, careful crafting nor from close adherence to the rules laid out in
letter writing manuals. As he explains, it is this passion, created as the
product of honest expression rather than of the w riter's intellectual wit, that
gives the letter its power:
Read a love letter w ritten  by someone in his study, by a w it who 
wants to appear brilliant; in spite of the paucity of fire he may 
have in his head, his pen will bum  up the paper as they say, but 
the w arm th he inspires will not go any further....On the other 
hand, a letter that love has truly dictated, a letter from an honest 
impassioned lover will be loosely written, verbose, draw n out to 
great lengths, disorderly, repetitious....There is no wit, nothing 
remarkable in it; you don 't remember any w ords or turns of 
phrase. You adm ire nothing; you are struck by nothing.
However, you feel your soul touched; you feel m oved w ithout 
understanding why. (17)
W hereas Rousseau w rites La Novelle Heldise to create a perfect lover, 
fifteenth century writer Helissene de Crenne writes her epistolary novel to 
expose an imperfect husband. In the preface to The Invective Letters of Lady 
Helisenne de Crenne, she explains, "[Fortune's] insufferable cruelty so pricks 
my anger that rather than follow m y natural inclination, I feel compelled to 
write Invective Letters instead" (37). Explaining that it is her age that has 
given her the strength of voice, she writes the letter to her husband in 
response to his claims that her novel Angoysses was autobiographical and 
that she wrote this novel to publicly embarrass her husband by telling of her 
own love affair w ith a younger man. In her letter she chastises her husband 
for this mistrust:
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You believe, moreover, that I really experienced the 
lasciviousness about which I wrote. I am surprised you should 
imagine this to be the case, for as I was modest and tem perate in 
my young and tender years you cannot allow yourself to believe 
that I am lascivious now that I am older. (81)
However, by making these private letters public, she intentionally seeks an 
audience m uch larger than the singular audience she creates, a fact she 
acknowledges on several occasions in these letters. Thus, although 
Helissene's letters have the implied singular audience, the actual audience 
she writes for is much larger and m ore supportive of her claims that this is a 
fictional w ork than her singular audience would ever have been.
W riters have long used the epistolary genre as a form for the essay. 
Birthdays seem  a time that draw s w riters to this genre. Shortly before his 
own eightieth birthday, and on the fifty-fifth anniversary of his m other's 
death, novelist W allace Stegner wrote a public letter addressed his m other 
and titled, “Letter, Much Too Late." Lamenting his m other's dying w ords, 
“You're a good . . . boy . . .  Wallace," Stegner begins the letter w ith an  apology: 
Listen, Mom,
I am afraid I let your selfish and  violent husband, my father, 
steal the scene from you and push  you into the background in  
the novels as he did in life. Somehow I should have been able to 
say how  strong and resilient you were, what a patient and 
abiding and bonding force. . . . But you must understand that you 
are the hardest sort of hum an character to make credible on 
p a p e r .. .  . W riting about you, I felt always on the edge of the 
unbelievable, as if I were w riting a saint's life, or the legend of 
some Patient Griselda. (Bluebird 24)
As he explains, this is a letter written from regret—regret that while his 
mother was alive he had not said these words, regret that she died before he
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was able to understand how much she had suffered at his father's hand.
Knowing that this is an apology offered too late, Stegner laments that not
until long after his mother's death was he able to completely understand the
example she had set for him. As if explaining to himself and to his public
readers the reasons for writing a letter to his mother over half a century after
her death, Stegner explains her constant presence in his life:
As I sit here at the desk trying to tell you something, fifty-five 
years too late, I have a clear mental image of your pursed lips 
and your crinkled eyes, and I know that nothing I can say will 
persuade you that I was ever less than you thought of me. . . .
You are alive and luminous in my head. . . . You are a curb on 
m y natural impatience and competitiveness and arrogance.
W hen I have been less than myself, you make me ashamed 
even as you forgive me. You're a good . . .  boy . .  . Wallace.
(.Bluebird 23-24)
Students in my writing classes occasionally turn to the epistolary form 
in composing their essays. The letter-essays students most often w rite are 
letters to their parents (or in the case of older students to their children). In 
the letter-essays in my files, more often than  not, students have w ritten to 
their fathers rather than their mothers. Perhaps they find talking to their 
fathers m ore difficult than talking to their mothers. Perhaps "father 
conversations" are more suitable for public essays or more easily lend 
themselves to the subject of the classroom.
After reading Tim O'Brien's The Things They Carried, Sharon, a 
student in m y prose writing class (Spring 1995 English 519) composed her 
research essay as a letter to her father. H er father, she explained in her 
research proposal, had served in Vietnam and had "brought the w ar home
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with him." The first half of Sharon's letter is an academic essay written in 
epistolary form. As she describes reading Ernest Hemingway's "Soldier's 
Home" she tells her father, "I could see you [in Krebbs] as you used to stand in 
the door frame of the garage, smoking a cigarette." She talks of Tim O'Brien's 
The Things They Carried and of the five Vietnam films she watched for her 
research. N ot until the end does the essay change and does she write to her 
father:
Dad, . . . There were countless times w hen I sat on the couch, 
pretending to do homework, while you flipped the channels past 
a movie that depicted the Vietnam War. And on those very 
sam e afternoons you would p u t dow n the remote control and 
watch some program about W orld W ar II or the Korean War. I 
used to think that your war was too painful for you to sit 
through again. To some extent, I still believe that is true.
However, I've reached the conclusion that, having gone off to 
war, you can no longer watch such movies. . . You've been there.
She concludes her essay with a letter fragm ent w ritten as much to herself as
to her father:
After w orking on this project, I have come to the conclusion that 
I have also been carrying certain burdens as a result of Vietnam.
At age 6 I carried a blanket around the house, clutching security 
to m y chest because I d idn 't understand w hy you were so upset. I 
carried a velvet lined box of medals and ribbons at age 10 because 
no one would tell me what they meant. A t 14 years, when I 
finally knew that asking questions was not going to gain me any 
inform ation, I carried only a vision of the Vietnamese jungles 
and Charlie Sheen's intense eyes as they peered through the 
thick foliage. Indirectly, by never explaining to me what had 
happened, you have made it my w ar as well.
Offering her father the same solution she has found helpful for silencing her 
own dem ons, Sharon writes: "You told me before that you always w anted to 
be a writer, that you started to go to school for your English degree a year
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before you joined the Army. I wonder if it would be possible for you to pick 
up pen and paper and begin to write." She concludes her letter with -a final 
self-reflexive turn by noting that although these stories belong to her father, 
writing them may become her task.
The ART of Letter W riting
Somewhere in the m idst of writing this dissertation I began collecting 
letter w riting art—copies of paintings of letter writers and letter recipients and 
letters. Although initially I was hoping to collect ten or twenty pictures, my 
collection has just passed the one hundred mark. Part of w hat has been 
fascinating in this collecting of letter art are the assum ptions that can be m ade 
by studying these paintings. From the perspective of the art of letter writing, 
letter w riting is an inside activity practiced prim arily by wom en and most 
specifically by women who have servants and absent lovers. Of all the aspects 
of the definition of letter writing, this section offers the m ost fascinating 
possibilities for further study. I end this chapter of definitions by offering 
three definitions of letter writing developed in these paintings.
Seen through this lens, most letter w riters are engaged in a singular act 
of writing bu t in this singularity there is another w riter present, whether this 
presence is in the actual presence of the accompanying painting or it is 
present in the map behind Vermeer's "Lady in Blue." From the artist's 
perspective letters can be read while lying in a hammock or standing before a 
window. However, letter writing requires a writing desk. For the most part,
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according to the artist's perspective, letter writing also requires privacy. 
Although we are invited to look into the room, the letter remains private to 
us as well as to others. What is most fascinating and what deserves further 
study are the exceptions to this definition, for these exceptions attest to the 
letter's unruly nature—and to its existence as a performative act.
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Figure 2.1 St. Paul writing a letter
The great feasibility of letter w riting m ust have produced—from 
a purely  theoretical point of view— a terrible dislocation of souls 
in  the world. It is truly a communication w ith spectres, not only 
w ith  the spectre of the addressee bu t also w ith one's own 
phantom , w hich evolves underneath  one's ow n hand  in the 
very letter one is writing or even in a series of letters where one 
letter reinforces the other and can refer to it as a witness.
-F ranz  Kafka, Letters to Milena
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When the birds were disputing about who should be king, and 
they came together, each adorned in his ow n way, the greatest 
adornm ent of the eagle was that he did not think that he was 
beautiful. It is this unadorned quality, which is as close to nature 
as possible, that m ust especially be preserved in letters. Such, 
then, is my advice to you on the subject of letter w riting—sent in 
the form of a letter!
-  Gregory of Nazianzus (384-390 C.E.)
Although professors of ars dictaminis, the ancient art of letter writing, 
were among the m ost revered in medieval universities, instruction in this 
"gentle art" as Virginia Woolf once described it, is currently relegated to 
etiquette manuals and elementary school textbooks. And for most 
composition instructors and rhetoricians, that is where it should stay. As 
Malcolm Richardson observes, "interest in the old epistolary art seems at best 
of antiquarian value, like recipes for baked eels or stewing robins" (95).
Most twentieth century rhetoricians portray the medieval genre of 
letter writing as the product of a dark period in the history of rhetoric, passing 
it by in a quick move from the sermons of Saint Augustine to the classically 
grounded rhetoric of Peter Ramus. In The Rhetorical Tradition: Readings 
from Classical Times to the Present, Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg 
include only a one-page overview of letter w riting along w ith an eight-page 
excerpt from an anonym ous ars dictaminal text. Acknowledging that 
students of rhetoric m ight find it "surprising that [the genre of letter writing] 
developed at all," Bizzell and Herzberg note, "Letter writing hardly seems 
important enough today to m erit a separate discussion" (377).
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To explain this brief rhetorical interlude at all Bizzell and Herzberg 
point to the political power letter w riting manuals provided for literate 
scribes; and they note, in passing, that the contents of these m anuals can 
afford twentieth century readers a fascinating glimpse into medieval life. 
Dismissing the two hundred year flourishing of ars dictaminis, they situate 
this genre outside the realm of rhetoric, observing that after the thirteenth 
century, "little new work was done on letter writing," and  as a result "the 
form of letters came to be treated in etiquette manuals, as it still is to the 
present day" (430).
Richardson attributes this lack of interest by rhetoricians to a belief that 
ars dictaminis has had little, if any, influence on rhetorical theory. Because of 
this, he contends, "Specialists in language, literature, and  rhetoric have 
tended for too long to see the dictam inal writings of the eleventh through the 
thirteenth centuries as the flowering of the medieval epistolary art, followed 
by two or three more centuries of decay and then oblivion" (96). This 
m isunderstanding has occurred, according to Richardson, because "we have 
ignored actual rhetorical practice in favor of the theoretical and  the highly 
literate," focusing our attention only on ars dictaminis w hen we ought to 
have been considering all aspects of medieval letter w riting (95).
This chapter offers, as Richardson suggests, an alternative theory to the 
dictamen, one that encompasses all m edieval letter w riting instruction and 
that situates its gaze within and outside the academy. In doing so, I follow 
Alice W alker's m andate to scholars developing a com prehensive
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understanding of the artistic and  literary heritage of African American 
women and contend that in studying the art of letter writing we should 
rem em ber to look both high—and low.
Reconceiving (il)literacy
Traditionally, the study  of medieval letter writing has looked high,
directing attention to m edieval ars dictaminal texts, considering questions of
paternity more frequently than questions of how these texts shaped
instruction in the m edieval universities. Re-visioning ancient and medieval
letter w riting instruction w ithin the fram ework provided, not only by these
texts, bu t also by ordinary letters and ordinary letter writers affords us a new
and more complete understanding, not only of the epistolary genre, bu t also
of w hat it m eant in the m edieval world to be literate. This m ulti-layered
approach echoes Cheryl G lenn's observations concerning m edieval literacy
practices. According to Glenn,
. . .  as we continue to recognize and recover various other 
literacy practices through history and along the social axes of 
class, race, education, and  gender, we will continue to revise our 
conception of (il)literacy practices. . . .  [E]ach newly articulated 
practice will in terrupt and  invigorate our conception of literacy, 
that often-held notion of a neatly packaged, text dependent, test- 
m easured literacy. (507)
To understand the early im portance of letter writing, this reconception 
of (il)literacy is essential. As recent research has shown (e.g., Glenn, Thomas, 
Ferrante) literacy within the ancient w orld was communal, defined less as the 
individual act of reading and w riting and more as a community centered
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activity. Thus, if one member of a household was text-literate, that person 
served as the writer and interpreter of written texts for other members of the 
household. The individual ability to read or write was not necessary as long 
as a person could rely on this text-literate family member or engage the 
services of a scribe. With the inclusion of written texts as legal documents in 
the fourth century, the num ber of scribes increased dram atically since laws 
required that all legal docum ents entered as evidence in courts of law (except 
for letters and other existing documents) be composed by scribes. As Martin 
Camargo notes:
The ability to write—that is, to produce a physical text by means 
of pen, ink, and parchm ent or paper (not to m ention other skills, 
such as those involved in preparing the completed letter for 
sending)—was for the most part restricted to trained 
professionals. . . .The act of composition was oral and  was much 
m ore distinct from the physical act of writing than it is for us 
m odem s. Indeed, the very word "to compose"— dictare (whence 
dictamen, "com position," dictator, "one who composes and or 
teaches others to do so," etc.)—literally means "to dictate." (3)
In addition to composing these legal documents, scribes were often
em ployed to write personal letters, to which sender would often add a brief
greeting in their own handw riting to attest to the letter's authenticity.
Likewise, personal literacy w as not a requirement for receiving letters.
M essengers often read letters aloud to the recipient a t the po in t of delivery
since these messengers had m ost likely had the opportunity  to speak directly
with the sender and could answ er the recipient's questions. In addition, since
gifts of m oney, clothing, or food often accompanied the letter, having the
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messenger read the accompanying message served as insurance that the gifts 
had been delivered.
Roselind Thomas notes that "the existence of a highly sophisticated 
scribal system. . . reduced the social stigma (if there was one) of not being able 
to write" (152). This redefinition of (il)iiteracy, according to Glenn, is essential 
if we are to eliminate the "elitist separatist literacy practices" of the academy 
and to replace these narrow  definitions w ith "a panoram ic vision" of w hat it 
meant and w hat it means to be (il)literate (507-508). Linked with these 
assumptions of literacy are questions of the pow er believed to be inherent in 
the text itself and concerns raised by Plato and other Greek rhetoricians 
regarding w riting as a legitimate art form.
Like Thomas, George Kennedy emphasizes that the move from oral to 
written texts was "an im portant contemporary issue in  Greek society, since 
reliance on written texts was increasing in the late fifth century and was 
affecting thinking and composition in a variety of w ays" (41). Although no 
texts exist as evidence of this claim, Kennedy notes that "the common use of 
the epistolary form for w hat in other circumstances m ight have been an 
epideictic or deliberative speech suggests that such exercises may sometimes 
have been practiced" (281). This absence of extant documentation, he 
contends, attests to the fact that epistolography was never a progymnastic 
exercise. Although no copies of ancient Greek schoolbooks are available to 
verify or refute this assum ption, recent scholarship strongly suggests that 
letter writing was taught in the schools of ancient Greece.
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In his study of several hundred papyrus letters, John White observes 
that the num ber of epistolary conventions in these letters "that retain their 
formulaic identity over several centuries is sufficient evidence of a 
rudimentary instruction in letter writing" (189). During the Ptolemaic period 
papyri, rather than linen, was traditionally used to wrap the body for burial. 
Layers of discarded papyri were glued together, covered w ith plaster, and 
painted. According to John Lewis, recovery of the papyri was accomplished 
"by breaking up the cartonnage coverings, by separating the layers, and finally, 
by removing the paint and plaster" (4). A lthough the process has been time 
consuming, N aphtali Lewis estimates that over 25,000 papyri of Roman date 
have been edited and published and twice as m any remain ready for study (6).
According to White, the preponderance of formulaic similarities in the 
salutation and the body of these extant letters strongly suggest a common 
knowledge of letter writing practices by both highly literate and marginally 
literate writers. In addition to this suggestion of rudim entary knowledge of 
letter writing, White posits that these letters attest to the fact that m any 
advanced students also studied epistolary theory w ith rhetoricians. For 
evidence, he points to the extant manuals of letter types published before the 
second century C.E., including Typoi Epiostolikou, a collection of tw enty 
Greek and Latin letters. Brief letter writing sections are also included in 
Julius Victoris's Ars Rhetorica and the anonym ous text Ececerpta Rhetorica. 
English translations of these texts as well as several others are included in
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Abraham M alherbe's "Ancient Epistolary Theorists" and in George Kennedy's
Greek Rhetoric under Christian Emperors .
The only direct indication of a comm on form of letter writing
instruction, except for the examination of actual letters, are passing references
by Theon and  Nicolaus, first century contem poraries of Quintilian. In
addition, careful study of references to letter-form in extant letters offers
another indication of the presence of a theory of letter writing that
acknowledged various letter types. As a point of verification, Kennedy notes:
Collections of m odel letters were m ade, of which fragments are 
preserved in papyrus; the technique could thus be learned by 
imitation, but we do not know in w hat context this was 
practiced. . . . Some short books of Greek epistology survive that 
give basic patterns of composition. The earliest of these, perhaps 
from the Hellenistic period, identifies fourteen types of letters: 
friendly, com m endatory, blaming, and  so on. Another, from late 
antiquity, has a list of forty-one types, w ith  brief examples. (70-73)
Pointing to Cicero's letters as "an im portant secondary source for the 
illum ination of Greek epistolary theory," M alherbe claims that these letters 
indicate the presence of a well-rounded system  of letter writing (12). A careful 
study of these letters clearly attests to Cicero's understanding of w hat Cicero 
calls genera epistularum, the general conventions of letter writing (Ad.Fam. 
IV.xiii.l). In his letters Cicero distinguishes betw een public and private letters 
(Pro Flacco, 16.37); he defines the letter as a replacem ent for the presence of an 
absent friend, explaining to Appius Pulcher, "[W hen I received your letter] I 
threw my arm s around you in thought, and I really did kiss the letter"
(Ad.Fam . III.xi.2); and he speaks of genera epistularum :
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I have been asking myself for some time past what I had best 
write to you; but not only does no definite theme suggest itself, 
bu t even the conventional style of letter writing does not appeal 
to me. For one customary branch of correspondence in vogue 
am ong us when all was well, has been tom away from us by the 
hardship of the times, and fortune has effectually debarred me 
from writing or even contem plating anything of the kind. There 
still remained a certain style of correspondence appropriate to 
these times of ours in its gloom and melancholy; but I cannot 
fall back even upon that. (Ad.Fam . IV.xiii.l)
Malherbe posits that by the third century B.C.E., the Greek private letter 
had assum ed "a definite form and presum ably had attracted attention of 
rhetoricians" (5). Unlike Epistolimaioi Characteres, a fourth century letter 
collection intended for use by scribes, these early letter collections were 
handbooks for epistolary instruction that combined rhetorical strategies and 
writing instruction. Based on this assum ption, White contends that 
prosopoeia, the composition exercise in which rhetoric students were 
required to imitate the style of famous writers, was perhaps "the prim ary 
source of the so-called 'forged' letters ascribed to famous ancient people" (190).
Complicating these questions of instruction in the art of letter writing 
were the debates on the validity and  value (or lack thereof) of the written text. 
Whereas Isocrates was a prim ary advocate for the inclusion of writing 
instruction in his rhetoric school, Plato expressed the greatest concern against 
the act of writing. In an argum ent that reflects Derrida's tw entieth century 
assum ption that the spoken word is more closely connected to reality than 
the w ritten word, Plato argues in Phaedrus that the danger of w riting lies in 
its pow er to make visible the w riter's soul. Ascribing this oppositional voice
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to Socrates, Plato describes writing as a plaything, valuable only for the
w riter's own amusement, and he condemns the written text on the grounds
that only the author can fully understand what is written. In a discussion
with Phaedrus, Socrates explains,
For somewhere writing has this marvelous power, Phaedrus; in 
reality it is very much like the art of painting. For from these 
w orks each creature stands like living beings, but if anyone asks 
them  a question, they solemnly remain perfectly still. And these 
things are also true of w ritten words; for you might think they 
spoke as one having intelligence, but if you question them 
w ishing to know about the things having been said, they always 
declare only one and the same thing. And whatever it is written 
once and for all, a word is tossed about by all, alike by those 
approve it, and by those who have no relation to it, and it does 
not know when it is necessary to speak and w hen it is not. And 
being mistreated and unjustly reviled it always needs its father 
to rescue it, for it has not the pow er to defend or help itself (275).
In contrast to Plato's continued condemnation of the w ritten text, 
Isocrates points on several occasions to the importance of the act of writing, 
most specifically letter writing, as a leveler in the communication of ideas. In 
Antidosis Isocrates uses his earlier writings in his ow n defense. In this way, 
Isocrates explains, his written texts become the vehicle to show his accusers 
and posterity "the truth about my character, my life, and the education to 
which I am  devoted" (1.189.6).
As Isocrates explains in a public letter sent to Phillip of Macedon (-346 
B.C.E.), he believes that his ow n natural abilities are more suited to written 
discourse than to oration since he has "neither a strong enough voice nor 
sufficient assurance to enable [him] to deal with the mob, to take abuse, or 
bandy w ords with men who haunt the rostrum"(I.295.81-82). Acknowledging
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Plato's contention that the w ritten text is "fatherless," Isocrates moves the 
argum ent from general to specific, explaining that although w riting may 
have been abused by some, it allows others, himself included, access to 
conversations they would otherwise have been denied. He explains to Phillip 
that his weaknesses coupled w ith his old age and his inability to travel long 
distances leave him no other recourse than to send w ritten communications. 
Yet, because of the importance given to oral presentation, Isocrates begins his 
letter w ith an argum ent designed to dissuade Phillip of the general 
misconception that a written text lacks the persuasive pow er of an  oral speech 
and to assure Phillip this text was composed, not for "display and personal 
gain," bu t for discussion of "im portant and urgent" issues (1.261.25).
In doing so, Isocrates creates an image of himself as a marginalized 
citizen w ithin an orally constructed society, a position he deconstructs in the 
following argument. He begins his letter by acknowledging that the general 
distrust of writing is "a natural conclusion" for Phillip to draw , and he 
expresses agreement with the general observation that a w ritten speech is 
robbed of the speaker's ethos and  the power of his vocal delivery, noting that 
this problem  is com pounded because the psuedo-speaker often reads the 
speech "w ithout persuasiveness and w ithout putting any personal feeling 
into it, as though he was repeating a table of figures" (1.261.26).
However, pointing to his ow n physical infirmities, Isocrates explains 
that he w ould have been unable to present this address in person, and he, 
therefore, urges Phillip not to generalize about all w riting w ithou t listening
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to what he has to say. "It is enough for me if I can only set before you in a
simple m anner the actual facts," Isocrates explains, urging Phillip to "put
aside the prejudices which are held against the sophists and  against speeches
which are composed to be read" and to consider each speech on its own merit:
For if you will conduct your inquiry w ith these aids instead of 
relying upon the opinion of the masses, you will form a sounder 
judgm ent about such discourses. (1.261.28-29)
Isocrates presents this same argum ent in a letter to Dionysius that
accompanies a public address. Again he explains that his age prevents him
from com m unicating w ith Dionysius face-to-face, and he im plores Dionysius
to accept his letter as a substitute for his presence. He writes, "If I were
younger, I should not be sending you a letter but should myself take ship and
converse w ith you there" (111.372-73.1). Explaining that w riting is his only
recourse, he expresses his reluctance to send a letter w ithout an  apology:
I know, to be sure, that w hen men essay to give advice, it is far 
preferable that they should  come in person rather than send a 
letter, not only because it is easier to discuss the sam e m atters 
face to face than to give their views by letter, nor yet because all 
m en give greater credence to the spoken rather than the written 
w ord, since they listen to the former as practical advice and the 
latter as an artistic composition; but also, in addition to these 
reasons, in personal converse if anything that is said is either not 
understood or not believed, the one who is presenting the 
argum ents, being present, can come to the rescue in either case; 
bu t w hen w ritten m issives are used and any such misconception 
arises, there is no one to correct it, for since the w riter is not at 
hand, the defender is lacking. (HI.372-73.1-3)
Nevertheless, Isocrates urges Dionysius to attend to w hat he has 
w ritten before turning his ear from the written word. In this moment, 
Isocrates explains, letter w riting becomes a political act, providing a vehicle
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for "those who wish to bring some serious thing to pass" (IH.375.4). "Do not," 
he concludes, "think that I am urging you in this way that you may become a 
listener to a rhetorical composition; for I am not, as it happens in a mood to 
seek glory through rhetorical show-pieces" (IH.375.4-6). In analyzing Isocrates' 
rhetorical stance, classics scholar Yun Lee Too notes that by creating a 
presence through his letters, Isocrates creates "a 'voice' and presence for the 
teacher-advisor w hich is far more authoritative than those the spoken word 
could afford"(124).
Other sources also attest to the ancient origins of letter writing 
instruction. In a letter to a friend, Seneca notes the ancient origin of the 
epistolary salutatory form, observing, "The old Romans had  a custom which 
survived even into my lifetime. They would add  to the opening words of a 
letter: If you are well, it is well, I also am well." (Mos antiquis fu it usque ad 
meant servatus aetatem, primis epistulae verbis adicere: si vales bene est, ego 
vale, Epistles 15:1) These salutations were so comm on in Roman letters that 
writers often abbreviated them. Cicero, for example, uses m any forms of this 
saluatory form in his letters, including: s.v.l.v.v.b.e.e.v. (Si vos liberique 
vestri valetis, bene est; ego valeo. If you and your children are well, all is 
right. I am well) and  s.v.b.e.e.q.v. (Si vales, bene est; ergo quoque valeo. If you 
are well, that is good; I am also well.) Although, W. Glynn Williams 
translates these phrases in m any of Cicero's letters as "Sir," their place in the 
letter seems to be a broader statem ent of generality and formality than a 
simple "sir" allows.
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Crafting the Epistolary Gift
In On Style, the earliest extant rhetorical treatise with a comprehensive
discussion of epistolary theory (-3B.C.E.-2CE), Demetrius links his rules of
letter w riting with the rhetorical theories of Aristotle and Plato. Kennedy
calls this discussion on letter w riting "an unusual feature of Dem etrius'
work" (89). In explaining his observation, Kennedy notes:
W hat is puzzling is not that Demetrius should discuss the 
subject but w hy other rhetoricians should not, considering the 
fact that the epistle was a widely used literary genre, beginning at 
least w ith Isocrates, and that the subject had practical value for 
students of rhetoric. Nor, so far as we know, was letter w riting 
taught by grammarians. Cicero has much to say about letter 
w riting in his own letters, and w hat he says seems to suggest 
classifications of different kinds and perhaps the existence of 
some m anuals of letter writing, of which we have examples 
from later antiquity. (90)
Using Aristotle's letters as a model, Demetrius emphasizes, "[T]he style 
of a letter should be a mixture of two styles, the elegant and the plain" (235).
In the preface to the translated text, W. B. E. Grube notes that Dem etrius's 
discussion of letter writing is "of considerable historical im portance" not only 
because his is the first text to discuss epistolary style but also because the 
principles of letter writing Demetrius establishes in this treatise are reflected 
in the w ork of later epistolographic theorists (29). Demetrius begins his 
explanation of the plain style necessary for letter writers by disagreeing with 
the statem ent m ade by Artemon, the editor of Aristotle's letters, that "letters 
and dialogues should be written in the same way, for a letter is like one side
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of a dialogue" (223). Demetrius explains that although he agrees in part with
Artemon's contention that letters can be likened to one-half of an ongoing
conversation, the art of letter w riting dem ands more careful composition
than would a conversation. However, he emphasizes, this close attention to
construction should not appear obvious to the reader. This, he argues, is
because "dialogue imitates im prom ptu conversation, whereas a letter is a
piece of writing sent to someone as a kind of gift" (224).
After explaining what he sees to be the contrasts between the informal,
often disjointed, conversational style of the dialogue and the more crafted
plain style necessary for the letter, Demetrius returns to point out the
similarities between letter w riting and the dialogue, observing,
The letter, like the dialogue, should be very much in character.
You might say that everyone draws, in his letters, an image of 
his personality. A writer's character may be seen in all his works, 
but nowhere so clearly as in his letters. (227)
He stresses that letters be neither too long nor too short, that the 
language be neither too dignified nor too informal, and that letter w riters 
keep in m ind that they are w riting a letter, not a forensic speech. Therefore, 
he stresses, "as the saying goes, one should call a spade a spade to one's 
friends" (229).
In his discussion of the content of letters, Demetrius points to 
Aristotle's comment in a letter to a friend, "I am not writing to you about this; 
it is not a suitable subject for a letter." Likewise he notes that letters w ritten 
not to friends bu t to cities or kings, "should be somewhat m ore distinguished
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in style"; but, he warns, the style should not be so distinguished that the
letters become treatises rather than letters (231-235). Demetrius explains:
Anyone who discusses logic or natural science in a letter is no 
doubt writing, but he is not writing a letter. A letter should be a 
brief expression of one 's friendly feelings, expressing a simple 
topic in simple language. The beauty of a letter lies in the 
expression of affection and  courtesy, and also in the frequent use 
of old saws and proverbs. This is the only kind of wisdom  a 
letter should contain, for old sayings are a kind of popular and 
common wisdom, w hereas the writer w ould expounds general 
reflections and urges a w ay of life upon you is not chatting w ith 
a friend in a letter, bu t preaching. (231-232)
A G enre  Sprung Forth Fully Formed
Whereas M urphy, Cam argo, and others place the genesis of letter
writing w ithin the university and  m ost specifically in twelfth century Italy,
letter writing as a form of com m unication between two persons absent from
one another predates these dictam inal texts by m any centuries. M any of the
medieval dictatores (university teachers of ars dictaminis) acknowledge this
heritage in the preface of their ars dictaminal texts and  in their classification
and definition of letter w riting as a genre w orthy of scholarly pursuit. In
addition, the thousands of ex tant letters and letter fragm ents from ancient
Greece and Rome attest to the fact that letter w riting practices and instruction
were firmly established well before the publication in  1087 of Alberic of
Monte Cassino's Flores rhetorici. As Alberic explains in the text's preface:
Until now we have nourished , as it were, the m inds of infants 
w ith the milk of our instruction; but now it is time to strengthen 
the m inds of grown m en w ith bread. Until now  we have 
rehearsed our hearers in the prelim inary training of gram m ar;
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now that the period of practice is over, we m ust lead them to the 
battlefield of composition. . . .Thus far we have looked at the 
rudim ents of education; now we move into the full manly 
pow er of knowledge. . .  . Any art one can think of m ust proceed 
in ordered stages; that is, one must move from basics to 
comprehensiveness. Therefore, let the sincere soul develop, let 
it eat and drink and  grow from within. (132)
Discounting any early discussions of ars dictaminal theory, Les 
Perelman contends that letter writing did not become a formal subject of 
discussion until the fourth century C.E. when it was included as an appendix 
in C. Julius Victoris's rhetorical treatise, Ars Rhetorica. By applying the 
principles of Ciceronian rhetoric to ars dictaminis, Victoris creates a logically 
organized approach to letter writing which, as he explains, will make letter 
writing a form accessible to all writers. Although Perelm an acknowledges 
Victoris's text as the first w ritten account of letter w riting as a rhetorical form, 
he em phasizes that Ars Rhetorica is primarily a rhetoric text and that Victoris 
addresses letter writing only as an afterthought. Likewise, M urphy 
emphasizes that Victoris presents merely a sum m ary of common letter 
writing practices rather than a well-formulated theory of letter writing. 
However, several im portant considerations in Victoris's text echo both the 
informal letter writing instruction found in the letters of Cicero, Seneca, and 
others and the more formal instruction in letter w riting  m anuals of later 
centuries. Victoris separates letter writing into two types: epistolis familiares 
(personal, friendly letters) and  epistolis negotiales (official letters), and he 
makes these separations in both content and style:
i
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An official letter includes serious argumentative m atter, and 
may use figurative language of the type found in orations. It is 
more graceful than historic writing, and one may w rite with 
erudition or even polemically w ithout losing the quality  of a 
letter. In the familiar letter brevity and clarity both call for 
avoiding obscure terminology, arcane proverbs, and curious 
language. . . . Such obscurity is worse in a letter than in an 
oration or in a conversation, because. . . . the absence of the 
w riter makes it impossible for him  to answer the questions of an 
audience. (196)
In a move that would later be imitated by ars dictaminal authors of the 
eleventh century, Victoris denotes social status as the prim ary definer of the 
letter form and lists a series of distinctly specific salutations and  signatures 
necessary to m ark the reader-w riter relationship. Likewise, Victoris holds 
style as a prim ary marker of social status, emphasizing that a person should 
neither assume a jocular stance w hen w riting to a superior nor a proud  stance 
when writing to an inferior (M urphy, 196).
From the perspective of letter writing, one of the m ost significant 
changes that occurs during the fourth century is the acceptance of the letter in 
a court of law as a legitimate expression of a person's will. W ith this change, 
"dependence on written law rose significantly in Greece" (Robb, 148). Letters 
had long been accepted as legitimate testimony. In Trapeziticus, a court case 
prepared for a client, Isocrates presents a letter as his final and  m ost 
convincing piece of evidence against the accused (1.244-49.52-58). As Robb 
notes, "There is a lesson about w riting and  advancing literacy here. To 
m odem  literates, writing can be viewed, w hen they think about it a t all, 
merely as a handy tool, as indispensable as old newspapers flapping in  the
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breeze" (148). Camargo attests to this change by noting that the most common
definition given to the letter by medieval dictatores was "that which
expresses the will of one who is not physically present and  is thus unable to
speak for himself" (18). W ith this newly formed legal definition of will and
the subsequent recognition of individual property rights and  land ownership,
letter writing shifted from a private to an official act and  at the same time the
site of letter writing shifted from private comers to the public arena. In this
move, letters became accepted as statements of a person 's will and as
docum ents acceptable as evidence to be entered into the perm anent record.
As Cam argo explains:
Because the bestower of privilege or a piece of property  would 
not be present at all times (indeed he would eventually  be dead) 
he needed a perm anent record of his intentions that could 
answer any challenge to the rights so bestowed. The deed "spoke 
for" the donor, just as a love letter spoke for the lover (18).
M edieval Attem pts to Discipline the G enre
According to Ronald Witt, by the eleventh century  this move from 
private to public had drastically changed the rules for letter writing and "the 
intim ate, confidential quality, the easy wandering from  topic to topic, those 
elem ents which make the private letter so readable and  revealing" had 
disappeared (4). The change, however, was not in the act of letter writing but 
in the academ y's conception of and attem pt to discipline this unruly genre.
Thus, with the publication in the eleventh century  of Alberic of Monte 
C assino 's Flores rhetorici and  later his Breviarium de dictamine, ars
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dictaminus became an established rhetorical form. Although letter w riting 
instruction became "a primary branch of rhetoric and  a major form of 
discourse in the high Middle Ages and continued to flourish through the 
Renaissance," as Emil Polak notes, the formal study  of letter w riting was and 
continues to be im peded by "the lack of any system atic compilation of extant 
evidence" (I.xi). As Adalbertus Sam aritanus contends in his twelfth century 
dictam inal handbook, by the latter part of the eleventh century letter w riting 
had become "exceedingly necessary for the clergy, for monks suitable, and for 
laymen honourable" (Rockinger ix). School lessons included regular 
instruction in the composition of letters. In addition, dictatores, professors of 
letter writing, traveled about teaching this form al conception of the genre and 
num erous letter m anuals defined the rules of letter w riting and offered letter 
writers m odel letters (Haskins 3).
Until the late 1970's scholarship on letter w riting centered on questions 
of the genre's origin, a discussion which, according to William Patt, did little 
to advance the study of medieval letter w riting beyond the theories 
established in the nineteenth century. Pointing to W ilhelm W attenbach's 
1855 study  as an indication of the static nature of this research Patt concludes, 
"This is a regrettable situation because the ars dictaminis was vitally 
im portant in medieval affairs" (133).
For W attenbach and other nineteenth cen tury  scholars, the fascination 
with the medieval art of letter w riting had been augm ented by the findings of 
several G erm an rhetoricians, most prom inently Ludw ig Rockinger. H aving
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discovered a twelfth-century m anuscript containing two ars dictaminal texts, 
Rockinger identified these as the work of Alberic of Monte Cassino, dubbing 
Alberic as "the father of the ars dictaminis" and nam ing Monte Cassino as the 
first center of dictaminal studies. However, Alberic himself negates this 
argum ent in Flores rhetorici, (1087) by directly addressing other teachers of 
students of rhetoric and letter writing and urging them  to join him on "the 
battlefield of composition" (138).
W hereas Flores rhetorici is grounded in rhetorical theory, Alberic's 
second text, Breviarium de dictamine, is a letter w riting handbook containing 
prescriptive rules for correspondence. Following the Ciceronian division of 
oratory (exordium, divisio, narratio, confirmatio, refutatio, peroratio), Alberic 
divides the letter into five parts (salutatio, exordium, narratio, petitio, 
conclusio). As further explanation, Alberic offers num erous examples of 
letters by w riters such as Cicero, Ovid, Terence, and Virgil and suggests that 
students of ars dictaminis turn to pagan authors for further examples. Unlike 
later dictam inal texts, Flores rhetorici pays only m inim al attention to the 
salutation, looking directly at the formal construction and development of 
the body of the letter. Although Alberic w arns the w riter on several occasions 
to be brief, his sam ple letters are often ornate, as in the following letter of 
apology offered for imitation and for clarification of the proper divisions of a 
letter:
N othing is weaker than a man. Blindness is alm ost always a part 
of hum an nature; the wise directing of hum an life limps, 
staggers, falls, even dies because it neither knows how to w arn 
off danger w ith the shields of foresight nor considers or plans
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how to protect its good fortune with proper caution. And so, my 
brother, be generous to my foolishness, blame m y slips on flaws 
of nature. I was at fault; I blush to admit that I was at fault. I 
broke faith w ith you; I wounded your love. But w hat my lapse 
has brought me, the depth of my sorrow has wiped away. If I 
w ere the only one who had ever been wrong, I would think that 
such a fall had no right to expect mercy. But it is hum an to err, 
and  it is more than human to refrain from condem ning one 
who is trying to atone for his sins. If pardon  had not followed 
crime, I make bold to say, we would not have had Peter as Prince 
of the Apostles or Paul as an Apostle; the former denied Christ, 
the latter sinned in that he persecuted the C hurch of Christ. Yet 
both now sit in thrones to judge the Church. So consider 
compassion, my friend so dear, and do not carry w ith you the 
m em ory of my failing; for a long time now, I have already 
endured  the punishm ent of remorse. (141)
For nineteenth century scholars, Alberic's dictam inal texts became 
pivotal docum ents in the study of this newly recovered genre. Scholars of 
dictaminal theory continued to follow Rockinger's lead, perceiving the genre 
as having sprung, "spontaneous and full-grown," "M inerva-like from the 
mind of a singular creator " ( Patt 136). The few scholars who contested 
Rockinger's thesis argued that Alberic's texts dealt prim arily w ith rhetoric and 
composition rather than letter writing. In 1957, w hen  Franz-Josef Schmale 
sought to redefine the ars dictaminal lineage by pointing to the work of 
twelfth century rhetorician Adalbertus Sam aritanus, he found his position 
vigorously attacked by other dictaminal scholars. Renam ing Adalbertus the 
father of ars dictaminis, Schmale contended that A dalbertus deserved this 
title because he, unlike Alberic, had m ade a complete break with the ancient 
rhetorical tradition and in doing so "had invented a new  literary genre" (Patt 
138). H erbert Bloch quickly critiqued Schmale's thesis, contending that
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because Alberic's text was the "first representative of the ars dictaminis," it 
was in Alberic's hands that the genesis of the dictam inal genre was first 
shaped (97). Likewise, James Murphy vigorously reclaimed Alberic's 
paternity in his 1971 article "Alberic of Monte Cassino: Father of the Medieval 
Ars dictaminis."
However, by using dictaminal textbooks as the sole evidence of this 
genre, this debate overlooks any possibility that letter writing could have 
existed outside the university. In addition in assum ing that the genre sprung 
forth fully formed, early twentieth century scholars failed to take into account 
the possibility that these texts might have been produced in the afterm ath of a 
rhetorical revolution, rather than at its beginning. As Thomas Kuhn 
contends in his analysis of the development of theoretical revolutions, 
textbooks "inevitably disguise not only the role bu t the very existence of the 
revolutions that produced them " (137). In this light, K uhn emphasizes that 
revolutions "begin by truncating the scientist's sense of his discipline's history 
and then proceed to supply a substitute for w hat they have eliminated" (137).
In a similar argum ent Roselind Thomas observes that this quest for a 
singular moment of origin is a "natural" (though ill-placed) step in the early 
attempts to understand a new  theory. In her study  of literacy in ancient 
Greece, Thomas notes the debate on the origins of the Greek alphabet, like the 
search for dictaminal paternity, occasionally "degenerates into a quest for 'the 
first inventor' of the alphabet" (53). In doing so, scholars confine the letter 
within the walls of an academ y that itself seeks to harness it. This location of
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letter w riting w ithin a class and gender restricted tradition goes against the
definition of w hat it m eant to be literate in the m edieval w orld and denies
the fact that communicating with the spectres is as old as writing itself.
In his call for a redefinition of the m edieval a rt of letter writing, Patt
contends that by defining this origin as "a sudden  springing from some
discrete starting point" scholars overlook the possibility that this birth came
about by "a gradual evolutionary process" (135). According to Patt:
. .  . the theory and practice of the art of letter w riting did not arise 
ex nihilo, nor did it come into existence like A thena, fully grown 
and arm ored. Similar to the other institutions of the Middle 
Ages, it d id  not appear as a new phenom enon at all, bu t as a 
continuation of classical culture. (102-103)
As Camargo notes, "[T]his debate about w ho was the rightful 'father of 
the ars dictaminis' is . . . pointless since the doctrine of the dictatores was 
discovered in practice for a long time, perhaps several centuries before it was 
set dow n in the treatises that have survived" (31). A lthough m odem  
scholars have followed Camargo's and Patt's lead regarding this question of 
paternity, m any continue to situate the origins of this genre within the region 
of Monte Cassino and to overlook the possibility that instruction in the art of 
letter w riting "w as not a localized product w hich spread to the rest of Europe 
from individual centers which successively dom inated the field, but rather a 
cultural developm ent which occurred m ore or less sim ultaneously in Italy, 
France, Germ any, and perhaps other parts of Europe as w ell" (Patt 139).
Most rhetoricians continue to follow M urphy 's lead, situating ars 
dictaminis as "tru ly  a medieval invention," and  confining the art of letter
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w riting within the restrictions of the medieval ars dictaminal texts and
theories. While acknowledging that ancient authors often spoke of writing
dow n messages to insure accurate delivery, M urphy contends that the
establishment of letter w riting as a genre marks a sharp break w ith ancient
rhetorical practice, which had been firmly grounded in oral tradition.
Although M urphy voices disagreement with the singularity of Rockinger's
argum ent, he also seeks a singular point of origin for the art of letter writing.
According to Murphy, the beginnings of this genre exist in a motherless
m om ent of creation:
The birth  of the ars dictaminis and its correlative style, called the 
cursus or prose rhythm , is linked to the Benedictine abbey of 
Monte Cassino in central Italy. The two m onks who led the 
movement were Alberic of Monte Cassino w ho first linked 
rhetoric and letter w riting in a formal treatise on the new  art 
about 1087, and his pupil John of Gaeta. (202-203)
In his analysis of the Summa dictaminis of G uido Faba, Charles 
Faulhaber also echoes M urphy 's singular-moment theory by stating: "Let it 
suffice to say that the theory of letter writing bom  in  early twelfth century 
Bologna and given a classizing upbringing in late twelfth century France, 
came to a trium phant m aturity  in the thirteenth century" (85). Likewise, 
Joseph Miller calls letter w riting a "peculiarly m edieval developm ent" and 
notes that this form grew, not from a desire to comm unicate w ith absent 
friends, but from a need to systematize adm inistrative procedures (131).
Polak's two volum e collection provides a com prehensive inventory of 
six centuries of medieval and renaissance epistolographic Latin manuscripts
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beginning with the ars dictandi of Alberic of Monte Cassino and continuing 
through the ars epistolandi texts of the sixteenth century. A lthough Polak's 
primary aim was to locate original ars dictandi and ars epistolandi texts and 
text fragments, he also inventories schoolbooks and notebooks w ith 
transcriptions of ars dictandi as well as collections of model letters. As he 
explains, "From the late eleventh century until the 1300's the ars dictandi 
comprised most of the epistolographic works; thereafter the ars dictandi and 
ars epistolandi co-existed until the sixteenth century w hen the latter 
continued alone into the 1700's" (I.xii).
Polak's inventory of ars dictaminis texts found in libraries in Eastern 
Europe and the former USSR includes approximately 700 different epistolary 
texts or text fragments of which most are by anonymous authors. Of those 
written by identified authors, the most frequently indexed text is that of 
Nicolaus Tibinus, Viaticus Dictandi, w ith over 50 citations. Polak notes that 
although Tibinus's work is often copied by others, it has been critiqued by 
only a handful of scholars. Other commonly found texts include Gasparinus 
Barsisius's Exempla exordiendi a n d  Epistolae de Compositione;
Boncompagno da Signa's Rota Veneris and  Rhetorica antiqua; Johannes 
Bondi de Auieleia's Practica sive usus dictaminis and De modis exordieni; 
Guido Faba's Dictamina rhetorica, Exordia, and Summa dictaminis; 
Laurentius de Aquileia's Practica sive usus dictaminis an d  Formae 
epistolarum; and Petrus Blesensis's Epistolae. Although several centuries 
deparate these letter w riting texts, there is much consistency in the argum ent
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presented in each. Most texts begin with a definition of letters and an 
explanation of the letter's purpose. One key term stands out in these 
definitions—secrecy and concealment, as the following definition attests: 
What an epistle is
An epistle is a booklet sent to one or several absent persons; and 
it is called "epistle" from epi, which is "beyond," and stola or 
stolon, which is "sending," because it makes the sender's desire 
clear "beyond" a messenger's capacity to expound it. For on 
account of the m ind's forgetfulness and  the m ultiplicity of affairs 
and the distances of journeys, many things would be omitted, 
which an epistle represents like a m irror.
Why the epistle was invented
The epistle was invented for two reasons. The first was so that 
the secrets of friends might be concealed through it, whence it is 
nam ed from epistolo, that is, "I conceal." The second reason is 
so that it m ight express better than a m essenger w hat is s e n t .. .  .
If there were no epistle, how could there be secrets between two 
persons that might be told to a knowing messenger. . . (Guido 24)
Like G uido's m anual, most other m anuals follow Alberic's lead,
defining the rules of the letter's composition based on a five-part form of
Ciceronian rhetoric. Although Alberic places em phasis on the content of the
letter, most dictators who follow him place em phasis on salutatio, that part of
the letter which establishes the relationship betw een w riter and recipient.
This is followed by the exordium which sets the tone of the letter and the
narratio which explains the correspondence and establishes base for the
petitio (argumentio). Like the Cicero's oratio, this argum ent is most often
presented as a deduction developed from m ajor and m inor prem ise
established in the previous sections. As M urphy explains:
It is im m ediately apparent that the m edieval ars dictam inis has 
split the Ciceronian exordium into two parts and  has assigned its
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three traditional functions—to make the audience attentive, 
docile, and well-disposed. (225)
However, by confining the rules of the genre within the academy, this
formal structure works to restrict rather than open access to letter writing.
A lthough authors of these dictaminal texts often argued that their text, unlike
other available texts, would provide the student with clear and concise
instruction in letter writing, Haskins argues,
. . . the construction of a letter in accordance with this elaborate 
scheme was, however, possible only for those who had attained 
some proficiency in the epistolary art; for the ordinary m an the 
w riting of a letter meant, not the composition of an original 
epistle of his own/ but the laborious copying of a letter of 
someone else, altered w here necessary to suit the new 
conditions. (3)
In a study of letters written by medieval students, Haskins notes that 
these studen ts ' personal letters loosely follow this five-part form w ith  less 
em phasis on the formal nature of the salutation. Noting that these student 
letters provide twentieth century scholars w ith an overview of studen t life 
and a t the same time offer true examples of the epistolary form, Haskins 
observes that predominantly, these letters were written to family and friends 
at home. Like modern-day students these students wrote to their families 
shortly after their arrival at school, acknowledging they had safely reached 
their destination, describing their new  surroundings, lamenting their absence 
from hom e, and requesting money.
The following excerpt from a  letter w ritten by two brothers to their 
parents is an example of the m ost frequent reason for these letters— a request
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for money. After describing their journey and their new lodgings, two
brothers "send greetings and  filial obedience" to their "very dear and
respected parents" along w ith a request for additional money:
. . . Wherefore lest production cease from lack of material, we beg 
your paternity to send us by the bearer, B., money for buying 
parchment, ink, a desk, and other things which we need, in 
sufficient am ount that w e may suffer no w ant on your account 
(God forbid!) but finish our studies and return  hom e w ith 
honour. The bearer will also take charge of the shoes and 
stockings which you have to send us, and any new s as well.
(Haskins 17-18)
Like m odem  students, these medieval students expressed hope that
their letters of petition w ould elicit letters filled w ith m oney and praising
their diligence and encouraging their scholarly pursuits. In extent letters,
however, parents more often respond by explaining w hy they cannot send the
requested money and by assuring their sons that they w ould surely have done
so had their crops not failed, their family not been ill, etc. O ther parents, in
the fashion of the following father, chastise these errant young scholars for
what they believe to be a lack of attendance to studies:
To his son G. residing in Orleans, P. of Bescan<jon sends greetings 
with paternal zeal. It is written, "He also that is slothful in his 
work is brother to him  that is a great waster." I have recently 
discovered that you live dissolutely and slothfully, preferring 
license to restrain and  play to work and strum m ing a guitar 
while the others are a t their studies, whence it happens that you 
have read but one volum e of law while your m ore industrious 
companions have read several. Wherefore I have decided to 
exhort you herewith to repent utterly of your dissolute and  
careless ways, that you m ay no longer be called a w aster and  that 
your shame may be turned  to good repute. (Haskins 15-16)
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N oting his disappointm ent that these student letters center on 
ordinary concerns such as money, lodging, and safety rather than on the 
happenings of the classroom, Haskins concludes, "W hat a pity that out of 
such a mass of letters there are none that tell us in simple and unaffected 
detail how  a young man studied and how  he spent his day!" (35). Further 
study of letters such as these will not only increase our understanding of 
m edieval student life, but it will also increase our understanding of the place 
of letter w riting instruction and letter w riting in the medieval university.
W omen as Subversive S tudents of the Art of Letter W riting
Figure 2.2 "Woman Reading a Letter" Overlait
If wom en were always correct I would say that the letters 
w ritten  by some of them w ould perhaps be the best w riting in 
ou r language.
-L a Bruyere, Carateres (1684)
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Defining letter writing as a scholarly pursuit has served to restrict 
access along gender lines. Because ars dictaminal instruction was established 
w ithin the male-dominated university, women w ere afforded little, if any, 
opportunity  for formal instruction in the art of letter writing. Although the 
possibility remains that some of the anonymous dictam inal texts were 
w ritten by women, the only female authored dictam inal text. Polak 
discovered in his research was a fourteenth century form ularium  written by 
an anonymous abbess of St. George in Prague. A lthough primary evidence 
attests to the fact that many medieval women both w rote and received letters, 
the possibility that women were instructors and studen ts of ars dictaminis 
still needs to be considered more fully, especially considering the fact that 
m uch existent scholarship w orks from the presum ption that women were 
neither teachers nor students of ars dictaminis du ring  these medieval years.
Basing their argum ent on w hat Alberecht C lassen and others have 
called a false premise (i.e., w ide-spread female illiteracy during the Middle 
Ages), Bizzell and Herzberg contend that because letter writing was located 
w ithin the dom ain of rhetoric, w om en's participation w as "sharply limited" 
(378). M aintaining that few w om en were able to achieve literacy and that 
those who did neither spoke in public nor wrote legal letters, Bizzell and 
Herzberg conclude, "[I]t is very difficult to find m edieval works by women 
that m ight be construed as rhetorical texts" (379). H ow ever, this narrow 
definition of letter writing falsely denies the possibility of wom en's access to
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this genre. In a counter argument, Classen contends that as a result of the 
traditionally narrow  focus of the researcher's gaze (i.e., male focused 
scholarship), the literacy of medieval wom en was for many years, and at 
times continues to be, only of marginal interest to academic scholars. Only 
recently, Classen notes, has there been a m ove to create a "more diversified 
image" that is beginning to slowly shatter "the axiom that few wom en were 
literate in the M iddle Ages" (1).
Because letter writing began as a private act, equally accessible to 
wom en and men. Necessity rather than economic status was more often the 
determ ining factor in a woman's literacy. For m any decades, however, 
scholars argued that women were not letter w riters, pointing out that very 
few letters w ritten by women were available for study  and raising concerns 
about the authenticity of many extant letters. A handful of scholars still 
question the authenticity of Heloise's letters to Abelard. Interestingly, 
however, contentions that Abelard composed H eloise's letters as well as his 
own have never been countered w ith contentions that Helolse m ay have 
authored A belard 's letters. In a similar argum ent, two of the three extant 
verse epistles now  ascribed to Radegund, a sixth century saint, were long 
attributed to her male friend and advisor Fortunatus despite the fact that in 
his w ritings Fortunatus himself attests that she is the author of these letters. 
Female authorship has often been determ ined by  the presence of stereotypical 
characteristics that make it a wom an's letter. In attributing the third poem to 
Radegund, nineteenth century scholars pointed to the weak willed, pining
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voice of the speaker as evidence that she wrote it. These attempts to give a 
ventriloquized male voice to w om en's letters overlook carefully researched 
and thoroughly documented evidence to the contrary.
N or is this questioning of female authorship restricted to the letters of 
m edieval women. Noting the consistence of the handwriting in the four 
extent letters of fifteenth century Elisabeth Clere (letters included am ong the 
Paston family letters), Norman Davis disregards any possibility that Clere 
herself could have written these letters because the handwriting "seems too 
regular and practiced for this to be likely" (31). However, Davis does not 
make sim ilar argum ents for male letter w riters even on occasions w hen their 
handw riting varies greatly in a series of letters.
Recent feminist scholarship has countered these long standing 
argum ents by emphasizing specific ways the art of letter writing could 
em pow er ancient and medieval wom en. Letters provided these wom en 
access to public forums in ways they were seldom afforded through any of the 
arts of public speaking. In her historical account of women in the M iddle 
Ages, Christinane Klapisch-Zuber suggests the study of female literacy has 
been overshadow ed by the fact that traditional roles assigned to women 
during the Middle Ages were based on  a  male-constructed ideological system 
that confined wom en's voices to private space (3). Because of this, Klapisch- 
Zuber contends that women were characterized not by their nature bu t by 
access to and  mobility within domestic and official space. This feminist re- 
visioning calls into question these false assum ptions that women were
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unable to enter conversations outside of domestic space. Because letter
writing began as a private activity, women were able to use this epistolary
genre to em power themselves and to defy construction of gender boundaries.
That women understood the construction of classical argum ent and
the formulaic structure of letters is best understood by looking at the letters
they wrote. In his analysis of the letter of petition, White uses for a model a
3rd century B.C.E. letter written by Philista, the daughter of Lysias (269) This
letter clearly attests to the writer's understanding of the conventions of the
letter of petition and the structure of classical argum ent. In the salutation
Philista immediately establishes the letter's intent: "To king Ptolemy, greeting
from Philista, daughter of Lysias, resident of Trikomia." The initial greeting,
to A (nominative case) from B (dative case), em phasizes both Philista's lower
status and her understanding of the conventions of the letter of petition since
at this time only in this sub-genre was this nom inative/dative structure used.
Following the traditionally accepted form for letters of petition, Philista
divides her letter into five parts. Following the salutatio, she turns to the
exordium, stating the reason for her request: "I am wronged by Petechon"
(235). This she follows with the narration, explaining the time, place, and
details of the event:
...as I was bathing in the baths of the aforesaid village, on Tybi 7 
of the year 1, and had stepped out to soap myself [Petechon], 
being bathm an in the women's rotunda and having brought in 
the jugs of hot water, emptied one over me and  scalded my belly 
and left thigh dow n to the knee, so that m y life was in danger.
On finding him, I gave him into the custody of Nechthosiris, the 
chief policeman of the village, in the presence of Simon the 
epistates. (235-36)
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Having established the situation, Philista makes her request (petitio)
for Ptoleny to intervene on her behalf using standard letters of petition
phrases (e.g., "I beg you therefore" and "I who am a lowly person"):
I beg you therefore, O king, if it pleases you, as a suppliant w ho 
has sought your protection, not to suffer me, who am a w orking 
wom an to be treated so lawlessly, but to order Diophanes the 
strategos to instruct Simon the epistates and Nechthosiris the 
policeman to bring Petechon before him that Diophanes m ay 
inquire into the case. (236)
She concludes her letter by acknowledging the king's authority, expressing 
her gratitude, and explaining that she seeks only one thing—justice.
Much can be determined by analysis of this letter and the m any other 
letters w ritten by women within and on the margins of the genre of letter 
writing. These letters clearly show  the equal roles women were able to play in 
everyday decision-making. In a letter to her husband (99 C.E.) Apollonous 
laments his absence and assures him  that she has taken care of the difficulties 
she has told him of in a previous letter. Do not worry she assures him , "the 
total am ount of the rent and the seed will turn out okay. And do not worry 
yourself about the children, they are well and are attended to (occupied with) 
a teacher" (White 157).
Further evidence of women as letter writers is available the letters of 
the m en w ith whom these w om en corresponded. In a letter to his m other 
Sem pronius complains that she has not w ritten to him  despite his m any 
letters to her. He writes:
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So many letters have I sent to you and not one have you written 
in return, even when many have sailed down! Please m y lady, 
write to me without hesitation about your health in o rder that I 
may live with less concern. (113).
In a letter accompanying a basket of gifts, Terentianus entreats his sister 
to write to him and even tells her, "I sent papyrus to you in o rder that you 
would be able to write to me." As he explains, this request is two-fold:
Receive from the one who brings this letter to you a basket and 
write back to me w hat you find in it. And I sent another one to 
you through Valerius the goldsm ith. Therefore, upon receipt of 
it, please write to me about your health and whatever you  m ay 
need. (112).
A lthough women seldom  received formal education, num erous extant
letters w ritten by women attest to their literacy and to their understanding  of
both the epistolary conventions of letter w riting and the rhetorical structure
of epistolary argument. As evidenced in legal documents, by the third
century C. E., both Egyptian and Roman law acknowledged and  privileged
female literacy. In the following letter of application (263 CE), Aurelia
Thaisoun, a widow with three children, begins by reminding the praefect that
the Roman law lus Trium Liberorum grants women with three children the
right "to be independent and act w ithout a guardian in w hatever business
they transact, especially those who know  how  to write" (SP/J 305). Having
established her legal right to present this petition, she asks:
Accordingly, as I too enjoy the happy honor of being blessed w ith 
children and as I am a literate wom an, able to write w ith a high 
degree of ease, it is w ith abundant security that I appeal to your 
highness by this my application w ith the object of being enabled 
to accomplish w ithout hindrance w hatever business I hence 
forth transact, and I beg you to keep it w ithout prejudice to my
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rights in your eminence's office, in order that I may obtain your
support and acknowledge my unfailing gratitude. (SP II321-23)
According to Classen, more research is needed on women's epistolary 
literature, m ost specifically "a detailed analysis of this genre in its wide range 
from antiquity to the present" (3). Although in recent years scholars have 
begun to study  the works of specific wom en letter writers and the role wom en 
have played in the developm ent of the fictional epistolary genre, there has 
been no study  of letter writing that looks broadly at the development of 
wom en's letters and letter writing from antiquity  to the present.
The prim ary problem  in the study of letter writing practices of ancient 
wom en has been the scarcity of researched documents. Whereas thousands 
of extant Graeco-Roman male-authored letters are available for study, a m uch 
smaller num ber of female authored letters are known to exist. One reason for 
this lack of prim ary evidence of wom en's letter writing, according to Eleanor 
Ducket, is that w om en's letters were often discarded as unimportant. This 
indirect silencing of ancient women and the devaluing of their private and 
public words continues to be a problem for scholars conducting primary 
research. A lthough w om en wrote abundantly, engaging in official as well as 
familial correspondence, seldom was their correspondence diliberately 
preserved. Because of this, the prim ary exam ples of female-authored Graeco- 
Roman letters (dating from 400 B.C.E.) have been found—not in carefully 
preserved letter books—but discarded in the  rubbish heaps of ancient villages 
and in the cem eteries and burial tombs.
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Much can be learned, however, by studying the letters of men w ith
whom  these women corresponded, especially when many letters of their
correspondents are available for study. Although letters from Terentia to her
husband Cicero have not been preserved, over 750 extant letters of Cicero are
available for study, including twenty-four written to Terentia. These letters to
Terentia (all are preserved in Epistidae ad Familiares) provide the sole proof
and access to Terentia's voice as a letter-writer and requires us to reconstruct
her letters through the lens of Cicero's letters to her. Terentia's voice reflected
in Cicero's early letters to her is woeful, ever reminding him of her sorrow at
his absence and of the financial difficulties that have beset her in his absence.
She w rites often and, as he idicates, she sends him long letters filled with
family news. She petitions him, unsuccessfully, to send for her and the
children. And she talks of her financial difficulties and of her difficulty in
m anaging the household in his absence. His early responses to her letters are
pow erful letters of connection. In response to Terentia's concern that his
letters to her are too short, he responds:
You m ust never think that I w rite longer letters to anybody else 
unless somebody has w ritten to me at unusual length and I 
th ink it my duty to answer him. For I don't know w hat to write, 
and  just now there is nothing I find greater difficulty in doing.
But you and our darling Tullia I cannot write w ithout a flood of 
tears. (AdFam  XIV.ii.1)
T hroughout the rest of this letter he responds to her questions about 
his health  and counsels her on financial matters. Having responded to her 
queries he begs her "send me a letter as often as possible" (AdFam XTV.ii.4).
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Six weeks later, having just received three letters from her in one day, he
writes, "[these letters] have almost blotted out w ith m y tears" (AdFam
XIV.iii.1) Overcome w ith grief for her dilemma, he explains in his letter that
he has responded the m om ent he read her letters and will dispatch a
messenger to deliver his response and solicit her im m ediate reply. As he
explains in the final section of the letter:
All I should like you to do is to write me a full and  particular 
account of all that happens; though indeed I ought now  to be 
awaiting some definite action rather than a letter. M ind you 
keep well and assure yourself that nothing is or ever has been 
dearer to me than are you. Good-bye Terentia mine. I seem to see 
your very face and  so I break down and weep. Goodbye. (AdFam 
XIV.iii.5)
In contrast to these early letters, filled with passionate longing, Cicero's
later letters to Terenita clearly show a change in their relationship. The
letters are short and terse, beginning with the formal, im personal salutation
"Si vales, bene est; valeo." In the following letter (presented here in its
entirety) written shortly before their marriage ends on December 15th, 48
B.C.E., Cicero speaks w ith to her with sharp tongued silence:
If you are well all is right I am well. Had I anything to write to 
you I should do so both at great length and m ore frequently. The 
present state of affairs you can see for yourself; how  they affect 
me, you can learn from Lepta and Trebatius. Be sure  you take 
care of your own and  Tullia's health. Goodbye. (AdFam  XlV.xiv)
Although no letters from Terentia have been found, other letters 
written by women who w ere her contemporary are available for study, 
including three letters of Theano, the wife of Pythagoras. Like many other 
women of Croton, Theano had learned to write at the school of her husband
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Pythagoras, a school she secretively continued to maintain after his death. In
the three extant letters (written to Eubule, to Nicostrate, and to Callisto)
Theano writes of child rearing and education, household m anagem ent, and
marital jealousy. Perhaps as a w ay of attesting to the female authorship of
these letters Mitchell Carroll acknowledges that Theano's sentim ents in these
letters are "forceful" and her style has "a familiar grace and tenderness" (308).
Likewise describing these letters as true examples of feminine virtue, Classen
feminizes the letters by noting that they abound in "charme tout intim e" (4).
In contrast to classical rhetoric stance espoused by the writings of
Aristotle and Plato, which gave pow er to male property owners and  banned
wom en from the oratory platform, letter w riting provided im m ediate access
to a public forum for anyone who could write or who could dictate a letter.
For many women, letter writing also provided easily attainable access to
education. By corresponding with willing men, they were able to learn and to
discuss their new-found education. Examples of this professor-pupil
correspondence model are abundant throughout the ages. In the th ird  Cynic
Letter, Diogenes writes to Hipparchia, noting his agreem ent to be her
philosophical m entor and suggesting that they m aintain this relationship
through letter writing. In response to her letter (which has not been
preserved) he writes:
I adm ire you for your eagerness in that, although you are a 
woman, you yearned for philosophy and have become one of 
our school, which has struck even men w ith awe for its 
austerity. But be earnest to bring to a finish w hat you have 
begun. And you will cap it off, I am  sure, if you should not be 
outstripped by Crates your husband, and if you frequently write
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to me, your benefactor in philosophy. For letters are w orth a 
great deal and are not inferior to conversations with those 
present (95).
Like this letter to Hipparchia, extant letters by and to w om en indicate
that wom en took advantage of this private access to public space. In their
letters, wom en often spoke in a public voice that was not available to them
on the orator's platform or in the m arketplace. This access to private literacy
was especially im portant for wom en who were responsible for m anaging the
family businesses or who themselves held public office.
The pow er of private literacy is clear in both the tone and the content
of the following letter (dated July 265 B.C.E.) from Senchons, a w idow ed
wom an, to Zenon, the land-owner of her farm:
To Zenon, greetings from Senchons. I petitioned you about my 
she-ass which Nikias took. I f  you had written to me about her, I 
w ould have sent her to you. If it pleases you, command him  to 
return  her, in order that we m ay carry the hives to the pasture, 
lest they be ruined for you and  be of no use to either yourself or 
the king. And if you examine the m atter, you will be persuaded 
that we are useful to you. A nd I will send the foal of die ass to 
you, Therefore I beg and intreat you, that you not pu t me off. I 
am  a w idow ed woman. Farewell. (White 46)
Letters also m ade it possible for w om en to converse w ith those who 
had distanced themselves geographically. In a letter (dated 168 B.C.E.) to her 
errant husband, Isias begs him to return  home. Detailing the difficult times 
she and  their child have had since he has been away and questioning his long 
absence, she observes that other husbands have returned long ago from their 
religious retreats. In her letter she sharply  questions his continued absence 
and his seem ing indifference to their condition. She writes:
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...When I received your letter from Horos, in which you m ade it 
clear that you are held fast in the Serapeum in Memphis, I gave 
thanks immediately to the gods that you are well; but w hen you 
d id  not come back w hen all the others who had been in 
seclusion returned, I was unhappy for I had steered myself and 
your child through such a critical time having come through all 
of this because of the price of grain — and it seems that some 
relief would have accompanied your arrival, but you d id  not 
even consider returning nor did you give any consideration to 
our circumstances. Even while you were here I was in need, not 
to m ention the great time that has elapsed and such critical 
periods of time w ith your having sent nothing. M oreover, now 
that Horos, who brought the letter, has reported about your 
release from possession, I am  altogether unhappy. (65-66)
She concludes her letter w ith a rhetorical turn, invoking the pain felt 
by her husband 's mother over his prolonged absence. She sends her letter 
w ith a letter from his brother, w ritten in a different hand and echoing her 
request that unless her husband has a more urgent calling he ought to return 
home im m ediately.
This letter like other letters w ritten by wives to their husbands who 
have not kept their promise to return  home shows the forward stance of 
female rhetoric imbedded w ithin this genre. Rather than engaging in a 
quietly subm issive comm unication of gossip and daily happenings, women 
wrote letters that implied action on  the part of the letter-writer. In a study of 
ancient letter writing practices, Stanley K. Stowers lists the actions attributed 
to letter w riting in the epistolary handbooks of Demetrius and Libanius. 
A lthough Stowers focuses his discussion on male access to action through 
letter writing, the letters w ritten by wom en during this period can also be 
classified according to this schema. The difficulty, however, in analyzing
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available for study. At times the intentionality implicit in wom en's letters 
can be know n only as it is mirrored in letters w ritten to these women. Yet the 
very existence of these letters points to the m om entary public voice this 
private correspondence allowed for women.
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Chapter  3 •»  Petttio
"Th e  Fa t h e r  o f  H is  C o u n t r y  m u s t  n o t  s t a n d  u p o n  h is  h e a d " 
R e -D is c ip l in in g  a n  U n r u l y  G e n r e
Figure 3.1 Erasmus, Quentin Matsys, Rome, Museo Nazionale
[A] person 's social, intellectual, and m oral culture are indicated 
in his letters, as plainly as in his m anners, dress, and 
conversation; and  it is as great a violation of propriety to send an 
awkward, careless, badly written letter as it is to appear in a 
company of refined people w ith sw aggering gait, soiled linen, 
and unkem pt hair.
-  J. Willis Westlake, 1876
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W hen children understand how  to w rite English w ith due 
connexion, propriety, and order, and are pretty well masters of a 
tolerable narrative style, they m ay be advanced to the writing of 
letters; in which they should not be pu t upon  strains of w it or 
com plim ent, but taught to express their ow n plain, easy sense, 
w ithou t any incoherence, confusion, or roughness.
-  John Locke, 1693
Dearest Father, How uncomm only well you write! I am so 
asham ed of my hand w riting that I have great mind not to write 
anym ore. I write badly. Annie writes worse and Charlotte 
w orser still. When I see sixteen pages so well written as yours 
are, I tremble for the answer. You need not be afraid we don 't 
read your letters and like them.
-  Elizabeth Wilson Sherwood to her father, 5 March 1854
N ot until the early nineteenth century did letter w riting instruction 
again take its place in the university curriculum . In the years that followed 
the dem ise of ars dictaminus as a subject of academic inquiry, letter w riting 
m anuals continued to offer letter w riting instruction and epistolary 
entertainm ent. Perhaps the renewed interest in letter writing instruction was 
a result of the changing student population in colleges and universities or 
due to the rapidly  increasing num ber of students who were attending college. 
W hatever the reason, for almost a century letter w riting again found a place 
in the academ y. This chapter is the narrative of this event, looking through 
the lens of the college composition textbooks and  through the letters w ritten 
w ithin and outside the academy during  the nineteenth century
C om position Textbooks as M irrors of Letter W riting Instruction
D uring the first half of the nineteenth century, the standard  rhetoric 
textbooks used in colleges and universities in the United States were George
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C am pbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric (1776), H ugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric 
and Belle Lettres (1783), and Archbishop Richard W hateley's Elements of 
Logic (1826) and Elements of Rhetoric (1828). As Frank Aydelotte observed in 
his early tw entieth century study of the "History of English as a College 
Subject in the United States," these four texts were in "well nigh universal 
use" in U.S. colleges and universities prior to 1850 (303). Until shortly after 
the Civil War, college instruction in rhetoric consisted mostly of recitation 
and oration, w ith little if any time devoted to w riting instruction. College 
students typically wrote four to eight essays a year; however, these essays were 
for the most part w ritten texts of their orations. Despite (or perhaps because 
of) the lack of formal composition instruction at the college level, Aydelotte 
notes, these students "grew up apparently pretty  unscathed by rhetoric to 
learn to express themselves naturally in their literary societies and in 
personal letters" (302).
Since the first publication of The Complete Letter Writer in 1568, 
epistolary instruction had been relegated to letter writing manuals. These 
manuals occupied a m iddle ground between instructing readers in the proper 
form for epistolary correspondence and offering them am usem ent and 
titillation at the prospect of reading someone else's mail. As Katherine Gee 
Hombeak observes in her study of The Complete Letter Writer in English, it 
would be hard to find a literary genre in which a more continuous history can 
be traced" (xii). One of the most widely published manuals devoted to serious 
letter w riting instruction was The Young Secretary's Guide, first published in
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London in 1687 by John Hill and republished m any times during the next one
hundred years in both England and the U.S. As the book's subtitle explains,
this guide offered readers over 200 sample letters along with instruction in
"the True M ethod of Writing Letters upon any Subject; whether concerning
Business or otherwise: Fitted to all Capacities, in the m ost smooth and
obliging Style." As Hombeak says of the practical tu rn  of this book:
Unlike The Academy o f Complements and its progeny, which 
seem ed planned for some pleasant lotus-eating land where it 
w as alw ays afternoon, The Young Secretary's Guide is adapted to 
a w orkaday world, where there are actual problem s to be 
grappled with: where rent comes due and people are sued and 
erring sons are chidden; where students w rite hom e for "Cloaths 
and  Books"; and where guardian-uncles rebuke wayward 
nephew s for "Extravagancies and Debaucheries. . . .The Young 
Secretary's Guide, in its preponderance of letters dealing with 
actual problem s of the masses, brings to full development a 
dem ocratic, bourgeois element latent in the English letter-writer 
from  its first appearance in 1568. (78-79)
In contrast to the epistolary self instruction offered in books such as 
The Young Secretary's Guide and The Complete Letter Writer, college 
composition textbooks offered instruction in letter w riting that was more 
subtle and  at the same time more grounded in epistolary theory than in letter 
writing practice. Although neither W hateley nor Campbell discuss letter 
writing in any of their texts, Blair directly discusses epistolary writing in 
"Lecture XXXVII: Philosophical Writing, Dialogue, Epistolary Writing, 
Fictitious H istory." Letter writing, Blair explains in this lecture, is a prose 
form, occupying "a kind of middle place between the serious and amusing 
species of com position" (413). Blair introduces letter writing by turning to a
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discussion of style and form. Devoting over half of Lecture XXXVII to the 
epistolary form, Blair begins by contrasting "true" letters w ith w hat he 
describes as philosophical treatises written in  the  epistolary form. These 
treatises, often entitled "Letter to a Friend," cannot be called letters, he 
contends, because "after the first address, the friend disappears, and we see it 
is, in tru th , the public w ith whom the author corresponds" (413). Offering 
several of Pliny's Epistles as examples of these non-letters, Blair notes that 
Pliny's crafted letters and others like them are m erely "miscellaneous 
dissertations on m oral subjects; which the author, for his convenience, chose 
to pu t into epistolary form" (413). True epistolary writing, Blair explains, 
offering Cicero's letters as examples, is "a distinct species of composition," 
identifiable:
. . . w hen it is of the easy and familiar kind; w hen it is 
conversation carried on upon paper, betw een tw o friends at a 
distance. Such an intercourse w hen well conducted, m ay be 
rendered very agreeable to readers of taste. If the subject of the 
letters be im portant, they will be the m ore valuable. Even 
though there should be nothing very considerable in the subject; 
if they be w ritten in a sprightly m anner, and  w ith native grace 
and  ease, they may still be entertaining; m ore especially if there 
be any thing to interest us, in the characters of those who write 
them . (414)
Therefore, Blair stresses, letter-writers m ust pay close attention to the 
way they write their letters since "a slovenly and negligent m anner of writing 
is a disobliging m ark of w ant of respect" (414). This carefulness in letter 
writing is essential prim arily because of the perm anence of w ritten 
conversation. As he explains, "An im prudent expression in conversation
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may be forgotten and pass away; but w hen we take the pen into our hand, we 
m ust remember, that 'L itera scripta m anet'" (414). After issuing these 
warnings to students, stressing that carelessly written letters reflect negatively 
on a w riter's character, Blair leaves students to discover elsew here the formal 
rules of correspondence. His lecture, he contends, will deal only w ith w hat 
he calls the two essential elements of letter w riting—subject and  style.
After defining and  limiting the epistolary genre, Blair po in ts to the 
essential characteristics of a well-written letter and offers several examples of 
distinguished (and not so distinguished) letters. Pointing to these models, he 
emphasizes that letters should be "natural and simple for a stiff m anner is as 
bad in a letter as it is in conversation"; they should flow easily and 
unpretentiously; they should appear natural rather than highly polished, 
being "neatly corrected, bu t no more"; and they should contain neither 
"musical periods" nor "appearances of num ber and harm ony in 
arrangem ent" (414). N oting that letters w ritten w ith self-reflexive attention 
to an audience beyond the intended audience are not real letters, Blair again 
expresses his dislike of the often praised letters of Pliny. While no t disputing 
the claim that Pliny's letters are elegant and polite, Blair contends that "they 
smell too m uch of the lam p" (415). To clarify his contention, he notes, "They 
are too elegant and fine; and it is not easy to avoid thinking that the author is 
casting an eye tow ards the public, when he is appearing to write only for his 
friends" (415).
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For students wishing to avoid this false elegance, Blair w arns against
the common practice of saving personal letters w ith the hopes of one day
having them  published. Rather, he  recommends that persons m odel their
w riting style after Cicero whose letters, w ritten w ithout intent to publish,
w ere w ithout pretension. Pointing to w hat he sees to be a sim ilar over-
pretentious flaw in the letters of Pope, Blair offers several exam ples from
Pope's letters, pointing specifically to passages that although they "m ight be
tolerated in a harangue" are, nevertheless, "very unsuitable to the style of one
friend corresponding w ith another" (416). As an instructional contrast to well
w ritten letters, Blair also offers m odels of over-pretentious letters, including
the following excerpt from a letter from Pope to Joseph Addison:
I am  more joyed at your return, than I should be at that of the 
sim, as much as I wish for him  in this melancholy wet season; 
but it is his fate too, like yours, to be displeasing to owls and  
obscene animals who cannot bear his lustre. (416)
Contradicting the classical assum ption that letters were a m irror to the 
soul, Blair argues, "It is childish indeed to expect, that in letters w e are to find 
the whole heart of the author unveiled. Concealment and disguise take 
place, more or less, in all hum an intercourse"(314). His observation echoes 
Emily Dickinson's poetic urging for epistolary concealment w hen she 
cautions her readers truths m ust often be concealed from the eye of anyone 
but the intended reader.
Blair's observation that the pow er of letters is that they reveal "the 
m an, not the author" (414) is a gender coded statem ent that is evident in his
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examples of m odel letter writers. Blair defines letter w riting as a male coded 
genre and he affords women letter writers only a brief epistolary postscript. 
Following his detailed description of the masterful letter w riting styles of 
Voltaire, Balzac, Swift, Cicero, Bolingbroke, and Atterbury, Blair concludes his 
discourse w ith brief mention of the letters of Lady Mary W ortley Montague 
and M adam e de Sevign£. W hat is m ost significant about this analysis is the 
way Blair situates gender directly in the center of this analysis by giving direct 
agency to each of the male writers whose letters he describes. He applauds 
Balzac's intellectual questioning; he questions Voltaire's fondness for 
"w riting like a wit"; and he points to Pliny's misplaced focus on public gaze. 
Each analysis of male letter writers directly acknowledges the agency of the 
letter w riter himself.
In contrast to this direct focus on the agency of these m ale letter writers, 
Blair affords absolutely no agency to the two wom en whose letters he 
describes in  this lecture. In fact, it is their letters, not their letter writing skills 
that interest him. By maintaining a static gaze on Lady M ary W ortley 
M ontague's letters rather than on Lady M ontague as writer of these letters (as 
he does in describing the letters of male writers), Blair rem oves all semblance 
of female agency. Instead of show ing the agentive role these wom en played 
as letter writers, Blair draws a parallel between these w om an-authored letters 
and the epistolary paintings of w om en reading and writing letters. In contrast 
to his extended discussion of Cicero's achievements as a letter writer, Blair 
describes Lady Montague's letters by  looking not at the w riter of the letters but
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a t the products themselves. This m ove to study the p roduct rather than the 
producer clearly removes the sense of agency from Lady M ontague's letters. 
Rather, Blair becomes a spectator of this work of art, a t the sam e time linking 
this gaze, this passive interaction w ith  the paintings of w om en as letter 
writers. As he explains, Lady M ontague's letters show  "perpetual 
sprightliness, they contain such easy and varied narration, and  so m any 
strokes of the most lively and  beautiful painting, perfectly free from any 
affectation, that they are justly entitled to high praise" (416-17).
Vermeer's "Mistress and  M aid" (Figure 3.2) 
m irrors Blair's static definition of female 
epistolarity as attested by the static presence of the 
two w om en caught m idw ay in  the letter exchange, 
frozen in time and presented as the object of the 
artist's gaze. In this painting, the m istress of the 
house, in terrupted from letter w riting, hesitates as 
her m aid offers her a letter that has presum ably 
recently arrived. As Blair says of Lady M ontague's 
letters, these literal "strokes of the m ost lively and 
beautiful painting" appear perfectly free from any 
affectation. Vermeer, how ever, directly 
acknowledges the pow er of agency for the letter 
w riter in "A  Lady W riting" (Figure 3.3) who gazes 
boldly at the viewer.
Figure 3.2 "Mistress & Maid" 
Vermeer (c.1667)
Figure 3.3 "A Lady Writing" 
Vermeer (c. 1666)
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Figure 3.4 "The Letter" c. 1906, Pierre Bonnard 
W riting Letters in School: Learning to W rite Like a Good Girl
In her copy of John S. H art's 1891 college composition textbook, A
Manual o f Composition and Rhetoric, Lizzy Emery has written, "write a letter
every day." In addition the following passage on letter writing in the chapter
on prose com position is marked in pencil:
[A]lmost every one has occasion to write letters, and the 
difference in the effect produced betw een a letter well written 
and  a letter badly written, is as great as that betw een good and 
bad  sermons, or good and bad bread. (273)
For Lizzie as well as for other n ineteenth century  college students this 
distinction betw een "good" and "bad" letter w riting practices was at the center 
of instruction in the art of epistolary correspondence. Like Hart, most other
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nineteenth century authors of college rhetoric and composition texts situated 
letter writing as one of, if not the, m ost im portant form of prose writing. 
Defining prose as "all composition which is not verse," Hart defines as a letter 
that form of prose composition w hich is "a w ritten communication addressed 
by the writer to some other person or persons"(273). Pointing out that this 
correspondence between persons is the m ost im portant writing students will 
do in their lifetime, Hart urges them  to study the genre by diligently reading 
letter collections, by writing letters of their own, and by following the 
carefully prescribed rules of letter writing lest they be labeled "an ignoram us 
or a boor" by those with whom they correspond (280). According to H art and 
his contemporaries, a finite set of clearly prescribed rules distinguished "a 
letter well written" from "a letter badly written." Thus, as the author of the 
Young Man's Book of Classical Letters em phasizes, this meant that letter 
writers were bound by duty and obligation to become careful students of the 
epistolary form:
To endeavour, in ail our personal intercourse w ith our relatives, 
and friends, and acquaintances, to please and edify them, and, 
w hen we are absent from them , to make our letters to them, 
mem entos not only of affection or of kindness, but also of an 
earnest desire to promote their welfare, both in this world and  in 
the world to come, is an im portant duty, and one of the greatest 
pleasures that a pious and feeling m ind can enjoy. (17)
M uch like the restrictions im posed in ars dictaminal texts, these 
nineteenth century composition texts served to regulate the definition of 
"good" and "bad" letters. Because this instruction was situated in the 
university, it served to regulate not only the letters w ritten by university
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students but all other written correspondence as well. More than  any other 
marker of gender and class, these textbooks served as direct attem pts to 
identify and control clearly definable differences between "well educated" and 
"ill educated" persons.
As the authors of these texts imply, the essential elements of letter 
writing instruction were neatness, propriety, and order. W ritten much like 
books of personal hygiene, these textbooks and m anuals describe the care and 
tending of the "body" of the letter in a tone bound by m odal m orality and 
clearly explaining to prospective letter writers w hat they should and should 
not do, w hat they must and m ust not say, and why they need to take such 
careful care of all they say and do in w riting letters to even the closest of 
friends. Seen within this perspective, letter w riting instruction provided a 
vehicle for disciplining the body of the epistolary form and at the same time 
overtly and covertly controlling the undisciplined female body. According to 
N an Johnson:
Because the letter was regarded as a form in which presentation 
is an  im portant aspect of com m unicating effectively, n ineteenth 
century treatments of the letter also stressed neatness in 
handw riting and in "folding and sealing." (212)
For a young man the sign of adulthood was indicated by putting  down 
the childhood signifier of "Master" and  using the generic adu lt m ale signifier 
of "Mr." W hereas a man used this single signifier whatever their marital 
status or age- a woman was required to define her sexual identity. Young 
wom en were "Miss" until marriage, after which their husband 's nam e
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superceded their "maiden nam e." W omen who did not m arry were "Miss," a 
perpetual indicator of their availability . Thus, as they passed "that certain 
age," this title served as an indicator of their existence as spinsters. This 
distinction of female roles was central to the rules of letter w riting. W hereas 
"Miss M ildred Evans" was a single wom an, "Mrs. William Evans" was a 
m arried wom an, and Mrs. M ildred Evans, a widowed w om an, providing 
everyone w ith whom she corresponded an understanding of her availability 
through an undressing of her sexual identity. Letter m anuals stressed the 
im portance of adherence to this rule and cautioned wom en to never use only 
an initial for their first name (as in M. Evans or M. E. Evans) since they would 
not be identifying themselves properly. This attem pt to sign a letter like a 
man was not only unladylike bu t it was deceptive as well.
As the following examples em phasize, these rules w orked  to pu t 
women in their place and to insure that the persons to w hom  w om en 
addressed their letters were aw are of "their condition" (i.e. their m arital 
status). Because of this, m anuals required  that women indicate by "M rs." or 
"Miss" their m arital status and th a t m arried women include the nam e of 
their husband in parenthesis next to theirs in the signature. In contrast to 
clear and specific rules for wom en, there were seldom rules for m en to follow 
(except those indirectly apparent in the rules for women writers). The 
explicitness of the rules wom en w ere to follow is clear in the following list of 
rules from C ody's manual (one of the m ost commonly used nineteenth 
century textbooks):
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• Ladies should always write "Mrs." or "Miss before their names 
in parenthesis when writing to a stranger, or one who m ay not 
know their condition.
• For a woman to sign her initials only, as if she were a m an, is 
almost ill-bred and im pudent.
• In writing to acquaintances, m arried women living w ith  their 
husbands should (according to the best usage) sign their 
husbands' names after "Mrs." in parenthesis.
• To write "Mrs." or "Miss" before the name [of addressee] and 
not put it in parenthesis is considered extremely vulgar, and 
"Miss Davis" or the like, no parenthesis and no first nam e, is 
considered still more vulgar. (Cody 41)
In many other ways, the rules defining proper letter w riting form were 
saturated w ith gender and class distinctions designed both indirectly and 
directly to constrict and confine not only the letter but also the letter writer 
herself. Although these attempts to regulate the letter and to socially constrict 
the letter writer had been openly acknowledged by the authors of seventeenth 
and  eighteenth century letter w riting m anuals, by the m iddle of the 
nineteenth century these epistolic attem pts at moral and ethical instruction 
had  also become an integral part of every proper young w om an's education.
Academic Letter W riting Instruction A.B. (after Blair)
Throughout the early decades of the nineteenth century, students 
followed Blair's model in their study of the art of letter writing. W ithin the 
academ y letter writing was studied both as a form of correspondence with 
family and friends and as an acknowledged literary form. Letter books also 
stressed the importance of reading finely crafted letters. As the au thor of the 
Letter Writer's Own Book (1835) a book of epistolary sections "designed to
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improve young ladies and gentlem en in the art of letter writing and in those
principles which are necessary for respectability and success in life" suggests:
"To practice should be added the frequent and attentive perusal of letters,
written w ith correctness, ease, and elegance; for which purpose, the epistolary
sections contained in this volume, will, it is presum ed, prove peculiarly
useful and  acceptable" (13). As N an Johnson points out in her study of
com position instruction during the nineteenth  century:
N ineteenth century theorists regarded the letter and the critical 
essay as forms of composition w ith close ties to exposition. In 
recognizing letter writing as a  species of composition, 
nineteenth-century rhetoricians followed Blair's example of 
designating the epistolary form as a mode of rhetoric. (211)
In addition to reading model letters by classical writers such as Pliny
and Cicero, students read essays w ritten in letter style, travel books written as
letters hom e, and novels written in the form of epistolary exchange. As
Natascha W urzbach notes in her w ork on epistolary novels, many
nineteenth century publishers quickly took advantage of this new market and
collections of both genuine and fictitious letter became favorite reading
within and  outside the college com position classroom. As W urzbach
explains, skill in the art of ietter w riting became a class marker:
Ladies and  gentlemen of breeding in the country as well as the 
tow n endeavored to write letters following these models, and a 
host of m anuals assisted them. Letters were carefully written, 
and  read for pleasure and entertainm ent no t only by the 
recipient but by friends and relations as well, (x)
Since the abundance of leisure time w as believed to be the essential 
ingredient for correspondence, the art of letter w riting began to be seen as the
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pastim e of the upper class. In the same sense, composition textbooks and 
letter w riting m anuals marked letter writing instruction w ith a variety of 
class and gender restrictions. The author recommends that students "should 
frequently be exercised in writing letters to their absent friends or relatives; on 
such occasions as naturally occur in domestic life, or on subjects chosen by 
themselves, and adapted to their taste and acquirements" (12).
Situating the Epistolary Form Squarely in the Classroom
By the m id-nineteenth century, U.S. college and university professors 
had begun constructing their own form of rhetoric and composition 
instruction. In the process they developed their own curriculum  and  wrote 
their ow n textbooks to describe these methods. One of the first college 
rhetoric texts authored by a U.S. college professor was A  Course in Rhetoric 
and Composition by G. P. Quackenbos, first published in 1854. In the book's 
subtitle, Quackenbos describes his text as "A Series of Practical Lessons on the 
origin, history, and peculiarities of the English language, punctuation, taste, 
the pleasures of imagination, figures, style, and its essential properties, 
criticism, and the various departm ents of prose and poetical composition: 
illustrated w ith copious exercises [and] adapted to self-instruction, and  the use 
of schools and colleges." As Quackenbos explains in the preface, it is his 
intent to offer both teachers and students a new approach to rhetoric and 
com position instruction.
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Rather than im itating the theoretical m odels developed by eighteenth 
century rhetoricians, Quackenbos explains, he intends to firmly link the 
theoretical w ith the practical. This pragm atic move is especially apparen t in 
Quackenbos's discussion of letter writing in Lesson XCVI, "Letters." He 
begins this lesson by defining letters as "specim ens of composition," and 
noting that this "w ritten communication on  any subject from one person to 
another" is the first ranked of the six divisions of Prose Composition— 
"Letters, Narratives, Fiction, Essays, Theses or Argum entative Discourses, and 
Oration"—because it is the one form of w riting m ost often needed for the 
ordinary business of life (355).
Like Blair, Quackenbos separates real and  fictional letters, em phasizing 
that although the genre of letter writing has been used for essays, novels, 
histories, etc., these compositions "should be classed under the division to 
which according to their matter, they respectively belong" (356). As 
Quackenbos defines the epistolary genre, its prim ary signifier is neither its 
standard five-part form nor its initial address to an absent friend. Rather, he 
emphasizes, "real" letters are defined by the existence of a true audience and 
by the letter w riter's intentional correspondence.
W orking w ithin  this framework, Quackenbos describes seven types of 
letters. For the first six, his descriptions are brief and  specific in content: news 
letters (those letters w ritten for publication in new spapers and periodicals) are 
characterized by their "brilliance of thought" and "striking m ode of 
expression"; business letters by their "brevity and clearness"; official letters by
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their abundance of "phrases of courtesy" and their "firm and dignified" style 
(356). Letters of condolence and of congratulation should be "brief, sincere, 
and to the point" and letters of introduction should "adhere to the truth," 
avoiding any exaggeration of the merits of the person being recom mended in 
the letter (357).
Only in describing letters of friendship does Quackenbos introduce
moral implications by warning against diffuseness, carelessness, flippancy,
and egotism. Of these faults, he observes, egotism is the most common since
this self-focused style is distasteful no m atter how great the interest in the
letter w riter's life. Emphasizing the m oral implications of this self-centered
epistolary verbosity, Quackenbos states:
A. friend, of course, expects from his correspondent some 
personal intelligence, but he looks for other matters along w ith  
it; and will inevitably be struck w ith the bad taste of one who 
confines his letters to an enum eration of his own exploits or 
those of the limited circle to which he belongs. In like m anner, 
we should avoid filling a letter w ith details relating to parties 
w ith whom  the person addressed is unacquainted. (357)
In addition, in a warning that echoes Plato's concerns about the dangers
inherent in the written text, Quackenbos cautions writers to be w ary of the
perm anence of the written word. Letters, once sent, cannot be retrieved by
the sender; therefore, letter writers need to carefully adhere to all of these
w arnings least they find themselves em barrassed by  the letters they have sent.
Quackenbos cautions,
It m ust be remembered that w hat is comm itted to paper does 
not, like conversation, pass into forgetfulness; it is preserved, 
and  may, at any time, be made public. We should therefore
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never write, even to the most intim ate friend, any thing which 
we would be ashamed that the world should see. (357)
Letter W riting Instruction O utside the Academy
To supplement classroom instruction in the epistolary art, letter 
writing m anuals flourished throughout the nineteenth century as hom e- 
study textbooks for those who were not fortunate enough to have the 
privilege of leisure and the opportunity for a school-book education. The 
titles of these books describe in detail the book's purpose, often emphasizing 
its role in educating the uneducated.
Among the most popular letter w riting manuals in the m id­
nineteenth century was Chesterfield's Art of Letter Writing Simplified, 
described in the subtitle as:
a guide to friendly, affectionate, polite and business 
correspondence: containing a large collection of the most 
valuable information relative to the art of letter writing, with 
clear and complete instructions how  to begin and end 
correspondence, rules for punctuation and spelling, etc. to which 
is appended the complete rules of etiquette and the usages of 
society: containing the m ost approved rules for correct 
deportm ent in fashionable life, together w ith hints to gentlemen 
and ladies on irregular and vulgar habits, also, the etiquette of 
love and courtship, m arriage etiquette, etc.
These handbooks contained the rules for letter writing etiquette, sample 
letters that could serve as models, and practical information, including the 
instructions for making "good and durable black ink."
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In addition to practical instructions, 
letter writing manuals offered instruction 
for unschooled writers in the general 
principles of writing as well as in the fine 
art of letter writing. As the demand for 
these m anuals increased, publishers began 
to offer an increased selection of manuals 
that were trade or gender specific. There 
were letter writing manuals for farmers 
and for craftsmen and by mid-century hundreds of letter writing m anuals for 
women. Among the most popular wom en's epistolary manuals included 
Eliza Leslie's 1859 handbook properly titled Miss Leslie's Behavior Book and 
described in the subtitle as "a guide and m anual for ladies as regards their 
conversation, manners, dress—with full instructions and advice in letter 
writing, receiving presents"; Porter and Coates' A New Letter-Writer, a book 
"for the use of ladies: embodying letters on the sim plest matters of life and on 
various subjects, with applications for situations" (1860); and Emily 
Thom w ell's even more comprehensive The Lady's Guide to Perfect Gentility 
(first printed in 1856).
One of the most popular letter writing m anuals of young women 
w orking in the mills in Manchester, New H am pshire was The Fashionable 
American Letter Writer, published by J. Loring in 1826 and subtitled "The art 
of polite correspondence. Containing a variety of plain and elegant letters on
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business, love, courtship, marriage, relationship, friendship, &c, with forms 
of com plim entary cards. To the whole is prefixed, directions for letter writing, 
and rules for composition."
As letter writing and etiquette m anuals became more popular, books
were published that covered both correspondence and manners, usually in
300 pages or less. In only 226 pages Emily Thomwell, the author of the
popular Home Care Made Easy, covers m anners, dress, and conversation—in
the family, in company, at the piano forte, at the table, in the street, and in
gentlem en’s society. In addition Thom w ell includes "useful instruction in
letter writing, toilet preparations, fancy needlew ork, millinery, dressmaking,
care of the wardrobe, the hair, teeth, hands, lips, and complexion." Keeping
with this com prehensive view of knowledge, chapter five is titled, "The
Whole Art of Correct and Elegant Letter W riting". As the author notes, this
chapter contains "useful hints and rules for letter writers, selecting materials
for writing, due arrangements of w hat is to be w ritten, m odels or plans for
various letters and notes pertaining to dom estic m atters, love, marriage,
entertainm ent, etc., etc."(157). ThomwelTs "useful hints and rules" include
the following suggestions:
In answ ering a letter, always attend to any questions or inquiries 
for inform ation which may have been addressed to you by your 
correspondent before you proceed w ith your ow n thoughts and 
information...; Avoid the introduction of too m any quotations 
from other authors...; Never use hard  w ords unnecessarily. (157)
These books offered instruction in upper-class and middle-class manners to 
those w ho w anted to "rise in their position." The preface to The Complete
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Letter-Writer (probably the m ost popular and most frequently reprinted letter
writing handbook) states that this book was meant to be useful, "not only to
female servants and others of lower class, but to pupil-teachers and
governesses who are chiefly concerned with their instruction" (viii). In
addition the author directs his remarks to "clerks, servants, sailors, and others
whose education may be very slight but who may at the sam e time wish to be
able to express themselves clearly" and who may be "w ondering 'w hat to
write' and 'how  to write it'"(vii). To these working class readers, "whose
opportunities [for education] have been less brilliant," the editor offers "a few
suggestions" designed to prevent their "being at a loss how  to begin [writing a
letter], or how to state a particular topic, and which if not leading to the
production of a first rate epistle, m ay at all events prevent anything like
positive awkwardness or inelegance" (vii).
The sam ple letters included in The Complete Letter-Writer provided
moral instruction as well as epistolary models. The following letter is the
response to a young m an's profession of love. He has asked her to m arry
him, prom ising to bring hom e his eleven dollar weekly salary  "untouched
every Saturday evening" (131). Rather than offering a sim ple response, the
author offers the following response:
Dear Jack,—I received your very kind letter, bu t I do  no t know 
w hat to say in answer. A lthough I would be glad to m arry, yet 
you men are so deceiving, that there is no such thing as trusting
you. There i s  the carpenter, a n d  the sm ith , who
have not been m arried above six months, and every n ight come 
hom e drunk, and beat their wives. What a miserable life is that,
Jack, and how do I know but you may be as bad to me? H ow  may 
I know but you like them m ay get drunk every night, and  beat
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me black and blue before morning? I do assure you, Jack, that if I 
thought that would be the case, I would scrub floors and scour 
saucepans as long as I live. But possibly, you may not be so bad;
for there i s  the braiser, a n d  the painter, who are
both very happy w ith their wives; they are both home-bringing 
husbands, and have every day a hot joint of meat. I know not
yet w hat I shall do, but as I like to w alk t o  I will meet you
at t h e  on Sunday after d inner and then we will talk more
of the matter.
I am, dear Jack, your m ost humble servant.
As the m arket for letter manuals increased, composition textbooks 
were often m arketed both as textbooks for the college instruction and as 
manuals for hom e study. Authors of these textbooks often freely 
acknowledged the possibility that their books would at times "fall into the 
hands of some who are desirous of cultivating their minds and im proving 
their tastes, bu t have no teacher to direct or advise them" in a course of 
reading and w riting (Parker 106). In his elem entary textbook Progressive 
Exercises in English Composition (1838) R.G. Parker questioned the decision 
of other authors to focus their attention on the mechanics of letter writing 
instruction and to place letter writing as one of the early chapters in their 
book. As Parker explains in his preface, although other authors include 
extensive sections on letter writing in their books, they have added little if 
any discussion of letters as a form of communication. Because of this, Parker 
lamented that letter w riting instruction had  become prim arily instruction in 
the rules of "good" letter writing. Students studied  proper placement of date, 
correct use of punctuation, and careful adherence to form.
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This good /bad  contrast was central to Edwin Woolley's instruction in
letter writing. W oolley's Handbook of Composition and his College
Handbook of Composition, co-authored by Franklin W. Scott, w ere the most
commonly used reference books for college writing courses. According to
Woolley, letter writing rules were clearly bound by duty and propriety and
failure to adhere was sinful and "bad." In the 1928 revision, this "righ t/bad"
distinction is omitted. Except for one use of "Right/Bad," incorrect examples
are labeled as "Wrong," and thus less laden w ith moral implications (277).
From W oolley's perspective these composition m andates explained
with moral absoluteness w hat writers "should" and "ought" do. The letter
writing chapter presents the prim ary rules of letter writing and also lists
eleven "faults characteristic of ill-educated writers and of writers w ithout
good taste" (134). These errors include the use of the phrase "I w ould say" or
"I will say" rather than the more proper "Allow me to say," or "I desire to
say." According to Woolley, writers should avoid the monotony of closing
letters w ith a sentence introduced by a participle, as in "Hoping to hear soon"
(152). According to Woolley, letter w riting errors are not just errors but
indications of "bad taste" (150).
Stratton Brooks' explains this class distinction necessary for adherence
to letter w riting rules in his composition text for high school students. In
clarifying the rules of letter writing placem ent, he notes:
The rules concerning form are m ore rigid in letter writing than 
in other w ritten work; and while some of them may seem 
trivial, it is highly im portant that they be closely followed. We 
are judged by our letters, and a failure to use the prescribed
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forms correctly may lead to consequences that are far from 
trivial. Applicants for good positions have been rejected because 
they either did not know or did not heed the correct usages in 
letter writing. Our letters stand as the direct representation of 
ourselves, and in order to be considered business-like, educated, 
and  cultured, we must give careful attention to margin, 
paragraph, indention, penm anship, spelling, and punctuation, 
as in other kinds of writing; and, in addition, we must use the 
special forms that good usage prescribes for letter writing. (179).
In addition to carefully detailing such issues as address placement,
salutation, and paragraph indentation, Woolley describes correct ink color,
proper paper selection, and instruction in postage stamp placement.
According to Woolley, the postage stam p should be carefully placed in the
upper right hand comer of the envelope since to place the stamp upside
dow n or to affix it "in a haphazard fashion" w ould raise "against the sender
of the letter a suspicion of slovenliness"(159). In some cases, Woolley's rules
are flexible and meant as suggestions rather than as moral mandates. At
other times his directions are so specifically stated that they seem directions
only the m ost reverent Woolley advocate could follow. For example he
offers the following rules for putting the letter in the envelope:
The letter should be so placed in the envelope that the 
horizontal crease is at the bottom  of the envelope, and the two 
coinciding halves of the vertical crease originally dividing the 
sheet are at the left hand of a person looking at the sealed side of 
the envelope. (155)
The diagram s of this process that appear in later editions of Woolley's 
handbook were m eant to clarify the w ritten directions; however, they present 
a detailed description that students found even m ore complicated.
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Considered in the perspective of another century, these rules seem 
rigid until placed in the perspective of the changes that were happening in 
the postal system during these years. As the num ber of mail routes increased 
and the num ber of letters being sent increased, there was an increasing need 
for conformity. The introduction of the postage stam p had provided for 
uniform ity in paying the cost of mailing and receiving letters. However, 
w ithout rules for addressing envelopes, the Postal Service had no way of 
regulating the placem ent of name and address on  envelopes. The rules 
presented by Woolley and other authors of letter w riting manuals lent a 
formality to letter w riting instruction that was echoed the regulations for 
letter w riting that were instituted by the U.S. Post Office at the end of the 
n ineteenth  century.
On the surface the sample letters included in these letter writing 
m anuals are sim ply interesting examples of the p roper epistolary form. 
However, as these additional examples attest, m any times these sample letters 
were also intended to provide instruction in m anners and moral conduct.
The subjects of these instructions in m anners and m orals were most often 
female. In offering these moral lessons, the authors of these texts sought to 
tame the unru ly  child 's m ind while prescribing correct epistolary form.
Young girls were taught that they were not to com plain to their mothers 
about their emotional longings for her presence. U nder the pretense of 
describing the style of young writers, he offers the following sample letter 
from a hom esick little girl:
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Dear Mama,—O ! I am so tired of this place! I cannot learn so 
many things at once; and I cannot bear going to bed w ithout 
kissing you. You know Mamma, I have never been aw ay from 
you before, and I feel as if I shall die of grief if you do not let me 
come home again. Do, Mamma, do let me come; and I w ill love 
you forever.
Your miserable child,
With the fram ework of "ought" and "must," the subtext is clear.
Woolley offers two contrasting model letters—the first from the m other of
the "miserable child" and the second from a "young lady at school" who,
although she is equally homesick, does not whine and complain—as lessons
in conduct as well as in letter writing. The subtext of these letters is clear. A
young woman away at boarding school may be homesick; however, she must
not acknowledge these emotions in her letters home. Even the child 's
mother is required to write dispassionately to her daughter:
Dear Child,—I am sorry that you should pain me by so 
unreasonable request. . . .[Y]ou must try to be happy and look 
forward to the Christmas vacation as the reward of the little self­
privation you are at present undergoing. (21)
Likewise, the young woman w riting the "proper" model letter home
has no recourse but to dispassionately tell her mother, "A lthough I was
alm ost heart-broken a t parting from you for the first time in m y life, yet I
reconciled myself to the change for I knew that you would never have sent
me from home but for my ow n good . . . "  (19). As a final w ord of
explanation, the author offers a final warning that letters are:
. . .  written evidence either of your good sense or your folly, your 
industry or carelessness, your self-control or impatience. W hat 
you have once pu t in the letter-box, may cost you lasting regret, 
or be equally im portant to your whole future welfare. And, for
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such grave reasons, think before you write, and think while you 
are writing. (134)
By the 1860's the focus on letter w riting instruction had begun to 
disappear from college rhetoric textbooks and from the curriculum  of college 
writing courses. As letter writing instruction was being pushed out of college 
rhetoric texts, it was gaining a strong hold in the high school and  elementary 
school curriculum . At the same time, the emphasis of letter w riting 
instruction became more clearly instruction in the application of the rules of 
correct placement. By the end of the nineteenth centuyr, the body of the letter 
was in m any texts almost nonexistent.
This omission of instruction in crafting the body of the letter leaves 
room only for exercises in structural compliance. A lthough Simon Kerl 
begins Elements of Composition and Rhetoric (1869) by em phasizing the 
importance of considering style over gram m ar drills, he introduces the 
chapter on letter writing by listing the rules of letter writing and by noting, "It 
has been said that no rules can be given for writing letters. Undoubtedly, good 
letter writing, like good-breeding, m ust be in the person, and can not well be 
put on like vamish"(110). Although Kerl attests that his goal is to turn  from 
the rules of letter writing to a study of style and substance, he cannot move 
from the strict rule enforcement. In explaining to students the importance in 
writing letters that are "worth writing" he gets caught a web of rules and 
restrictions:
Write w hat you think and think w hat you write. Write w hat is 
true, w hat is worth communicating, w hat the occasion requires
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or makes proper, and nothing else. Avoid bad penmanship, 
im proper spelling, interlineations, errors in regard to capital 
letters, false syntax, im proper punctuation, improper words, 
im proper or silly thoughts — particularly such as are low or 
indelicate, excessive length, excessive brevity, excessive haste, 
and all kinds of affectation; especially avoid excess of quotations, 
and  long or numerous postscripts. Avoid tautology, clumsy 
connection of thought, and abrup t transitions. A little 
forethought will generally enable you to avoid postscripts; and 
w hen you are in doubt as to the propriety of writing something, 
experience will teach you that it is nearly always better to omit it 
altogether. It is often better to say not enough than to say too 
much. If you are much excited, it is better to defer writing until 
you are cool. Avoid excessive professions of love, friendship, 
adm iration, or aversion. Feelings may pass away, but the ink 
remains....In short, let nothing in your letters be in bad taste; and 
always preserve your temper, your presence of mind, your self- 
respect, and your dignity" (211).
By 1876, letter writing instruction was alm ost entirely neglected in 
college com position courses. According to J. Willis Westlake, Professor of 
English a t the State Normal School in Millersville, Pennsylvania, this neglect 
was due to the lack of letter w riting textbooks and "the fact that heretofore 
there has been no complete and systematic treatise on the subject of letter 
writing"(3). Stressing the relationship betw een social status and letter writing 
ability, W estlake notes, "the possession or w ant of this knowledge does m uch 
to determ ine a person's standing in cultured society"(3). Like Quackenbos, he 
argues that letter writing is the m ost im portant of all kinds of composition.
He gives three reasons for its importance: its indispensability in business 
transactions, the social obligation of letter-exchange, and its role in providing 
intellectual culture. Emphasizing the social m obility that results from letter 
w riting instruction, Westlake notes:
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. . .  a person 's social, intellectual, and moral culture are indicated 
in his letters, as plainly as in his manners, dress, and 
conversation; and it is as great a violation of propriety to send an 
aw kw ard, careless, badly written letter as it is to appear in a 
com pany of refined people with sw aggering gait, soiled linen,
« and  unkem pt hair. (8)
As is always true in the college composition com m unity, some teachers
moved against the tide. They stressed the importance of the act of letter
writing over the activity of letter forming. A rguing against the teacher's
tendency to correct the errors in such letters, the author of A Letter Writer’s
Own Book stresses the importance of the letter being the domain of the
writer, even if the w riter is young and inexperienced:
Every error which they commit in orthography or in 
punctuation, in language or in sentim ent, should be pointed out 
and  explained to them, either by their instructor or some other 
friend, previously to the letters being sent, or, afterwards, by the 
person to whom  they are addressed. But no fault should be 
corrected by a teacher or friend, or on his suggestion; and the 
letters should always be sent exactly in the state in which they 
come from the pupil's ow n hands. . .
In addition, the au thor emphasizes that the decision to m ail letters composed 
in school should be "voluntary, not compelled; rather allowed as a privilege, 
than required as a task" (12).
By 1874, this elimination of the letter body was also apparent in 
elem entary school textbooks. Swinton's School Composition (1874), a text 
written to provide children between the ages of twelve and fifteen w ith "a fair 
mastery of the art of writing good English, for the ordinary uses of life," 
categorized letter w riting as the first of two narrative forms of composition. 
However, Swinton overlooks discussion of the body of the letter, explaining
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instead in careful detail what he describes as the "five essential parts of a 
letter": da te /p lace , address, narrative, subscription, recipient's name.
Swinton concludes the section with seven letter writing exercises including 
an epistolary version of the time honored essay topic, "Write a letter to your 
teacher narrating  your experiences during your last vacation." The five 
additional letter w riting exercises are more essay topic suggestions than letter 
writing prom pts and  none suggest the presence of an audience:
• w rite and  tell your duties at school — your amusements, your 
walks, books, thoughts or observations
• w rite the results of the last exam ination — whether you were 
prom oted — w hat studies you are now  pursuing with most 
interest, etc. (74)
Letter w riting assignm ents such as Swinton's were intended prim arily as a 
vehicle for practicing correct form. In a letter writing assignment, fifteen year 
old Edith Kelsey from New Market High School in Newmarket, New 
Hampshire, w rote the following carefully constructed letter:
Ham pton Beach, May 17/81
Dear C ousin Hattie,
As I had  a few moments before dark  I thought I would write you 
a short letter. I am having a splendid time and wish you were 
with me. It has been pleasant most of the time we have been 
here. Last M onday it rained quite hard. There are quite a num ber 
of people stopping here. We are stopping at the Central House. 
Yesterday afternoon Mamma, Alice and I rode out to the camp 
ground w hich is a little way off from here. There is a train that 
goes ou t there several times a day. Alice went home this 
afternoon. There were a few people here from Portsm outh last 
W ednesday. They had a picnic out on the campground which I 
attended. A unt Mary has gone to Florida, which perhaps you 
know. I received a letter from her yesterday. She says she is very 
m uch better. It is almost dark and I cannot see to write any more 
so I will close. Yours truly, Edith B. Kelsey
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On the next page Edith begins a second letter, dated June 1, 1881, and
beginning "Dear Friend." For these assignments, she receives a grade of
Although these composition are included in a folder of Edith's letters
preserved at the Concord Historical Society, they are easily discernible as
"school letters" because of the ruled school paper, the faint penciled
corrections, and the teacher comment and grade on each letter. There is also a
second composition, also in the "letters" file, dated 1883 from San Francisco
and labeled "travel letter." In addition, Edith writes an essay describing "The
Pleasure of Receiving Letters" in which she explains,
A letter to be most interesting should be written just as the 
w riter would talk. Now we receive a letter from a friend aw ay in 
a visit. If it is very interesting and  contains a lively description 
of many things and we think how  much that is like her ow n 
bright self, seeing something pleasant and something to enjoy in 
everything. Now, one from a brother just leaving school and 
about to start out in life. Everything looks bright to him and  the 
letter is full of his dearest hopes and ambitions for the future.
And still another, from home telling us of what is taking place 
there; in imagination we can see them  each engaged in their 
duties. All these letters are very pleasant to us. (CHS)
By the end of the nineteenth century m any textbooks overlooked 
instruction in letter writing completely. Alphonso Newcomer's 1893 Practical 
Course in English Composition includes only brief mention of the epistolary 
genre. In the final section of text "Miscellaneous Forms (editorials, book 
reviews, diaries, short stories, etc.) Newcomer discusses the letter. Bypassing 
the conventional forms which he assum ed that students know, he turns to 
"some of the qualities which it is desirable that letters should possess" (224). 
Likewise Barrett Wendell makes only one reference to letter w riting in his
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lectures collected in English Composition (1895). In "Elements of Qualities of
Style" W endell explains "good use," which he says is "inevitably the basis of
all good style," w ith the following example that he suggests "is a fact within
the personal experience of every one of us"(25). He continues:
W hen we write letters, we begin them w ith the adjective dear.
Now, the occasions w hen w e mean by this word to express even 
the smallest degree of personal affection are so rare that a t such 
moments we often feel called upon to change the w ord to 
dearest, or very dear, or darling. Yet none of us begins a letter 
"Friend Thompkins." And the only reason why none of us 
comm its this unpardonable sin is that custom, fashion, good 
use, forbids. So nowadays w e are no longer "Obedient, H um ble 
Servants," but "Truly" or "Sincerely" or "Faithfully Yours," — 
not because either phrase w as ever literally true, but sim ply and 
solely because, nobody knows why, good use once sanctioned 
one form, and now sanctions the other. (25)
For Wendell instruction in textbooks for the writing of compositions
was too rule-bound. Although he agreed that "m any of these directions are
extremely sensible. . ." he contended that "in every case these directions are
appallingly num erous" (28). Of good style W endell observes, "W hoever
strays from it is first 'original,' then eccentric, then obscure, then
unintelligible"(25). For students he  recom m ends adherence to form:
Rules, dictionaries, gram m ars, can help us to discover it, just as 
fashion-plates and m anuals of etiquette m ay help us to dress 
ourselves and to behave properly at the table. But in the one 
case, as in the others, there is no more absolute rule than the one 
w hich prudent people habitually exemplify; namely, that a wise 
m an should keep good com pany and use good sense" (26).
This need to "keep good company and  use good sense" was at the heart of the 
move aw ay from letter writing instruction as an acceptable college subject. By 
the end of the nineteenth century the few texts that continued to em phasize
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letter w riting instruction were w ritten by women (and perhaps used
prim arily  as the textbook in w om en's colleges, although further research
w ould  be needed to validate this assumption.) In her com position textbooks,
G ertrude Buck emphasizes letter w riting as an essential and  im portant prose
form, including num erous suggestions for writing letters to friends at home
and to the school newspaper. As a teacher Buck encouraged students to write
letters to the school paper as a w ay of discussing im portant issues. In a
sim ilar fashion, The Elements o f English_Composition (1884), a college
preparatory  composition text authored by L.A. Chittenden, begins the letter
w riting chapter w ith careful descriptions of the six parts o f a letter: Heading,
Address, Salutation, Body, Com plim entary Close, and  Signature. She follows
this overview  with three m odel letters: a business letter from  Houghton
Mifflin & Co., a letter from Charles Dickens to a friend, an d  a playful letter to
Thomas Carlyle from his dog Nero (written by Carlyle's wife). Chittenden
ends the chapter w ith hints on letter writing, including the  following:
The greatest charm  of a letter lies in simplicity and  unaffected 
ease. This does not, however, im ply a lack of painstaking in the 
composition. (137)
In contrast to the formal, rule-bound drills in letter w riting instruction, 
M artha Hale Shackford and M argaret Judson, colleagues of G ertrude Buck 
(Judson at Vassar and Shackford at Wellesley), take a radically different 
approach  to letter w riting in Composition, Rhetoric, Literature. Not only do 
they re tu rn  letter w riting to an early chapter of the text bu t they also give the 
w riter of personal letters a freedom that they have not been granted
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heretofore. After describing the types of letters, they offer the following
description of personal letters:
When you are aw ay from your family, or your friends, you write 
to them not upon special occasions, but frequently, casually, in 
order to keep them in touch w ith the things you are doing and 
thinking. You are m ore free than in any other kind of letter to 
say whatever you wish, in any way that you wish. Such letters 
vary in subject-matter and form according to the personal 
characteristics of the writers. Your personal letters will be  as 
different from your sister's as you yourself are different from 
her. No one but yourself can decide what you will write to your 
brother or to your friend, any more than any one but yourself 
can decide what you will say to them in conversation, ha t 
depends entirely upon w hat you are like, yourself, and the 
particular relation existing betw een you and your friend, and  the 
particular circumstance under which you write. (57)
Letter W riting Instruction in the Age of Efficiency
By the turn of the century, professors of rhetoric and com position were
beginning to describe letter writing as a lost art and to exclude letter writing
instruction from their textbooks. In a lecture from his 1901 Talks in Writing,
Arlo Bates includes a chapter on letter w riting instruction as an  afterthought,
explaining that he included this chapter because of a request that he suggest
ways "this lost art m ight be revived or cultivated" (228). According to Bates,
m odem  and rapid forms of comm unication have destroyed the a rt of letter
writing. He explains,
The reason why to m any persons letter writing is so difficult and 
the resulting epistles are so poor is that so few correspondents 
are willing to take the trouble to write well. The ordinary letter is 
merely a jotting dow n, w ithout art or order of whatever comes 
to mind during the brief interval given to composition. It is rare,
I believe, for a m odem  letter-w riter to plan a note with reference 
to its effectiveness; or to take any pains to give it the appearance 
of unity. A letter is ap t to be a mere handful of scraps of news,
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not even agglutinated by the ink, but with each fact as distinct 
and individual as a pebble. (229)
Echoing this lack of attention to the epistolary genre, Charles Baldwin Sears
includes no chapter on letter writing in the 1902 edition of his College
Manual of Rhetoric. In his only reference to letter writing, Sears offers the
following lament:
No one understands quite so fully the beauty of picture or story 
as he that has worked, faithfully if feebly, w ith his ow n brush or 
pen. It is not sim ply the craft of details that thus emerges from 
the study  to express itself, but what is far m ore important, a 
sense of artistic structure, of adjustment, relations, proportion. 
Besides, alm ost every man of open mind has occasions beyond 
mere academic practice for expressing himself. Life would be 
much richer if people extended and applied their education by 
inform ing their letters and conversations w ith  their own 
personalities. That letters and conversations are commonly trite 
and colourless arises not so much from lack of personality as 
from indolence. The expression of oneself is the result oftener of 
perseverance than of effortless spontaneity; and  something, at 
least, of this, the degree varying all the w ay from a sincere letter 
to a great novel, everly one may learn. Thus the study of artistic 
composition, though it contributes little to the business of life, 
has for the average m an in college a twofold value: it widens 
and deepens his criticism and it opens some expression of his 
personality. In this aspect it is good for artisans as well as for 
artists. (133-34).
For the first few decades of the twentieth century, letter writing 
instruction found its w ay in the appendices and final chapters of several 
college com position textbooks. In their 1907 Manual of Composition and 
Rhetoric, John Hays Gardener, George Lyman Kittredge, and Sarah Louise 
Arnold include a chapter on letter writing which em phasizes form. The 
authors introduce this section by explaining,
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Most people use w hat they know of the art of com position more 
frequently in writing letters than in any other way. If they are 
well trained in this art, so that they can express their thoughts 
freely, clearly, and agreeably, their letters are likely to be effective 
as well as pleasant to read. On the other hand, ignorance or 
neglect of the principles of com position defeats the whole 
purpose of letter writing. An illegible and badly spelled letter, 
not divided into paragraphs, and defying every principle of 
unity, not only confuses and annoys the recipient, b u t gives him 
a poor pinion of the w riter's intelligence and education. (401)
They divide letters into two classes—business and familiar. W hereas a
business letter is an exposition and often argum entative, fam iliar letters give
"an account of one's own experiences or describes persons and  places that one
has seen" (401). Although there is no sharp  line separating business and
familiar letters, they note, "The relation betw een the correspondents is always
an im portant consideration in letter writing"(402). After listing the basic
rules of letter w riting they explain, "These rules derive their au thority  from
custom and are justified by their convenience. Their object is to m ake our
letters intelligible with the least possible trouble to our correspondents"(402).
For example, rather than simply explaining the importance of neatly
addressing an envelope, they offer the following explanation:
The address on the envelope is for the people in the post office, 
who have to sort and distribute an  inconceivable num ber of 
letters every day. Bad handw riting and  every deviation from  
regular order are stumbling-blocks to them , and m ay therefore 
result in delaying the letter. (405)
In explaining the rules of social letter writing, other textbook authors 
were less generous, pointing to the recipient as the person w ho requires 
adherence to these rules. After explaining the importance of having  the
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sender's full name and address at the top of the first page of social letters,
Sherwin Cody notes, "The omission of this often causes annoyance" even by
the closest of friends (39). According to these authors, non-adherence to the
proper rules of letter writing w as an indication of the w riter's vulgar nature.
And vulgarity was easily attained according to Cody. Am ong Cody's
indicators of vulgarity were using "Dear Friend" as a business letter
salutation, writing social letters on ruled paper, and im properly addressing
female correspondents.
Likewise Woolley in his 1907 Handbook has adop ted  a stronger
argum ent for adherence to the rules of letter composition. Woolley observes
that the "exceptions to rules" have been omitted and that the text is dogmatic
on purpose. He explains:
Suppose a youth, astray and  confused in a maze of city streets, 
aslb  the way to a certain place. If one enumerates to him  the 
several possible routes, w ith comments and adm onitions and 
cautions about each, he will probably continue astray and 
confused. If one sends him  perem ptorily on one route, not 
m entioning permissible deviations or equally good alternative 
ways, the chance is much greater that he will reach his 
destination. Likewise, the erring composer of anarchic discourse 
can best be set right by concise and simple directions. This is one 
reason for the stringency of some of the rules. There is another 
reason: let me use another parable in explaining it. A  student of 
piano-playing is held rigidly, during  the early period of his study, 
to certain rules of finger m ovem ent. Those rues are sometimes 
varied or ignored by musicians. But the student, in o rder to 
progress in the art, m ust for a certain time treat the rules as 
stringent and invariable; the variations and exceptions are 
studied only at a later stage of his progress. So in acquiring skill 
in the art of composition, it is necessary for m ost studen ts to 
observe rigidly and invariably rules to which m asters of the art 
m ake exceptions, (iv)
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Earle E. Ciippinger takes this same stance in his 1912 Illustrated Lessons in
Composition and Rhetoric. Expressing concern that students w ho pay careful
attention to school compositions often ignore the principles of composition
when they write letters, C iippinger emphasizes the m oral error of this
assum ption. In statements abundant with modal m orality, Ciippinger
explains that poor letter w riting skills are a sign of ignorance and rudeness.
In explaining this he notes,
The student should realize that a letter is intended to accomplish 
a definite purpose and  to produce a definite im pression on the 
mind of the reader. H e should realize not only that a letter may 
fail to accomplish the desired purpose if it is carelessly written, 
but also that it may suggest that he is either ignorant or impolite.
(148)
Their text stands in direct contrast to Arthur H untington Nasan's 
Efficient Composition: A  College Text, published in the sam e year. Nasan 
includes letter writing instruction in the appendix and  includes among other 
things pictures of "good & bad  taste in business & social stationery" (see 
figures 3.8 and 3.9). Nasan emphasizes that his chapter is not to be seen as a 
complete treatise on letter w riting which "demands not a chapter bu t an 
entire volume" to "review the whole field of correctness and  effectiveness, in 
diction, in sentence structure, in paragraphing, and in the com position as a 
who!e"(489). . .  . [T]he complete treatise upon letter w riting m ight discuss in 
turn  w hat my colleague Professor G.B. Hotchkiss has so ap tly  called the "Five 
C 's" of business correspondence: dearness, correctness, conciseness, courtesy, 
and character"(489).
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According to Nasan, when beginning to write a letter "the first 
requisite is a discrim inating choice of stationery. Except to appeal to the 
cheapest class of trade, nothing startling or gaudy should be adm itted, in 
paper, ink, or heading"(490). In selecting social stationery, he stresses the 
importance of gender: "For a man, the appropriate social note-paper is of 
white or cream-white" . . . .  unruled linen or vellum  paper folded to "make a 
page of about five and a quarter by six and three-quarters inches." Women 
however "will find uses for sizes more dim inutive." W omen are also 
permitted to use m onogram s on their stationery, bu t for m en to do so is 
considered "too suggestive of things feminine" and is to be avoided (495). In 
addition he emphasizes the importance of proper placem ent of the stamp. He 
explains:
a single stamp of the correct denomination should  be placed in 
the upper righ t-hand  com er of the envelope, reverently and 
with precision: The Father of His Country m ust not stand upon 
his head (496).
Whereas early editions of Woolley's text offered no direct gender 
markers, with the 1928 revision there are two radical differences. Woolley 
and Scott now required women, when writing business letters, to indicate 
their marital status in the letter. A married w om an m ust sign her full name 
and "add below in parenthesis her title (Mrs.) and her husband 's name"(286). 
Widows and unm arried w om en were to sign their nam e preceded by "(Mrs.)" 
or "(Miss)" respectively.
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In addition to focusing on these gendered m andates, W oolley's 
epistolary instruction centers on the mechanics of letter writing. The body of 
the letter, the real substance of the letter form, is all bu t m issing from his text. 
Except for noting that letter w riters should avoid "the m onotonous frequent 
use of I," Woolley completely bypasses instruction in any aspect of writing the 
body. Thus, the letter becomes, not w hat is said, or who it is said to, but how 
clearly the letter writer adheres to the required format. As further example of 
this covering over of the body, each of the sample letters W oolley offers is 
short and to the point as in the following example:
Dear Miss Hill,
The theme which I am leaving on your desk is one which was 
due on April 25th. You w ere kind enough, you rem em ber, to 
allow me to hand it in one week late because I broke m y glasses, 
Sincerely yours, Olive Richardson
With the gaze directed less to the body and more to epistlary externals , 
by the end of the nineteenth century, letter writing had become an  activity 
w ith right and wrong answers. Com position text books offered true-false, 
constative rules designed create a perfect letter rather than  perform ative acts 
designed to invite students to participate an ongoing conversation. As had 
happened w ith ars dictaminus, in an attem pt to discipline the letter, we have 
overlooked the body. We turned from  the study of an unru ly  perform ative 
act to the containm ent of a neatly organized constative activity and  when we 
turned back we had nothing left to teach.
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I require a You to become; becoming I, I say You.
-  Martin Buber, f and Thou
Rhetoric...has im portant consequences for the w ay people 
behave. When freshm en learn to write or speak, they are 
learning more than how  to perform an instrum ental task, useful 
in getting through college and preparing for professional life.
They are learning assum ptions about w hat is real and  what is 
illusory, how to know  one from the other, how  to communicate 
the real, given the strengths and limitations of hum an nature, 
and finally, how language works. In the com position or 
communications class, the student is being indoctrinated in a 
basic epistemology, usually the one held by society’s dominant 
class, the group w ith  the most power.
—  James Berlin
Within the com position community, we have long agreed that student 
writers need readers. However, we are only beginning to acknowledge C. H. 
Knoblauch and Lil Brannon's 1984 contention that responding to student 
writing is a rhetorical act and "subject therefore to the sam e rhetorical 
principles" that govern other w riting acts (119). As a communication tool in 
the composition classroom, the on-going exchange of letters described in this 
chapter allows teachers and students to directly engage in the rhetorical 
exchange of ideas and at the same time permits them  to m ore fully become 
w hat James Britton and Nancy Martin have described as "partners in
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dialogue," readers and writers co-existing within a socially constructed reality 
and performing writing from the stance of participant rather than spectator.
To date there has been little documented research into the pedagogical 
value of letter writing as communication tool in the college writing 
classroom. An extensive ERIC search provided only a handful of articles on 
the use of letter writing in the classroom. These articles describing classroom 
assignments in which letters are one component of a larger project are most 
often situated within K-12 classrooms and seldom consider theoretical 
implications of letter w riting itself. For example, Ernestine P. Sewell argues 
in "Ars Dictaminis and M odem  Rhetorical Practice" that "the classical 
m andates completeness, clarity, conciseness and logic take on a personal 
significance when students are asked to write letters" (ERIC ED216390) and 
Ron McFarland offers letter writing exercises am ong the potpourri of writing 
exercises included in "W hat Works for Me" (281).
Over the past ten years my colleague at the University of New 
Hampshire, Barbara Tindall, and I have used letter w riting as a central part of 
the curriculum  in our composition courses. During these years, individually 
and in collaboration, we have found a variety of ways to introduce letter 
w riting into the curriculum  and to ground our practice in theory as a way of 
better explaining to our students, our colleagues, and ourselves, the 
philosophy that governs these epistolary exchanges. In  the process, we have 
developed a variety of m ethods to weave letter w riting into the composition 
curriculum. By requiring students to write letters to accompany their essays,
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by writing our own letters in response, by using the epistolary form as the
framework for students' literacy portfolios, and by positioning letter
exchanges as the basis of collaborative research projects, we are suggesting that
both writing and reading are rhetorical acts and as such require on-going
communications between w riters and their readers.
When we invite students to join us in this semester-long letter-w riting
exchange focused on conversations about their writing, the writing act
becomes established less as an individual w riter's absolute statem ent and
m ore as an on-going conversation between teachers and students clearly
framed within a rhetorically constructed situation. As LeFevre observes,
W hen individuals collaborate to invent, new ideas arise in part 
because of a quality that I will call "resonance," a term used by 
Harold Lasswell. Resonance comes about w hen an individual 
act—a vibration—is intensified and prolonged by sym pathetic 
vibrations. It may occur w hen someone acts as a facilitator to 
assist or extend w hat is regarded as primarily another's 
invention, or when people are m utually collaborators at work 
on a task. Resonance also occurs indirectly when people provide 
a supportive social and intellectual environm ent that nurtures 
thought and enables ideas to be received, thus completing the 
inventive act. (65)
This chapter considers the implications of this practice by describing in 
detail four aspects of this epistolary exchange. Alice, Sara, and Ariana, the 
three students whose work is discussed in the first two sections of this 
chapter, were enrolled in Barbara Tindall's first-year composition class at 
UNH during the Spring Semester of 1996. In section one I consider the use of 
letter w riting as a component of collaboratively constructed invention by 
considering ways Alice's letter exchange w ith her conference partners helps
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her develop and reconsider the conflicts em bedded in the narrative of the 
first draft of her essay. For Sara and Ariana, whose essays are the subject of 
section two, the letter exchange w ith Tindall offers them the opportunity  to 
reconstruct and reconceptualize their understanding of their w riting  selves.
The students whose work is described in sections three and  four of this 
chapter were students in two writing classes I taught at the University of New 
Hampshire. In section three I describe the literacy letters that first year 
composition students write over the course of the semester to describe 
themselves as w riters and to frame their writing portfolios. The final section 
of this chapter is a narrative description of the letter writing exchange 
between three students in an sophom ore writing class, focusing specifically 
on the epistolary genre as a tool for collaborative research.
W riters' Letters — Epistolary Navigation of Subjective Space
Given the environm ent surrounding traditional instruction, it's 
perhaps not so surprising that teachers have missed the fact that 
responding to student writing is a species of communication, 
subject therefore to the same rhetorical principles that govern 
other situations.
-  C.H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon
In her analysis of writing as a social act, Karen Burke LeFevre 
contends that invention is a dialectic process because "the inventing 'self' is 
socially influenced, even socially constituted" (33). Considered w ith in  this 
framework, w riting becomes a perform ative act w hen w riters com m unicate 
w ith each other and w ith the texts they read, w hether this interaction takes
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place in the classroom or in the everyday world. In defining performatives, 
J.L. Austin bases his definition of performatives on the linguistic perspective 
of speech acts. However, the breakdow n of writing into its components raises 
even more interesting questions about the ways we teach w riting and about 
this social construction of the self. In the college composition classroom, this 
occurs when students engage in an  ongoing conversation about their writing.
Traditionally, composition theorists have viewed w riting composed 
w ithin the academy as a singular event, one student alone w ith the text 
searching for a singular truth. This is the aim of the essay, w ith its singular 
author who attempts to essai, to discover the kernels of tru th  that can be 
found through in-depth exploration of the subject under consideration. 
A lthough invention is a significant part of the writing process, as LeFevre 
points out, it continues to be defined in most composition texts as the act of a 
singular individual sitting with pen and paper (or computer). Expressivist 
pedagogy advocates the singular-focused free-writing espoused by Ken 
M acrorie (Telling Writing, 1978) and  Peter Elbow (Writing Without Teachers, 
1978 and Writing With Power, 1981).
Even social constructionist pedagogy which advocates collaborative 
writing projects such as those described by David Bleich, Donna Qualley, and 
Stanley Fishman, in most situations considers invention to be a singular 
experience. Likewise, classical rhetoricians look to Aristotle's topics or Plato's 
dialogues for invention techniques. A lthough all three pedagogical 
fram eworks have clear links w ith the epistolary genre, their consistent focus
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on the "I" of the individual w riter denies access to possibilities of letter 
w riting as a social act of invention and continuing creation. W ith letter 
writing, however, this interaction becomes a multi-dialogic conversation, one 
in which students talk to each other about what they understand and what 
they do not understand about the subjects they are exploring in their essays.
M irroring Gesa ECirsch an d  Joy Ritchie's call for a "politics of location in 
feminist research," this re-visioning of the w riter/reader relationship 
requires that composition teachers and their students "theorize their 
locations by examining their experiences as reflections of ideology and 
culture, by reinterpreting their own experiences through the eyes of others, 
and by recognizing their own split selves, their multiple and often 
unknowable identities" (8). In this way, writing becomes a socially 
constructed rhetorical act(ivity) that is iterative in nature and that requires 
students and teacher to act as joint participants in on-going dialogue. This 
shift contradicts the assum ption that w riting is a singularly conceived 
statem ent, one writer engaged in a singular writing task w ith clear and 
distinct boundaries of beginning and ending.
Because letter writing is iterative by nature, it requires an  active and 
on-going reader-writer-reader comm unication. This is especially true of the 
informal letter with its m eandering style which allows the w riter to head out 
in a nebulous direction, exploring old ideas and searching for new  ones. It is 
this exploratory nature of letter w riting that makes it valuable in  w riting 
courses because through this m ulti-layered correspondence, studen ts learn to
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understand their own w riting processes, to become m ore careful readers of 
the texts of other students, and to see the ways ideas grow  and develop within 
this community of writers that has been constructed in the classroom.
In the early weeks of the semester many students in first-year writing
classes have difficulty selecting a topic for their first essay. They have little
knowledge of the classroom environment and alm ost none of their teacher
and peers as readers of their texts. Perhaps this is the reason Alice's first essay,
"The Clash of Cultures or the Problems of Adjusting to the American Culture
as an Indian," is a freeform description of her trip to India followed by a
listing of her concerns about the social restrictions she believes her parents
have imposed on her. A lthough on the surface Alice's essay purports to be
about her struggle to compromise the culture of her Indian-born parents and
the culture of her own childhood in the United States, the first draft reads
more like a litany of unresolvable differences betw een the two cultures than
an attem pt to reconcile these differences. Alice begins her essay w ith an
observation about her sum m er trip to India and an explanation to her reader:
Usually w hen people find out that I went to India this past 
summer, they feel envy for not having the same opportunity  to 
travel. W hen I found out I was going to India I felt despair 
because I was going to have to deal with a lot of things I d idn 't 
want to have to deal with.
Believing that she has clearly explained her despair in this introductory
paragraph, Alice devotes the rest of the essay to the litany of conflicts she
finds between "the strange flamboyant American lifestyle and  the traditional
Indian one." H er greatest conflict, she explains to her reader, comes during
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this visit to India. As she explains, her relatives in India expect that because
her parents were bom  in India she will "be totally Indian" and "conform
perfectly to the Indian culture." She disagrees. After describing her cousin's
upcom ing m arriage, Alice concludes, "W hen I see w hat an awful
predicam ent my cousin is in, it makes me glad that I live in America."
Several times in the first half of the essay Alice voices her concerns about the
strict rules Indian culture has im posed on her cousin and other young
unm arried  Indian women.
Until this point in the essay she has positioned herself as the outsider,
reporting on these cultural differences as if they did not effect her life. Her
next m ove is to personalize these concerns by explaining that, like her cousin
in India, she too will have an arranged marriage. She follows this statem ent
by em phasizing her acceptance of her parents' decision:
The funny thing is that I agree w ith the idea of an arranged 
marriage. I was told that 99% of all arranged marriages are 
successful. Besides if you think about it w ouldn 't it be nice if 
your parents hand-picked a few select men for you to choose 
from ?
This statem ent marks a shift from Alice's listing of the restrictions 
im posed on w om en in India to the restrictions she believes her parents have 
im posed on her. Although she understands that this guarding of her 
reputation is necessary "so I m ay have an easy time of finding a mate," she is 
bothered by her mother's constant rem inders "that I need to watch myself 
because if I do something wrong" the resulting ruined reputation will make it 
difficult, if not impossible, for her parents to find her a "good husband."
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From here the essay turns to a lam ent about her parents' strict rules and her 
opposition to these rules. Near the end of the essay she states emphatically, “I 
d o n 't think it's right to let other people dictate what you do, especially since it 
shouldn 't be any of their business w hat I do in my free time."
With this essay Alice includes a letter to Tindall and  to her two writing 
conference partners. In the letter her goal is to explain her essay topic choice, 
discuss her difficulties writing the essay, and ask questions of her readers.
The epistolary format gives Alice the opportunity to navigate the subjective 
space between her essay and her reading of this essay, a transaction that 
outside readers can often only surm ise from the face of a text. In addition, by 
w riting a letter to accompany this early draft, Alice is able to declare an 
em otional commitment to an essay-in-progress and to forge a private space 
around her subject by creating, w hat Mary Louise Pratt defines as a literary 
safe house, a social and intellectual space "where groups can constitute 
them selves as horizontal, hom ogeneous, sovereign com m unities with high 
degrees of trust, shared understandings, temporary protection from legacies of 
oppresion" (455).
In her letter Alice explains, "D ear Readers....This essay is about a lot of 
w arring feelings I had about being an  Indian in an American society. I had a 
hard tim e keeping my head clear because I wanted to make sure  I got 
everything out....This essay forced m e to sort out my cultured differences." 
A lthough she writes of these events in past tense, (e.g., feeling I had) thereby 
signaling that the conflict is one that has been resolved, the examples she uses
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in the essay suggest a more problematic conflict. The central example
establishes the cultural clash that Alice describes in her letter and in the
second draft of her essay. Writing in this letter about her female cousin's
im pending arranged marriage, Alice explains her ow n concerns:
The way people looked at her was sickening. The characteristics 
most im portant to them were what degree of education she had, 
her appearance (especially the depth of darkness of her skin), her 
family background and assets, and the w ay that she acts in social 
situations. They d idn 't even examine her personality or her 
other personal character traits. This rem inds me painfully of 
auctioning off animals on a butcher block.
Noting that, like her cousin, she is also at the marriageable age of
eighteen, Alice willingly accepts that she will have an arranged marriage,
pointing out to her readers that such marriages have a high success rate. But
because she does not believe she is ready for m arriage, she explains that she
has difficulty "adhering to normal American custom s while conforming to
Indian ones." A lthough she acknowledges her m other's fears about dating,
she emphasizes in her essay that she does not w ant to defy her parents by
secretly dating as m any of her friends do. She explains her earlier contention
that "it's not right to let other people dictate w hat you do" by noting,
The restrictions of my culture not only affect m e but also my 
close friends. Back home I would often have to refuse to do 
som ething with them because my parents d id n 't w ant me to be 
out late or drive the car to some far off place. Recently I wanted 
to go to Boston alone with a guy friend to hang  out. My mother 
d id n 't w ant me to go because she was afraid som eone would see 
us alone together .
In the essay, Alice lists the attributes of both her cultures, explaining her
acceptance of an im pending arranged marriage w hile simultaneously
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complainingg about her parents strict curfews and rules. In conference she 
receives letters from her two conference partners, Diane and Pavala. Diane, a 
19-year-old student from a Boston suburb, writes her letter to Alice from  the 
perspective of her American experience which accepts personal freedom as 
given.
Diane focuses her letter on questions she has for Alice about w hat she sees as
as the lack of freedom for women in the Indian culture. Her letter is filled
with questions for Alice, including:
Do any of [your relatives] plan on m oving over here to 
America? If I were your cousin, especially the one that was 
looking to get married, I would probably be jealous of you 
knowing that you lived in such a free country. . . .  Do women in 
India know that they can have a better life instead of being 
second class citizens? . . .  Were people of jealous of your 
up rb ringing in American? Restrictions from family seem very 
strict. Do you feel you have m issed ou t on anything in 
life?...Why would people ...be upset if they saw you on the street 
with a friend? It's America!"
In contrast Pavala, a 26 year-old student who has lived in the United States 
for nine years, since her emigration from Eastern Europe, offers Alice a 
different perspective on her essay. In her letter, Pavala explains that she does 
not believe that Alice's parents are too strict, and  she reminds Alice that 
parents have the right and the responsibility to set rules for their daughters to 
follow. Raising sim ilar questions for Alice to consider, Tindall writes in her 
mid-semester letter to Alice, "I especially like the contrast between having a 
supportive com m unity and defining one 's ow n standards in light of that 
community. Could you find some m ore scenes to demonstrate your point?"
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Alice's responds by revising the essay to explain her difficulties in coping with
the restrictions she feels her family places on her. In the revision she writes:
Adrenaline pum ps through my system as I ru n  to a very good 
friend's house. I enter his yard and he is there waiting for me.
We envelop each other in a bear hug and hold on because it has 
been a long time. I feel very content and loved. All of a sudden I 
hear the engine of a car as it comes up the street. I hastily pull 
apart from him and my face flushes. He looks a t me and 
understands. My stomach clenches as a sigh escapes from my 
lips. It annoys me to have to do this because I m ust because of 
my Indian culture.
As Alice explains in the letter she writes to accom pany her revised
essay, the letters from her peer readers "forced me to confront a lot of feelings
I d idn 't w ant to think about." Thanking her readers for helping her gain this
new  insight, she concludes that she has made this revision because "I want
people to know w hat people have to go through w hen they come to live in a
new country. Adjusting is not as easy as it may seem."
What Alice does learn about writing and evaluating w riting is most
clearly seen in her comments on the writing of another student in the class.
After reading Sam's mid-term portfolio, she finds tha t his essays have some
of the same problems she has been grappling with in her own essays. After
explaining her fascination with one essay in his portfolio, she observes that
his second essay (which Sam has described as his best work):
... was a disappointm ent to me because it d id n 't have the 
attention to detail as the other two did. Actually, now  that I 
really had time to think about it, was this particular essay a rush 
of m any feelings you h ad n 't had a chance to p u t together before?
I ran into that problem in one of my own essays and  fixed it by 
standing back and looking at it objectively. After that I realized 
the problems I had in the essay. It could be beneficial to you to 
do the same thing.
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For Alice and for m any other students, letter-writing becom es an 
invitation to use a familiar form to make direct contact w ith the unfamiliar. 
Because the epistolary genre makes no demands for structure, for continuity 
or freedom  from contradiction, studen t writers can try out a variety of 
answ ers as they continue to redraft their essays. As students grow  in their 
knowledge of their own w riting and  in their knowledge of their conference 
partners and their writing teacher, these letters become socially constructed 
free-writing allowing writers to articulate their subjective readings of their 
ow n essays, while predicting the readings of their peers and their teachers.
M othering the Mind: A iding & Abetting the Invention Process
The usual point of literary biography has been to explain the 
extraordinary achievement of special individuals.... Ab sent from 
this picture is any recognition of the ways in which other 
persons have helped to create the work by virtue of their 
relationship to the artist....I call it "mothering the m ind," 
recognizing always that m others' responses to their children are 
fashioned from m others' care, their work, their necessities, and 
their power.
-  Ruth Perry, Mothering the M ind
Pedagogically, these letter w riting assignments are firmly grounded in 
reader response theory and in Ruth Perry 's theory of "m othering the mind." 
As Knoblauch and Brannon explain, reader response theory acknowledges 
that "readings are always, to a degree, idiosyncratic, dependent on the life- 
experiences, attitudes, feelings, beliefs, prejudices, which cause individuals to 
value different things and to construe in different ways" (132). Perry 's theory
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of "mothering the mind" expands on these implications. Emphasizing that 
there is no singular formula for this "aiding and  abetting another's creation," 
Perry defines "mothering the m ind" as "providing the conditions, both space 
and support, for explorations that simultaneously take the artist inward and 
outward"(14). The primary strength of this letter-exchange lies in the fact that 
it is not a one-sided conversation.
This exchange begins when students tu rn  in their weekly essays. With 
these essays they include a two-page letter w ritten to Tindall and to their 
conference partner(s). During an early in-class w riting workshop, Tindall 
offers models of these w riter's letters and reader's letters and she explains 
through a letter of her ow n how she envisions these conversations will take 
place. In their writer's letters students explain their choice of essay topics, 
they formulate questions for their readers, and they continue their discussion 
on ideas related to the essay. After reading these letters and the 
accompanying essay, conference partners write a letter of response (a reader's 
letter), answering questions the writer has posed in his or her letter, telling 
stories of their own, giving their readings of the essays, and offering revision 
suggestions. This correspondence brings together LeFevre's notion of 
resonance with Perry's theories of mothering the mind. LeFevre explains the 
pow er of this writer-reader conversation by noting that this relationship 
affords writers the opportunity to locate themselves "in a tradition and a 
com m unity and to live in a way that is conducive to further invention" (65).
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In defining "mothering the m ind" Perry uses the analogy of "children
playing in the presence of their mother"(5). As she explains, "The mother's
presence has made it possible for these children to slip back and  forth from
fantasy to reality, constructing, demolishing, and reconstructing their worlds
— in short, playing — in the space sheltered by the m other's eyes, hands, and
voice" (4). Mothering the mind, she emphasizes, is not a relationship that is
"sm othering, self-sacrificing, one w ay devotion on the part o f one person for
another" nor is it "the enslavement of one person to another's purposes"(4).
This nurturing of ideas, according to LeFevre, allows writers to "investigate
ideas in a safe place without harsh evaluation that outsiders m ight make"
(65). Emphasizing that there is no singular formula for this "aiding and
abetting another's creation," Perry notes that this mental nurturance can
include "intercepting the world, conferring unconditional approval,
regulating the environment, supplying missing psychic elements, and
m irroring certain aspects of the self of the artist" (5-6).
Emphasizing that this is not a gender specific role, Perry notes that the
nurturing of creativity is "prim ary to the experience of the self and to
creativity, and therefore is crucial to the artist of whatever gender, class, or
sexual persuasion" (11). As an example Perry notes ways Rosa Luxemburg's
com rade and lover, Leo Jogiches "m othered her m ind," the w ays Jogiches
"encouraged Rosa to write and speak, discussed with her ideas about
socialism, recognized and applauded her genius" (13). Perry continues:
If m othering the mind m eans providing the conditions, both 
space and support, for explorations that sim ultaneously take the
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artist inw ard and outw ard, "fathering the m ind," as we have 
been using the locution, m eans a more insistent, judgmental, 
and  directive exhortation. This more active role in a w riter's life 
m ight m ean actually shaping, editing, or directing the 
composition. It might m ean setting the standards for the work, 
m easuring it against the w ork of earlier practitioners, providing 
the contest in a way that could be seen as claustrophobic or 
inspiring. To be a father is to confer a patrimony, to approve 
som ething and incorporate it into an existing tradition. (14)
Tindall's letters to the students in her class and the response-letters the
students write to her publicly acknowledged the sim ultaneous objective and
subjective nature of teacher response to student writing. Through this
epistolary exchange, Tindall's comments on early drafts of student essays
become less statements of absolute teacher authority and  m ore pieces of an
on-going conversation about w riting between teacher and  student. Because
these epistolary conversations required that Tindall step aw ay from the role
as gram m arian, text editor, and sole arbitrator of the m eaning and w orth of
student writing, they also provided a powerful alternative to the traditional
m ethods of responding to student w ork as we note in "D ear Teacher."
This letter-writing exchange provides both students and  teachers w ith a 
new, often reconceptualized, understanding of the ways teachers and peer 
readers respond to student writing. Rather than the traditional teacher- 
comments in the margin (which students often see as negative before they 
even begin reading them), the letter exchange links the teacher and students 
as partners in dialogue. It is in this relationship, according to M artin and 
Britton, that real learning takes place. The purpose of the letter-writing 
exchange is to bring personal judgm ents to the foreground, thereby building a
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hum an context around the essays that students write and  the responses 
teachers and students give to these essays. The student-teacher letter 
exchange honors what we have long known—that there is no single way to 
evaluate student writing and that our students are as different as writers as 
we are as writing teachers.
Sara: "A Green Pea in a Bowl of Carrots"
For Sara, a nineteen year old student from Kenya, this re-visioning of 
herself as a writer begins w hen she is able to see her tw o readers (Tindall and 
a fellow student) grapple w ith  the issues of racial prejudice she has raised in 
her essays. Initially, however, Sara reports that she expects her readers to 
"miss her point entirely." In the letter she writes to accom pany her essay,
Sara describes what she believes to be her inability to get her point across to 
her readers. Explaining this frustration, she writes in her letter,
Dear Readers,
. . . .  There is so m uch more I wanted to say, bu t I really could not 
come up with ways to say it. . . . The more time I spend on these 
essays, the more I realize I am one of those people who can 
ponder for days and weeks on an issue and never come up with 
a solution.
In spite of her frustrations Sara's essay is a powerful statem ent of the racial
tensions on the UNH campus. She begins her essay w ith  the following
description of a recent classroom experience:
As the professor paces up and down in front of the lecture hall, I 
squirm  in my seat. "A black man, member of the race known as 
African, originally from the continent south o f Europe known as 
Africa..." The people sitting around me glance quickly, 
nervously at me and then they too shift in their seats, "...having
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a dark complexion and woolly coarse hair..." My ears get 
increasingly warm, I begin to doodle furiously all over my 
notebook, "...broad flat nose, thick lips and large jaw..." My 
friend Tonja glances at me and then turns to face the front of the 
room again her jaw hanging in what I assum e is disbelief, my 
cheeks too are getting warm, "...able to use intelligence 
efficiently until puberty when they became significantly inferior 
to white people and concentrate primarily on sexual pleasure 
and physical activity..." 1 am now writing dow n every word that 
reminds me of Kenya, my family, my friends, "...at this stage 
good only for physical labor..." I contemplate walking out of the 
room but this will draw  even more attention. Why? because I 
am a single green pea in a bowl of bright orange carrot sticks.
Despite the sophistication of this intertw ining of the professor's words
with snapshots of her ow n discomfort, despite the powerful examples that
weave through the rest of the essay, Sara questions her ability to get her
reader to understand w hat it is like to be one of the few black students on the
UNH campus. In her m id-term  letter she explains to Tindall, "I feel as
though I have an overload of information and I just don 't know what to do."
Tindall's response to Sara's letter requires that she seriously reconsider
this absolutist view of herself as "only an okay w riter." In her response letter,
Tindall explains in detail the strengths of Sara's writing, giving specific
examples from her portfolio. In response to Sara's self-evaluation, she writes:
Dear Sara,
. . . .  I just have the hardest time believing that you ever thought 
or ever believed or that anyone ever told you that you couldn't 
write. How can this be? . . .  Sara, perhaps you are going to be a 
novelist. Don't rule it out.
For Sara, this correspondence provides the support she needs to 
reevaluate her writing skills, and she accepts the challenge to become a 
published writer. At Tindall's recommendation, Sara enters "A Green Pea in
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a Bowl of Carrot Sticks" in the English Department essay contest, and because
she wants the discussion to continue, she also sends her essay to the UNH
student newspaper. As Sara explains at the end of the semester:
I suppose I hadn 't ever seen myself as a writer before. I m ean I 
liked to write but I w asn't sure I could get my point across to my 
readers. That had always been my problem. Barbara called my 
writing "beautiful and powerful" and when I wanted to disagree 
she showed me examples....It's hard to disagree with examples.
These student-teacher epistolary exchanges provide Sara, as well as the
other students in Tindall's class, w ith  the support they need to effectively
evaluate their writing skills. These letters that students w rite to accompany
their essays and their portfolio and that conference partners and  Tindall write
in response create a dialogue that links writing and reading w ith  the acts of
invention, evaluation, and revision.
In the same way that these informal letter exchanges can be defined as
"m othering the mind," traditional evaluation is best defined w ithin the
framework of Perry's notion of "fathering the m ind," an act which Perry
defines as "a more insistent, judgmental, and directive exhortation.... actually
shaping, editing, or directing the composition" (14). Perry notes that:
W hereas fathering has to do w ith  keeping to the public standard, 
seeing to it that the rules of a culture are properly internalized, 
"m othering" probably operates in the early stages of creation, 
perm itting and encouraging the more idiosyncratic tendencies of 
the art, those aspects done for personal therapeutic reasons, 
where the purpose is to heal and  consolidate the self rather than 
do homage to a public tradition. Both functions are necessary, of 
course. Tradition w ithout private meaning is hollow and 
individual expressiveness w ithout a communal context, 
w ithout an audience, is doom ed to extinction. (15)
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These teacher-student letters add a third dim ension to the process of 
responding to student work, combining Perry's theory of "m othering the 
m ind" w ith her more analytical concept of "fathering the m ind" and 
blending the two so that they are no longer separate, conflictual ways of 
responding to the same text. Rather than simply requiring that students enter 
the evaluative conversations in the last weeks of the sem ester, dialogue 
begins in the early stages of creation before the students have internalized the 
rules of the composition classroom and  before we as teachers have assumed 
the role as keeper of the public standard.
The prim ary strength of this letter-exchange is that it is no t a one-sided 
conversation. Conference partners write weekly letters to each other. In 
addition, Tindall writes letters to the students several tim es during the 
semester, responding to observations and questions from  their essay letters, 
telling her ow n stories, giving her readings of their essays, and  making 
suggestions for revision. A t m id-term  she return their portfolios with a letter 
that brings together these two teacher voices. These student-teacher letters 
bridge the gap between conversations that continue dialogue and  those that 
speak w ith  silencing authority. Because this student-teacher letter exchange 
brings these seemingly conflictual roles together, not only does it give us as 
w riting instructors the opportunity  to consider the m ultiplicity of readings for 
each essay, it also allows students the opportunity to converse w ith  a m ulti­
dim ensional reader, editor, and grader of their writing.
Ariana: "Bearing harshly of my youth"
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Bringing a passion bom  from the divergence of ou r readings back 
inside the classroom, this teacher-student letter w riting exchange makes it 
possible for students and  teachers to mutually instruct one another. If we 
assume that students' readings of their texts often differ from our readings, 
then we must also assum e that teachers and students have further 
information to communicate to one another about these texts. Letters 
provide a neutral space for students and teachers to explain how  we read 
these texts differently, w hat information and histories w e bring to these 
readings, and why we ascribe significance to particular elements of the essay. 
Letters also obligate us to listen to each other, an act that requires both 
students and teacher to consider the alternative readings and meanings other 
readers have ascribed to these texts. As we join our students in exploring this 
space between their essay and their reading of these essays, this letter 
exchange helps make the subjectivity of this reading overt. In her portfolio 
letter Ariana, one of the quieter students in Tindall's class, explains,
Dear Barbara,
When, at the first class, you announced that we w ould be 
writing about personal experiences, I d idn 't know w hat to do. I 
was terrified. W riting has never come easily to m e, neither has 
sharing personal experiences. All in all I thought I w as doomed.
I could write about anything except my personal life. My high 
school teachers never liked my writing style. One told me I had 
no writing style a t all.
Describing her difficulties revising the first drafts of her essays, Ariana 
explains her dilemma by noting, "Unfortunately I never like m y writing style 
so I don 't like the revisions any more than the original." In her letter she
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includes a poem by Edna St. Vincent Millay and describes reading and reading 
the poem while revising her last essay because it "describes why I am so 
private about my life."
"Scrub"
If I grow bitterly,
Like a gnarled and stunted tree,
Bearing harshly of my youth,
Puckered fruit that sears the mouth;
If I make of m y draw n boughs 
An inhospitable house,
Out of which I never pry 
Towards the w ater and the sky 
Under which I stand and hide 
And hear the day go by outside 
It is that a w ind too strong 
Bent my back w hen I was young,
It is that I fear the rain 
Lest it blister me again.
Tindall's response to Ariana's letter forces her to reevaluate these
notions of her inability to w rite as well as her notions of her private self.
Through Ariana's letter Tindall is able to more clearly understand the
significance of the topics Ariana has chosen for the essays included in her
portfolio. By writing this final essay about her cleft palate Ariana has chosen
to write about that which m akes her feel most vulnerable. As Ariana
explains to Tindall in her portfolio letter,
At the beginning of the semester, I had absolutely no intentions 
of writing about my cleft p a la te .. .  I could not p u t on paper the 
worst moment of my life. How could I explain that time I was 
taken to surgery before my mother got to the hospital? . . .  No 
one could understand.
In her essay Ariana succinctly explains this "worst m om ent in my life" with
the following example:
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As a child, I used to pray every night for God to make my cleft 
palate go away. I hoped to wake up one morning and look 
"norm al" like everybody else. I d idn 't want to be different, to 
have a birth defect. One m orning, when I was about ten or 
eleven years old I got up and ran to the mirror. I was hoping for 
miracles. When I saw that nothing had changed, I stared into the 
m irror and started to cry. I cried over my feelings of 
hopelessness. Things were never going to change. I had  had six 
surgeries and what difference had it made. I still had a cleft 
palate and always would.
To explain what she refers to as her "Golden Rule"—"do unto others
before they do unto you," Ariana describes the protective philosophy she
adhered to as child—"when fighting always strike the first blow." Her
readers, in their first letters, question Ariana's philosophy and  ask that she
give more concrete examples. In revising this essay Ariana m oves beyond
the abstract narration of the first draft to grapple w ith the consequences of this
Golden Rule that has governed her life. In the essay's conclusion, Ariana
offers the following story to explain w hy this rule of hit first, has so long
governed her life:
Now after sixteen surgeries, m y cleft palate is almost 
unnoticeable. The scars I am left w ith are emotional, not 
physical. But there's no medical miracle that can heal the 
m emories of elementary school—.Where does this leave me, I 
d on 't know. I am stuck in a role I've been playing for years. It has 
become comfortable and hard  to change. I know the kind of 
person I would like to be, bu t I'm  not sure if I can ever reach that 
goal. Will I always hurt you before you hurt me?
In her portfolio letter, Ariana describes this essay as her most
significant w ork and explains w hat she learned about connecting w ith readers
by revising this essay. After reading the portfolios, Tindall writes a response
letter to each student, responding to their letters and to their essays and
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offering suggestions for preparing their final portfolio. In her letter to Ariana, 
Tindall begins by praising Ariana for the skill w ith w hich she has been able to 
write about this clearly difficult topic and by draw ing a point of connection: 
Dear Ariana,
. . . .  I think [this essay] is an absolutely w onderful piece of 
writing, one of the best (perhaps the best) pieces I’ve seen this 
year. And I think that in m any ways it describes the predicament 
of all of us—cleft palate, autistic (my son), cerebral palsy (a child 
of a friend), glasses, a pimple on a bad day, or the nasty word of a 
friend in a rotten mood. I would be really proud  to subm it it to 
the 401 competition this year (one of the instructors is 
sponsoring this, money for p rizes .. . ) .  The pieces do get 
published.
Because of the strength of the essay Tindall suggests that Ariana, like 
Sara, subm it her essay to the yearly essay contest. W ith this response, Ariana 
m ust contend with her evaluation of her writing. M any of her self-criticisms 
ring w ith stock phrases of teacher-criticism. A lthough Ariana acknowledges 
that her writing has improved, she observes, "My w ording  is still choppy, and 
I still can 't spell, but now I write choppy essays about m y life. I found that I 
am  capable of writing about m y feelings. I had never tried before."
Whereas Ariana sees her w riting as filled w ith errors, Tindall explains 
in her response letter, "I do think the piece as is, has one flaw. It is written for 
an audience who knows you....[S]o while I read the piece, I can envision the 
situation beautifully, a general reader can only guess a t w hat is going on." 
Tindall offers Ariana suggestions for revision, offering two models for Ariana 
to consider and concluding, "If you would be willing to give some more of 
your own experience, this essay could move m ountains."
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With this move to the personal, evaluation of student writing shifts 
from its long-held role as an objective, replicable act focused on an authorless, 
finished product to a process of learning w hat it means to be citizens of a 
society of readers and writers. For us as writing teachers, these epistolary 
conversations allow, in fact dem and, that we be aware of our students' 
diversity and differences and that we acknowledge that the evaluation of 
w riting is a complex, multi-dim ensional rhetorical situation rather than a 
linear, one-dimensional act of interpretation. As Ritchie and Kirsch contend, 
this turn  to the personal serves to "challenge and change the conditions that 
[have for too long kept] the oppressive structure in place" (25).
Literacy Letters: Self-Reflexive Conversation Framing
Think of writing as a social practice and its study 
becomes an inquiry into the circumstances under 
which people read and write.
-  Linda Brodkey
Even after twenty years of teaching college composition, I still dislike 
those final m om ents of the semester w hen I sit alone in my office with 
tw enty-four w riting notebooks and a blank grade sheet. No m atter how 
m uch I have told my students and myself during the previous fifteen weeks 
of the sem ester that writing is a process, that we write to "discover w hat we 
have to say," that there is more to w riting than a grade on a paper, at this final 
m om ent that tru th  becomes a lie. Ultim ately, I m ust evaluate each student's 
carefully selected essays and journal entries and assign grades to their work.
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This reality has not kept me, however, from searching for an easier, 
softer way to "adm inister grades." The first model I chose was mathematical. 
My first semester as a graduate teaching assistant at Purdue University's 
Calumet Campus, I carefully constructed a contract system  of grading, 
assigning points to each assignm ent students completed, to each breath 
students took during the semester and on that final day  adding these points to 
determine The Grade for each student. The next sem ester I abandoned 
contracts for Macrorie’s Telling Writing, and although I struggled to 
maintain objectivity in grading I delighted in the "fabulous realities" and the 
flexibility that this m ore subjective approach allowed in the curriculum. 
Although I still struggled to m aintain objectivity in grading, I liked the 
flexibility that this more subjective approach allowed. Later, after reading the 
work of James Britton, Nancy Martin, Janet Emig, and Peter Elbow, I began 
inviting students to join me in these final conversations so we could jointly 
negotiate their sem ester grade. My goal was to invite m y students to become 
"partners in dialogue," to give students the opportunity  to enter the Burkean 
parlor while their sem ester grade was being decided rather than requiring that 
they stand outside the door as I sat in final judgm ent of their work. However, 
I soon realized that m any students did not know how  to enter these grading 
conversations and that despite my good intentions, they fully understood that 
I maintained absolute authority  and final responsibility for sem ester grades.
W hat d id  fascinate me about these conversations were the stories 
students told in the letters they wrote to accompany their w riting portfolios.
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Most compelling were the stories of their first memories of learning to write. 
As I read their letters I began to understand that there was much about 
writing and w riting instruction that would never be objective. One student at 
the University of Alaska described the Indian boarding school where she had 
learned to write and told of the pain she felt at not been allowed to speak her 
native language. Another student described in vivid detail the experience of 
burning his journals "to keep my father from know ing the truth about me."
A third student recalled his difficulty completing a fourth grade writing 
assignm ent and his subsequent anger when his parents locked him in the 
bathroom  until he had completed it to their satisfaction.
Convinced that students used these stories to situate themselves in 
the w riting classroom, I looked for ways to bring these narrative moments to 
the forefront. Because I wanted students to have the opportunity to reflect on 
these stories from the beginning of the semester, I began requiring that they 
bring a letter of introduction to their first w riting conference, introducing 
themselves as w riters (to me and later to their conference partner as well). 
W riting my own introductory letter as a model, I ask students to describe 
their memories of learning to write and read. In addition, I ask that they 
explain w hat they see to be their strengths and weaknesses as writers and 
readers and that they back these statements w ith examples from their writing 
inside and outside the classroom. These literacy letters shape my reading of 
their essays and the ways we talk about w riting in w riting conferences and in 
the classroom. Because these introductory letters create a framework for my
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continuing conversations with the students, they give me a better 
understanding of the ways students view themselves as writers and the ways 
they view me as the evaluator of their writing.
For the past fifteen years I have used letter writing as a central part of 
the curriculum  of my w riting classes. I w rite letters to the students, telling 
them my stories of learning to write; I write letters to them in response to 
their letters to me; and at the end of the semester I write a letter to each 
student in which I explain their final grade. In return students write letters to 
accompany their weekly essays, they write weekly letters to their research 
partners, they w rite letters to accompany their m idterm  and semester-end 
portfolios. By w riting letters to accompany their essays and their portfolios, 
students discover ways to contextualize the subjective space between their 
weekly drafts and their readings of these drafts. By continuing these 
epistolary conversations throughout the sem ester w e provide students w ith 
the opportunity to engage in conversations about their writing and about 
themselves as w riters that combine the personal w ith the analytical.
From this use of epistolary correspondence, Tindall and I suggest that 
the first step in this correspondence is for students to re-vision what they 
know about themselves as writers. Asking students to write literacy letters, 
gives them the opportunity  to describe (for us and for themselves) their 
earlier experiences (both positive and negative) as w riters and readers. In 
addition, this student-teacher correspondence creates a framework for 
continuing conversations and provides us w ith  the opportunity  to learn
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more about how  students view themselves as writers. In their literacy letter 
we ask students to consider the following questions:
(a) W hat stories can you tell (either ones you remember or ones 
that others have told you) about learning to read and write?
(b) W hat do you know about your w riting strengths and 
weaknesses? How do you know these things? Can you give 
examples from the pieces of w riting you have included in the 
portfolio?
(c) How w ould you describe your reading strengths and 
weaknesses and your reading process? How do you read? W hat 
do you like to read outside of school writing? What strategies do 
you use w hen reading assignm ents for your classes?
(d) How w ould you describe your w riting process when w riting 
essays? W hen writing letters to your conference partners?
W hen w riting  for yourself?
(e) How do these reading and w riting experiences compare to 
w hat you know  of yourself as a reader and a writer?
At m id-sem ester and at the end of the term  students include a four- 
page letter w ith their portfolio in which they address a num ber of issues 
including their answ ers for the following questions:
(a) W hat essays did you choose for your portfolio? W hy d id  you 
choose these essays?
(b) W hat do these essays say about you as a writer?
(c) How w ould  you describe your w riting process when w riting 
essays, w hen writing the letters to your conference partners, and  
when w riting  for yourself?
(d) How do  these writing experiences com pare to w hat you know  
of yourself as a writer?
By giving students the opportunity  to write a letter to accom pany each 
essay, we allow them  the opportunity to explain to their readers, and  often to 
themselves, their intent in w riting their essay and to raise questions and 
concerns they w ould like their readers to address. Therefore, w hen they read 
their conference partner's  essay and accom panying letter, they are able to see
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their reading of the essay and provide helpful feedback to the writer. 
Additionally, twice during  the semester (at m id-term  and at the end of the 
semester) students w rite letters to accompany their portfolio. Whereas the 
essay response letters are two-page letters, these portfolio letters are 4-5 page 
letters in which students tell stories of past w riting experiences, explain their 
choice of essays for the portfolio, and position their w riting within a larger 
framework. Approxim ately half of the writing students do for the course is in 
the form of letters w ritten to us and to their fellow students. In addition 
because the course readings include examples of epistolary essays, students 
often compose one of their essays as a letter.
At the end of the semester they turn in their final portfolio with a 
revised literacy letter. According to the assignment they are to write a letter 
describing and defining their writing and reading skills based on w hat they 
have learned during the semester about themselves as a writer and reader 
and using the w riting and reading they have done during  the semester as 
evidence and examples. As we explain in a letter to them, "This self-reflexive 
letter will be an in-depth evaluation and analysis of w hat you know about 
yourself as a w riter and as a reader."
Although I am  no t sure that letter writing has m ade the evaluation 
and grading process easier, w hat I do know is that it has m ade it more honest. 
The semester of correspondence with each student has given us (student and 
teacher) identities outside the classroom, has m ade us round characters in
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this story that is the writing classroom. And because my letters to them are as
carefully constructed as the ones I require them  to write to me, they begin to
see that the grades I give them are carefully considered evaluations of their
work in the class. Too often otherwise students have only a vague notion of
why they are "given" grades. As Tindall and  I explain in Dear Teacher:
These student-teacher epistolary conversations create a powerful 
dialogic link between teachers and students, clearly 
acknowledging that the evaluation and grading of student 
w riting is a socially constructed act of interpretation rather than 
a singularly conceived statement of teacher-fact.
In their literacy letters, students describe the specific kinds of writing
they m ost admire. Tom,' a student in my first-year writing class, chose Sports
Illustrated, a magazine he has subscribed to for five years because as he
explains in his letter, "I just enjoy reading about sports" and Sports Illustrated
has "top notch writers that know how to p u t feeling of the event that they are
reporting about on paper for the reader." In his final portfolio letter Tom has
moved closer to these writers. After describing his growing interest in
w riting Tom notes, "Hopefully some day m y w riting will reflect some of the
Sports Illustrated articles that I have read. I have the highest respect for those
journalists and if I can take a slight bit of their w riting skills and implement
them into my ow n writing I think that I will be very happy."
However, this positive description of his ow n writing abilities is not
apparent in his initial literacy letter. Tom begins this letter by describing his
experiences in second grade, recalling in detail that his main concern was
"having to write w ithin the lines." He observes, "I remember not liking this
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type of paper and feeling like a robot w ith no sense of originality." He
follows this story w ith a one-page litany of his writing weaknesses, after
which he observes, "Maybe I just have a lack of confidence in m y writing. . . .
Friends don 't w ant to tell you that your essays are boring and that they don't
make any sense." He is aware that his audience has no interest in reading his
writing, "Usually they will scan it over and say 'It's pretty good' w hen in all
actuality they don’t even fully read it." W hat is most apparent in Tom's letter
and in the initial literacy letters of most students are the "standard
composition teacher phrases" they use to describe their writing and  to define
themselves as writers. In statem ents such as the following, Tom m irrors back
w hat he has been told about his writing:
My main weakness is keeping the reader captivated. Most of my 
writings are personal recollections, they just don 't snap the 
reader back and make them say "W hoa." I have a good m em ory 
for detail, bu t my essays need a little more snap, crackle and  pop.
I also have an excellent grasp of the English vocabulary which 
shows in m y word choice.
In his final letter Tom reflects on his expectations of himself in the class. This 
is his second time taking UNH's first-year writing course. In his letter he 
describes taking this class several years earlier. Of the contrast he writes:
Dear Anne,
Initially w hen I enrolled in English 401 this sum m er I 
anticipated that it would be the same as the first time I had  taken 
it. It was going to be my first step in returning to m y academic 
college career. I thought I was just going to come in and do  m y 
five page paper every week and hopefully get a good grade.
Hopefully the days of w riting a paper will not be like pulling 
teeth at the dentist with no Novocain. I am not saying that is the 
way I used to feel about w riting a paper but I d idn 't exactly sit 
dow n and write a great paper on my ow n initiative.
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Like Tom, Jaime also w aits until the end of the sem ester w hen he 
knows he has been successful to describe his previously unsuccessful 
experience in this course. Both Tom and Jaime begin their final letters 
talking about these experiences. Jaime writes:
Dear Anne,
W hen I first came to this class I had already gone through two 
o ther English com position courses at other schools and was 
unsuccessful at passing them  w ith  good grades. W hen I took 
them  I was upset at m yself for not getting off m y behind and 
going to UNH right after high school.
Kari, on the other hand, describes her bittersweet enthusiasm  about 
taking the class. In her letter she contrasts the excitement she felt w hen she 
first registered for the class w ith her fears that she w ould not "get the 
punctuation, spelling, and gram m ar correct." In her final letter she reflects 
back on this earlier observation and writes, "I was so wrong! I have learned 
so m uch more. Punctuation, spelling and all those other issues just seemed 
to be so m inimal compared to w hat I have learned."
These literacy letters also serve as learning experiences for students, 
m any of whom  have never before taken the time to thoroughly describe and 
define their writing skills. In his letter Benjamin explains in detail his 
difficulties putting feelings into his writing, a problem  he confronts in each 
essay he writes during the early weeks of the semester. A lthough he adds 
num erous examples as he w orks to revise his essays, his conference partners 
continue to push him to "pu t m ore feeling in your w riting." W hat Benjamin
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does not understand until m id-way through the sem ester is that w hat he 
struggles to do in his essays he has done with ease in  his letters. I returned 
his mid-term portfolio w ith a letter in which I respond to his concerns and 
give him specific exam ples from his own writing:
Dear Benjamin,
Although you observe w hen talking about your "faw n essay" 
that you find it difficult to "write papers that expressed [your] 
feelings on the event," you have done a m ost effective job of 
expressing yourself in your letters. In these letters your voice is 
honest and the exam ples you present are powerful. From my 
perspective as a w riter and as a teacher of w riting I w ant you to 
know that this is a w riter's most difficult task, to tell a story w ith 
the right balance of emotion. Although you observe that "the 
only reason w hy I‘w asn 't able to express how I felt w as because of 
my personality" I w ant to assure you that m ost w riters find this 
difficult to do. Perhaps we are always afraid that telling "too 
much" leaves us vulnerable. But, as you observe in the next 
paragraph of your letter, it is essential that w e know how we feel 
and what we th ink  about w hat we read, and that w e learn to risk 
the opinions of others. If we continue to fear that people will 
find our ideas stup id , we silence ourselves w ithout giving voice 
to our own ideas. And after all we are often m uch worse critics 
of our own ideas than  others could ever be.
One of the m ost pow erful moments in Benjamin's introductory letter 
is his description of his difficulties during his first year of school and his 
sadness when he believes that his parents agree w ith his teacher's contention 
that he is not only bad b u t stupid. As Benjamin explains in his final portfolio 
letter, it is in a conversation w ith  his mother about th is letter and my letter 
w ritten in response that he learns the most about his strengths as a writer:
I showed [my literacy letter] to my mother and told her to read 
your response. W hile she was reading this she started  to read my 
letter... and she soon started to cry. She continued reading and
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wiping away the tears. After she was done she looked at me and 
asked me if this was how I truly felt. I nodded my head. She 
looked at me and said she was sorry for having done this to 
me.... I realized then I never took her feelings into consideration 
while writing this letter. As a result it was only filled w ith my 
feelings. I then told myself that that was a good paper.
For Benjamin, the realization that he can p u t em otion into his writing 
is absolute. His words on paper have made someone cry. For him, this 
becomes a significant m om ent in his re-visioning of him self as a writer. He 
concludes his semester-end letter by explaining the significance of this event:
Once I got over that initial wall, writing became a lot easier and 
became something I have started to enjoy. [At the beginning of 
the semester] I would have never said w hat I just said. [At die 
beginning of the semester] I d id n 't want to take this course. I felt 
it was the way m y parents were punishing m e for having an OK 
high school career. Now I w onder if it is som ething they might 
actually regret having done. I have learned to express how I feel 
and it might intensify our argum ents w hen w e disagree.
This re-visioning is also significant for M arian, a non-traditional 
student in the same class. Returning to school after a ten year absence,
M arian is combining study time w ith time to take her children to their 
sum m er activities and preparing her house for the arrival of a foreign 
exchange student in the fall. As a student she is m ost interested in 
reconstructing her multiple identities. Her first essay is an exploration of her 
names. This is the essay she works the most to revise for her portfolio— 
adding names, making connections, moving from John 's sister and Quentin's 
daughter, to M ark's wife and M aureen's mother, to "m y ow n self." Of this 
referential naming she observes,
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When I started working, I again became Marian H_. This did not 
come w ithout some explanations, however. . . .  It seem s to me 
people are never introduced by just a name. They alw ays have 
an asterisk after their nam e and a footnote giving m ore 
inform ation on the person.
Throughout the semester M arian continued to explore nam e and 
naming in her writing, using this query as a vehicle to question the decision 
she has made to return to school a t thirty-five. In her final letter she writes: 
Dear Anne,
I have to tell you, I was a little nervous about taking this class. I 
think that is one of the reasons I wanted to take it du ring  the 
summer. I could get introduced to UNH and  get m y English class 
done at a lighter pace. I was nervous for two reasons. First, it was 
my first class at UNH and I was uncertain how I w ould fit in, 
being a non-traditional s tu d e n t.. . .  I was so afraid I had  forgotten 
everything, that I would not be accepted by the other students in 
the class. They would w ant to know what this old lady w as doing 
here at a University, a place for young people.
Interestingly, Marian never names herself "an older student" in any of 
her essays. The conflict she grapples w ith in these essays centers on the loss of 
identity that comes with names of possession—M ark's wife, M aureen's 
m other, and then M aureen's, Steven's and Carolyn's mother. But, as she 
explains in the final revision of this essay, this identity is one that she does 
not dismiss:
I never really thought too m uch of what is in a nam e before, or 
w hat we are saying w hen w e do introduce ourselves. It is really 
my own little piece of h is to ry .. . .  I am all of those things. I 'm  
David's little sister, Q uentin 's daughter, M ark's wife, M aureen,
Steven, and  Carolyn's mom. Just today I was introduced as 
Betty's d au g h te r.. . .  Now at UNH I have added som ething m ore 
to my introduction: A Non-Traditional Student — I th ink  that is 
a polite w ay of saying "an older student."
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At mid-semester, M arian turns in two essays, her nam e essay and an 
essay describing a trip to Mexico. In my response letter to the w ork in her 
portfolio, I urge her to w ork on revision of the nam ing essay. In my response 
letter I w rite,
D ear M arian,
. . . .  The way you develop your name essay is very powerful. I 
w ould suggest that you w ork on this essay first, developing 
further your names. As you point out in this essay w e are nam ed 
in m any ways and these names have different m eanings of who 
we are. Maybe list as m any names—titles—as you can in your 
journal before beginning the revision. And read B&L's sections 
on clustering and on w riting leads. W hichever one of the two 
essays you choose to revise begin by adding w riter to the list of 
w ords that identify you.
After reading my letter, M arian responds w ith  another letter in which
she responds to m y queries and explains in detail w hy she thinks she has
never felt comfortable writing. This dislike of writing, how ever, is in direct
contrast to her description in her literacy letter of her early fascination with
words. As she explained, "W hen I was first learning to p u t w ords together
my m other told me I would w rite m y name and other w ords in the sawdust
at home. She could tell if I had been in the room by the trail of w ords I left
behind." In  describing her present difficulties as a writer, M arian explains:
I never thought my gram m ar skills were strong enough and I 
have a hard  time putting my thoughts on paper. I have great 
ideas w hen I'm  doing the dishes, or taking a shower, b u t w hen I 
go to w rite it down on paper I seem to go blank.
By the end of the sem ester, however, she has begun to reevaluate her 
stance as a  w riter. She writes her final essay as an  open letter to U N H  non- 
traditional students. In her final portfolio letter, she notes this additional 
name she has given herself and  asks, "How do you like that title?"
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Boy George and Ex-Sergeant Smiley Break the Silence Barrier
Joe alm ost never speaks in class, bu t he has been w riting long 
letters throughout this project, letters that sound as if he had  so 
m uch to say, but until this conversation has not had anyone to 
talk w ith that he could trust. In contrast to his classroom silence, 
on  paper he has much to say.
-excerpt of my letter to Barbara Tindall written at end of week two
As I reread Jo's letters I am  aware that her voice (so often 
hesitant in class) is powerful. I realize as I look through the 
letters between Jo, Amanda, and Liz that a lot of things have 
changed in this conversation over the past four weeks. I began 
as an active participant in the conversation — but over time they 
have moved into a conversation of their ow n — it is as if m y 
voice is no longer an im portant one in the conversation. A nd 
clearly as Jo said ih her first letter these are revolutionary acts.
-excerpt of my letter to Barbara Tindall written at semester's end
I noticed him immediately when I entered the classroom—a tall young 
m an w ith shoulder length hair sitting alone in the comer of the room , 
talking to no one and watching me intently. As students introduced 
themselves, telling stories about the origin of their names, he nervously 
crossed and recrossed his legs. W hen his time came, he turned his eyes 
toward m e and stared at me in silence. H e d id  not speak for w hat seemed 
several m inutes. Then his high falsetto voice cut sharply into the silence of 
the classroom.
"M y name," he said, "is Joe Nolan Ryan. My father nam ed m e after 
the baseball player Nolan Ryan." He was silent for a m om ent Then staring 
defiantly a t me, he said, "However, I do not think parents have the right to
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choose our identities." Then, as quickly as he had moved from silence to 
anger, he folded back into himself and stared at the floor.
For the next three weeks, Joe Nolan Ryan dutifully completed each 
writing assignment. Unless he was required to work w ith other students, he 
sat w ith his chair moved back from the circle, separating him self from the 
happenings of the class, as if he were an invisible observer of the classroom 
events. He spoke only when necessary and then returned as quickly as 
possible to his position of silence. In contrast to this classroom silence, Jo 
wrote in a voice that screamed outloud on paper. His reading responses were 
long, insightful, and  often edged w ith anger. H is essays w ere powerful stories 
of silenced oppression written w ith passionate anger. These stories, he 
explained in the letter he wrote to accompany his essay, w ere w ritten to 
"young, fresh-faced queer boys and girls [who] are having w ords seared into 
their consciousness and fists slammed into their bodies." The following two 
vignettes, excerpted from Jo's second essay, fram e his junior high experiences. 
The first describes his first day of junior high school:
I arrive early to see throngs of adolescents in front of the door 
w aiting to be let in. I feel hundreds of eyes taking me in  from 
head to toe. I am an object of curiosity — different, perverse...."Is 
that a boy or a girl?" I hear one of them say. They giggle among 
them selves, the laughter becoming louder and louder. One 
pimply-faced boy swaggers up to me and says in a boom ing 
voice: "Hey, what are you wearing that p ink  shirt for? D idn 't you 
know  pink is for girls?" I stand before him  stonefaced and  silent, 
m y blue eyes glassy and listless. "Answer me, would you? Why, 
are  you, a fuckin' faggot? Huh!?!" I look dow n at the ground and 
sigh. It is going to be a long two years.
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In this excerpt, it is the last day  of junior high school and  Jo is walking 
into the cafeteria for his "last meal." Jo writes:
I dutifully take my seat at table three with the other "nerds,"
"freaks," and "retards" and w atch as the large black and  w hite 
clock ticks away the m inutes of my imprisonment. Soon Donna 
approaches me with a pack of her sneering friends and begins an 
onslaught of insults. I sit silent as usual, bu t something has 
changed. I do not immediately look dow n at the ground or tense 
up or start shaking. I do not start blam ing myself. Instead I feel 
the first, tenuous chords of anger start to take shape in m y blood 
and become so intense that I no longer even hear w hat they are 
saying. I purposefully do not drink  from the large bottle of 
lemonade before me. Soon Donna grows tired of fag-bashing and 
filters away with her cronies to rag on someone else. W hen the 
bell finally rings, I coolly follow her out of the cafeteria w ith  
beverage in hand and  deftly m aneuver through the crow d so I 
am directly behind her. I quickly remove the cap and flip the 
bottle upside down, letting the yellow acidic liquid stream  over 
her blond spiral perm. Her reaction is one of pure horror, for I 
have done the unspeakable. I have fought back. The sissy-queer- 
faggot shows a little ferociousness, and says that the freak show  
is over. I make a mental note to rem em ber how a little b it of 
fierceness goes a long way. For once I do not feel like a hapless 
victim. Later in the day I spot her in the hall and she literally 
starts flying away in the opposite direction. I should have done 
that a long time ago, I think to myself.
Each narrative Jo writes rings w ith these tales of injustices. Turning 
from himself he relates the story of Kevin, a ten-year old boy w ho w as the 
victim of a cruel game of "Smear the Q ueer" and the story of a teenage boy 
who dropped out of school because of the m ental and physical abuse from his 
fellow classmates. "All true," he explains emphatically. For all o f these 
people, Jo writes loudly and poignantly. "W ords," he explains in  the letter 
that accompanies his essay, "are the m ost powerful tools we possess to fight 
against the deathly silence which threatens to destroy us." A t this poin t in
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the semester, Jo's words are laced w ith anger that he w anted to m aintain, "I 
w ant to remember w hat they d id  to me," he writes in a letter, "because 
rem embering perpetuates m y anger." As Jo explains in this letter, he had 
learned to be ever vigilant to m aintain this stance because anger "pushed 
forward my survival like a row  of never ending dom inoes." M oreover, he 
notes that this overwhelming anger serves as a constant rem inder of his 
responsibility "to foster w hatever change I can."
In contrast to Jo's classroom  silence, Amanda is very outspoken in class 
discussions during the early w eeks of the semester. In her a ttem pt to make 
her point of view clear to her classmates, she often dom inates the class 
discussion, cutting m id-sentence into conversations. In a letter w ritten  after 
the sem ester ends, Am anda acknowledges that as a student she often found 
herself "standing on a soap box" because, as she explains:
I find it extremely difficult to say exactly w hat I m ean du ring  
class. Even though I have proven myself to be one of the m ore 
vocal people in the classroom , I still have moments w here I 
know I should have said  som ething different, that I d id n ’t say 
exactly what I meant an d  that m y words were probably 
misinterpreted. W hen I’m  speaking and I know that everyone 
is looking at me and tha t I better dam n well m ake som e sense, I 
tend to disconnect m yself from  my words and thoughts.
In contrast to her vocal classroom  presence, Am anda w rites short 
essays that were, in her words, "painfully dragged onto paper." As she 
explains in a letter that accompanies an  essay she is attem pting to write, "I am 
having a hard time writing dow n  the reasons for my silence. I find myself 
feeling so panicked and frustrated w hen the words don’t come so I reason
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that I m ust not have anything to say." Therefore, I was surprised when these 
two seemingly different voiced students chose to be research partners during 
the latter part of the semester.
In her analysis of invention, LeFevre contends that w riting becomes a 
social act when writers interact w ith each other and w ith the texts they read, 
whether this interaction take place in the classroom or in the everyday world. 
For Jo, Amanda, and their th ird  research partner, Liz, this interaction took 
place in their collaborative research project. This three-way partnership 
added a new  dynamic to the classroom as Jo, Liz, and Am anda began to raise 
questions of gendered identity that for the other students in the classroom 
blurred w hat they had assum ed to be clear distinctions of m ale and female.
For Jo, this move began w ith nam e changing. In his first letter [written to his 
research partners], Jo changes the spelling of his name from Joe — to Jo. As I 
wrote in a letter to my colleague, Barbara Tindall, "It's as if in this small group 
he is more willing to 'be h im self/" W hat I did  not realize at the time was that 
Jo was also manipulating the gendered pronouns and was, in m any ways, 
becoming more willing to be "herself." Throughout the sem ester, Jo 
problem atized for all of us the distinction of male and female gendered 
words. "H ow  do we call her?" "W hat pronoun does Jo prefer?" students 
asked me in conference. "That's a  question you need to ask Jo," I responded.
Jo and Amanda shared one powerful common bond. They both had 
reccurring flashbacks that filled them  w ith shame and anger. As Jo explained 
in an essay-letter, she was at times paralyzed by nightmares in w hich she was
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trapped in the school cafeteria, or on the bus, or in the corridors, "each place 
throbbing w ith blood-thirsty adolescents." For Amanda, the flashbacks were 
vivid w ith  memories of sexual abuse. Always in these nightmares she was 
voiceless, unable to call for help, unable to explain to anyone w hat had 
happened.
M idw ay through the semester, the focus of m y letters to Tindall had 
turned from the entire class to this triad. As they began their research project 
I wrote a letter to Tindall, pondering this seeming paradox of the silence 
surrounding both Jo and Amanda. "Jo almost never speaks in class, but has 
been w riting long letters throughout this project, letters that sound as if he 
had so m uch to say, but until this conversation has not had anyone to talk 
with that he could trust. In contrast to his class room  silence, on paper he has 
much to say. As I reread his letters I am aware that his voice (so often 
hesitant in class) is powerful." In a two page letter written to Amanda and 
Liz, Jo spares no words:
O ne thing I w ant to say at the onset of this project is that I make 
no attem pt to be 'objective.' As someone who is gay, 
transgendered, feminist, and w orking class, I obviously have had 
certain  experiences which have helped to shape my viewpoints.
I have been oppressed by this society, and thus have a certain 
am ount of anger and bitterness. I feel that m y anger, and other 
oppressed people's anger, is wholly justified, and that we have a 
responsibility to express it. It is w ith this in m ind that I 
personally think our project should be subjective, it should be 
political, and that it should take a definite view point....Growing 
up is difficult regardless, but growing up oppressed really leaves 
a lot of scars. I can't begin to determ ine the extent of the damage 
done to m y self-esteem by hom ophobia and sexism, and I pray 
for my sisters and brothers who have had it even worse than 
me. I w ant to expose our courage to others."
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Perhaps because she was in her ow n way testing the safety of these
conversations, Amanda's early letters were short—two to three sentences—
almost silent. "I can do my project on sexual abuse," she writes in an early
letter, "but I am  not sure how we will be combining our topics, if a t all." For
her, the silence that she tells me has long surrounded her is very  present—
until she begins to see that she can enter this epistolary conversation w ithout
being m isunderstood or misinterpreted. "I am beginning to see that m y fears
were unfounded," she writes in her first long letter to Jo and Liz, "Perhaps
our topics do have connections." The prim ary connection for A m anda, Jo,
and Liz is that they have been able to move their conversation ou t of the
contact zone, out of the public space of the classroom "where cultures meet,
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asym m etrical
power" (Pratt 444). As Pratt says of this move:
W here there are legacies of subordination, groups need places 
for healing and m utual recognition, safe houses in w hich to 
construct shared understandings, knowledges, claims on  the 
world that they can then bring into the contact zone (455).
By beginning their conversation in this safe house, Jo, A m anda, and
Liz are able to construct the voice they need to enter the public conversation
of the classroom. In the same way that this safe space allows Jo to speak
loudly of h is /h e r  anger, it allows A m anda to begin the conversation in
silence. W hen Amanda does speak, she immediately begins to question the
absoluteness of Jo's stance. As she explains in an early letter, she "wholly
supports Jo's need to be subjective" bu t acknowledges that she is also
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“anything but subjective, political" and like him she is not afraid to "step on
anyone's toes." However, she explains to Jo that she needs to take a  more
gentle position. She explains this w ithout anger bu t with an exam ple of her
own. She writes:
I have also felt the pain of growing up oppressed and know how  
im portant it is that we all preserve our internal essences and 
identities within this presentation. To present our subjects on a 
purely  analytical level, w ith little or no emotional investm ent, 
can only serve to further betray and oppress our true selves....
For Am anda and Jo these w ritten conversations provide a buffer 
between the speaker and her audience. In w riting and responding to letters, 
students enter conversations w ith other students in the classroom. This 
dialogue w ith the Other allows, in fact dem ands, that students be aw are of 
diversity and difference, and it dem ands that all participants in the letter 
writing assignm ent acknowledge the complexity of the issues rather than 
seeing them  as linear, one-dim ensional topics w ith singular interpretations. 
Because writing letters and responding to letters works w ithin a  socially- 
constructed framework it provides a safety zone for student writers. As 
David Bleich points out these epistolary conversations become a w ay to 
continue the scholarly conversation betw een the students and  the teachers 
who together inhabit the w riting classroom. As Am anda explains in  an e- 
mail reflection on the experience,
W hen we write these conversations, we are given the 
opportunity  to take our time. We can let dow n m any trivial 
facades, a lot of etiquette bullshit that I hate having to deal w ith 
anyw ay, such as knowing w hen to speak, laughing or not
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laughing in the right places, getting up to go to the bathroom 
while someone is in the m iddle of a sentence, reacting violently 
to a unintentionally idiotic blurb. . . . All these things are issues 
that we have to negotiate in every single conversation we have 
w hen we are face to face (or sometimes even w hen we're on the 
phone), dealing with "real time" relationships. Having a delay 
built into the conversation (i.e., the time you have to wait for a 
w ritten response to what you just wrote) is one way in which 
we can more easily understand and respond to each other. 
A nother buffer that is perhaps even more im portant for me is 
the protection of not being watched or physically heard during 
these conversation we have w hen we are face to face (or 
som etim es even when we’re on the phone), dealing with "real 
tim e" relationships. Having a delay built into the conversation 
(i.e., the time you have to w ait for a w ritten response to what 
you just wrote) is one way in which we can more easily 
understand and respond to each other. It almost gives it an air of 
Catholic confessionals, where priest and confessor are separated 
by a screen. Again, how often have you been very emotional or 
passionate about what you are saying, and  find it m uch easier to 
gather your thoughts and express them  if you either keep your 
eyes closed or keep your back turned to whoever you're talking 
to. In shutting out the other party, you're given a much more 
personal and safe space in which to think and speak. This is 
really evident in "real time" IRC conversations that I have on 
the Internet, especially when I com pare conversations I have 
w ith  a particular person there and then w hen I talk to them face 
to face. W hen a physical space needs to be negotiated, it's a 
whole different ball game. These memos present a strange 
paradox of a conversation that has twice as m any barriers as a 
conventional conversation, but at the sam e time has none at all.
At the end of the semester, I also reflected in a letter to Tindall, "I 
realize as I look through the letters betw een Jo, Amanda, and Liz that a lot of 
things have changed in this conversation over the past four weeks. As the 
teacher, I began as an active participant in the conversation, but over time 
they have m oved into a conversation of their own. It is as if my voice is no 
longer an  im portant one in the conversation. And clearly as Jo said in her 
first letter these are revolutionary acts."
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As Amanda explains in her portfolio letter, this epistolary 
correspondence provide her with a more fully present and identifiable 
audience than she has been able to find w hen she composes essays. This, she 
notes, explains the contrast between her essays and letter. She observes,
When I have to write a "normal" essay, one for which there will 
be no conversational response, I find myself getting stifled. It's 
like I feel that no one is really listening anyway, so why bother.
Since I w on't be getting a response, it's like I talking to a 
reflection of myself or, worse yet, an  empty chair. This affliction 
may be due to my circumstances growing up  and the function 
that journal w riting had for me as a survivor of sexual abuse.
Having no audience and no response m eant living in a vacuum , 
surrounded by a memory that I couldn’t share and that kept me 
paralyzed.
Because the use of this open-ended epistolary format in the 
composition classroom gives writers like Jo and Amanda the freedom to blur 
genre boundaries, this informal correspondence becomes a bridge which 
allows students and teachers to span the socially constructed differences that 
exist for them in this writing classroom. By blending the public w ith the 
personal and the autobiographical w ith the analytical these epistolary 
exchanges foster understanding and offer the possibility (at least w ithin the 
walls of the classroom) for students to transcend racial, gender, and cultural 
boundaries and for them  to successfully negotiate the chasm that so often 
separates the safety of small and private conversations from the larger 
conversations of academic contact zones.
In addition, these student-teacher-student conversations acknowledges 
the sim ultaneously objective and subjective nature of student writing. For
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writing teachers, these epistolary conversations allow, in fact demand, that we 
become m ore fully aw are of our students' diversity and  differences and that 
we acknowledge that responding to student writing is a complex, multi­
dim ensional rhetorical situation rather than a linear, one-dimensional act of 
interpretation. Viewed w ithin this framework, the effectiveness of each piece 
of w riting becomes individually and directly dependent upon the 
developm ent of a solid writer-reader relationship and  on the intersubjective 
interpretation of that text. Since writing and responding to student essays in 
this epistolary format requires that students and teacher w ork within a 
socially-constructed framework, it provides space for on-going dialogue 
between teachers and students, these otherwise disparate groups who together 
inhabit the w riting classroom.
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CHAPTER 5 -o- POSTSCRIPT
In general, postscripts—even one—should be avoided if possible.
They are, as far as they have suggestive meanings at all, 
disrespectful; and  they should therefore never be used in writing to 
officials nor to superiors of any kind, especially of age. A postscript 
is an impertinence.
- James Wood Davidson, The Correspondent (1886)
My sister M artha once told me that she believes it is "in the nature of 
w om en" to apologize. She would write long letters that ended w ith profuse 
apologies for her "poor letter writing skills." For m any years I found these 
apologies an embarrassm ent, a sign of m y sister's m eek spirit. But I have 
begun to see this apology as a form of epistolary etiquette. Letter writers offer 
apology for their w riting style, for the "too long" or "too short" letter, for their 
forgetfulness in writing. Epistolary apologies, once m ade, are assum ed to be 
accepted. After rapturously describing Theodore Parker's sermons, nineteenth 
century poet Celia Thaxter reconsiders her w ords in a postscript, telling her 
friend Lizzie, "I'm  afraid you'll think my letter very stupid, dear Lizzie" (10).
In a sim ilar final note, apologizing for his too-short letter, Victor Hugo w rites 
to P. J. Hetzel, his publisher, "[This letter] is short bu t the days are shorter. I do 
not know  how  to m anage at the same time m y work, my business affairs, and  
the colossal correspondence w ith which I am  honored by the four w inds. I 
have on my table at the m om ent at least three hundred  letters awaiting 
replies" (10 Dec. 1863).
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I do not plan to end this dissertation with an apologetic postscript, even 
one that is feigned. Therefore, turning to Lydia Maria Child for support, I 
offer no apology for this epistolary wandering from my com position 
classroom to the third century B.C.E. and back again. Like the seemingly 
disparate pieces of a letter or the seemingly unrelated blocks of a friendship 
quilt, every move in this dissertation has been a deliberate tu rn  in my search 
for the definition of the epistolary genre and for ways to situate letter writing 
in the center of the college composition classroom. In the tim e since I began 
this research, an increasing num ber of composition teachers have begun 
talking about bringing letter w riting into their classes. W inifred Hom er has 
published a composition textbook, Life Writing (1997), that includes a chapter 
on letter writing, including a collection of letters and letter w riting 
assignments. As more and  more universities become connected to the 
internet, student and faculty access to e-mail is already m aking major changes 
in the ways students and teachers interact in the composition classroom. The 
University of South Carolina Press will soon publish Letter Writing Manuals 
from Antiquity to the Present, a collection of essays that considers ars 
dictaminal m anuals and textbooks and other manuals inside and  outside the 
academy.
Despite the m any recent changes in the valuing of letter w riting as a 
legitimate subject for university study, little has been w ritten  to connect letter 
w riting practices in the m odem  classroom with letter w riting instruction in
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earlier eras. Because of this lack of previously situated connections, readers of 
this dissertation may have at times found themselves catapulted between 
chapters, moving from the story of my own lessons in letter writing to an 
extended definition of letter writing back and then to the rhetorical roots of 
this genre in the fourth century B.C.E. These wide strokes and broad moves 
are necessary, however, to draw  connections betw een early letter writing 
instruction and to problem atize the acceptance w ithin the academy of the 
current relegation of letter writing instruction to etiquette m anuals and 
technical handbooks. The intent of this study was not to compile a 
comprehensive history of the epistolary genre but to consider why it is that 
when letter writing instruction is introduced into the university curriculum, 
it becomes disciplined so completely that, like the Cheshire Cat in Alice in 
Wonderland, all that is left is a faceless smile.
These days when I talk with colleagues about ways to introduce letter 
w riting into their com position classrooms, in w orkshops, in conversations at 
the water fountain, and  at professional conferences, I em phasize the lessons I 
have learned in researching and writing this dissertation. I have situated the 
central lesson that frames these conversations in  the title of this 
dissertation—"Unruly Acts." Letter writing is, and  has always been, an 
unruly act. This does not, however, m ean that letter writers begin by 
throwing away all rules of epistolary etiquette and disregarding all letter 
w riting conventions. It is the act of writing, not the letter itself, that is 
unruly. Epistolary conventions, fluid w ith time and place, are the markers
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that signify the Letter for w hat it is, written correspondence between persons 
absent from one another. Although governed by these epistolary markers 
that Altman defines as epistolarity, as letter writers we are constantly seeking 
to find balance betw een careful adherence to and flagrant disregard of these 
conventions. We rem ain convinced by the letters we cherish that the 
strength of letters lies in their spontaneity, naturalness, and  originality, 
characteristics Reid suggests defines the letter in spite of the fact that "its 
gestation is characterized by the practice of artifice and stereotype" (165).
Relearning m y first grade lessons in letter writing has required that I 
redefine what is m eant by a "well w ritten letter." A lthough I am  convinced 
that we cannot define a letter only by the writer's careful penm anship, I am as 
equally convinced that this attention to form is an integral part of the 
epistolary genre. W hat is important, for us as teachers and  as letter writers, is 
that these definitions be balanced, that writers acknowledge that the letter, as 
Demetrius wrote, is sent as a gift and should, therefore, be presented with the 
same care one w ould give a gift in presenting it to someone. Through this 
research I have learned that it is the recipient, not the letter w riter, who 
determines if a letter is well written, asking h im /herself after reading the 
letter if the letter is too short, too long, too vague, too messy, too distant, or 
even too late in arriving.
Therefore, w hen introducing epistolary conversations into the writing 
classroom, if we as w riting teacher have specific requirem ents for these letters 
as Tindall does in the peer response letters students write in her first year
i
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writing classes, we need to be the initiators of these conversations, writing 
our ow n letters and providing model letters (our own o r those of students 
from other semesters) so students can better understand the assignment. In 
addition, by w riting our own introductory letters to begin this s tuden t- 
student, teacher-student dialogue, we place ourselves w ith in  the classroom 
conversation a t the point we are able to extend the genuine request for 
students to join us in these conversations about writing. As Perry 
acknowledges in Mothering the Mind, this use of letter w riting  in the 
classroom provides students and  teachers with an alternative to the 
disciplined w riting that traditionally is situated in the center of the writing 
classroom. As Perry notes, this m othering of the m ind is not a gendered 
activity, since all teachers can provide this non-judgm ental support for 
students as they work on w riting and revising their essays and  conducting 
their sem ester research projects.
The other side of these early lessons, however, rem ains problematic. 
Because letter writing instruction, like instruction in quilt m aking, table 
setting, and  bed making, has long been situated outside the academ y in 
etiquette m anuals, letter w riting has been seen as a subject not w orthy of 
academic discussion. Thus m y first lesson in letter w riting  was also an early 
lesson in this study of the epistolary genre. Stereotypically, letter writing has 
been cast as "wom en's work." As it was my m other's responsibility to teach 
my sisters and me the gracious and gentle art of letter w riting, w e continue to 
direct this task to the home and  most specifically to the m other. This
I
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misplaced feminization of private correspondence has served to keep letter 
writing ou t of the academy, not because letters are any less academic than 
other w ritten  genres, but because the times it has been brought into the 
academ y the only recourse we thought we had was to discipline the letter. 
W hen I observed in Lesson Five "A lthough 'good ' students carefully follow 
the rules of epistolary construction, 'real letters' are undisciplined and adhere 
to the rules of letter writing w ith deliberate and flagrant disregard," I was 
speaking indirectly to this concern that letter writing, w hen it has been 
introduced into the academy, had  been introduced w ith  no attention paid to 
this deliberate and flagrhit disregard of letter writing rules and conventions. 
However, as the earlier chapters have shown, each tim e these attem pts have 
been thw arted  since the more the letter was ordered and disciplined, the more 
instruction was directed toward correct placement and order and the less it 
was directed to the letter's content.
Because letter writing combines speaking and w riting and because 
letters are pieces of a conversation w ith  those absent, it exists as both a literary 
genre and  a speech genre. A lthough scholars fully acknowledge the letter as a 
literary genre (often combining it w ith  journals and diaries), little attention 
has been paid to the letter as a speech genre, subject therefore to speech act 
theory. By defining letter writing as a speech genre, I acknowledge even more 
com pletely one of my early lessons:
Lesson 9: Picking up the pen  to compose a letter is a  performative act, 
g rounded  in theory. The theory of letter writing is im bedded in the act.
!
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This study clearly points to the fact that letters are less dangerous than I 
first believed them to be, more likely to be constructed as love letters, 
personal and intim ate conversations, whispers and secrets shared among 
good friends. Lessons Four and Eight are less easy to explain and call for 
further research that would move in a much different direction than this 
research is taking me.
Lesson Four: Letters create fictions. The real self is not the same as the 
epistolary self. Bringing together these two personas can destroy the 
fictional worlds that letter writers knowingly and unknowingly 
construct through their correspondence.
Lesson 8: Letters can become a painful revelation of Truth. However, 
the only thing more difficult than telling the tru th  is remaining silent.
At one time I thought I had been wrong to b u m  my mother's letters, 
that there were m oral consequences to not understanding as I had learned in 
Lesson Three that "Every letter is a love letter" and, therefore, subject to 
careful preservation. As many letter writers have said in explaining w hy they 
made the decision to bu m  their letters or the letters of a family member or 
friend, sometimes things are too personal to be shared, too personal to end up
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one day in som eone's dissertation or to even be read by understanding friends 
and relatives.
Perhaps w hat w e leam  from these letters is what is im portant and  even
though I burned my m other's letters I first copied dow n the recipes she sent
me and I learned from  her instruction how  to write my ow n letters. These
things I have not forgotten. Although the students in my writing classes may
not always save their literacy letters and leam  directly from them, these
students are most certainly changed by w hat they now know about
themselves as writers and they can compare that knowledge w ith the letters I
in turn wrote to them.
In the end I return  to my mother and her letters. Although at times I
wish I had not burned my mother's letters, Lesson Ten still holds true— my
mother has indeed left me a rich letter w riting legacy. As W inifred H om er
observes, I have learned.
Letters are a testim ony to the enduring attem pts of hum an 
beings to bridge the communication gap betw een themselves 
and others. In contrast to the inward journeys taken by diary or 
journal writers, letter writers reach out, often across time and 
space, to other hum an beings. (73)
In the years since m y mother's death I have found other m entors who 
have taught me about letter writing and about life. Some I have met only in 
books and through their letters. Others are friends I have m ade along the 
way. Letters m aintain these connections.
SiMcenehf cfowtd.
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